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The primary objective of this study was to determine 
what changes were taking place in large department store 
hours and in the shopping behavior of department store 
consumers.. A second objective was to determine to what 
extent, and by what methods, department store managers in 
Louisiana were determining optimum shopping time for the 
store.
The analysis consisted of three steps. First a 
review of current literature was made on store hours and 
consumer shopping habits nationally. Next, an empirical 
investigation was made of both customer shopping behavior 
and department store hours in 14 Louisiana cities. Finally, 
a comparison was made of selected areas of the consumer and 
store surveys. Basic comparisons in the consumer survey 
were made by city size, age, sex, income and occupation. 
Comparisons in the s'tore survey were made by city size and 
store location. The areas of comparison in the combined 
surveys were restricted to city size only. Several important 
conclusions were reached concerning department store hours 
and consumer behavior. It was concluded that age, income,
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city size, sex and occupation do affect consumer behavior.
It was further concluded that consumer shopping decisions 
were more often affected by city size and age than they were 
by sex, income or occupation.
Store hours varied by city size and location. It 
was further concluded that the methods used to determine 
hours were highly dependent upon management judgment. About 
25 per cent of all- consumers expressed some dissatisfaction 
with present store hours, but the greatest dissatisfaction 
was found in small and medium size cities. Men and young 
consumers were the most dissatisfied groups.
In the past five years, 40 per cent of the stores 
had increased hours while 16 per cent had decreased hours.
The greatest increases in hours were in large cities. Stores 
in medium size cities planned to lengthen hours more than 
any other group. It was concluded that there were no basic 
differences between daytime and evening sales by departments.
In spite of the large number of responses from both 
the consumers and stores, it was not possible to determine 
the extent of agreement relative to optimum hours. Although 
managers said consumer desires were important to hour 
decisions, evidence indicated managers were not setting hours 
in conformity with consumer desires. The reason for the
lack of conformity was that managers were not certain of 
consumer desires, since only sporadic and indirect means 
were used to determine consumer wishes.
Little relationship existed between when consumers 
said they wanted to shop in the evening and the hours stores 
were open. Judging by sales volume in the stores, consumers 
did not always shop during the times they preferred.
Saturday was by far the best day in sales volume for stores, 
but Saturday was not preferred for shopping over Tuesday or 
Thursday by consumers.
The statement of managers on store hour policies 
showed a very wide divergence of opinion. Some managers 
showed resistance to store hour changes, but others were 
motivated to change hours because of competition, sales 
volume or consumer desires.
It is recommended that managers develop suitable 
ways of determining consumer desires. A direct method of 
determining consumer preferences for days and hours of 
shopping should be utilized. Once effective hours have been 
established and put into effect, enough time must be allowed 
to elapse before their success or failure can be determined. 
Furthermore, extensive advertising should accompany any 
change until consumers are made aware of the new schedules.
xi
CHAPTER I
THE NATURE OF THE STUDY
Merchandising is "the planning and supervision 
involved in marketing the particular merchandise or service 
at the place!, time, and prices and in the quantities which 
will best serve to realize the marketing objectives of the 
business."^
Time in the above definition can be analyzed in 
reference to the periodic, seasonal, and technological time 
factors involved in making consumer activities in the market 
place realistic and profitable to both the supplier and the 
consumer. One of the time problems involves the determination 
of the optimum number of hours to operate each day of the 
week. The time problem also involves the most profitable 
hours to be open each day of the week. Another refinement 
of the "time" concept is only obliquely emphasized in 
marketing literature by references to the "place." Marketers
^"Committee on Definitions, Marketing Definitions, 
(Chicago: American Marketing Association, 1960), p. 17.
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are recognizing the importance of location in survival.
This fact is illustrated by the movement of the marketplace 
from urban to suburban locations.
This movement to suburban locations reflects the 
special problem of setting daily hours of operation that are 
convenient to consumers.
In the last five years a definite trend has been 
observed in lengthened store hours. Recent statistics 
indicate that 50 per cent or more of the total retail dollar 
is being spent after 4:30 p.m.2
Over 50 per cent of all retail outlets are now open 
five or six evenings per w e e k .3 These facts indicate that 
the consumer has shown a preference for longer shopping 
hours or has shifted his shopping time from mornings to 
evenings and weekends. In addition, an increasing number of 
retail outlets are feeling pressure to open on Sundays.
This trend of lengthened retail hours has created 
problems for retailers. Store hours depend on the working 
and economic conditions in the community, the specific
2Parade, "Intelligence Report," Sunday Morning Advocate, 
(Baton Rouge, Louisiana, July 5, 1964), p. 12.
3The Super Market Industry Speaks 1963, (Chicago:
Super Market Institute, Inc., 1963), p. 14.
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location of the store within the city, and the shopping 
habits of the people in the area in which the store is 
located.^
Store hours should depend on when the customer or 
potential customer can and wants to shop. Unfortunately, 
marketing literature has produced few studies on store hours 
which provide retail executives with sufficient insights to 
assist in hour decisions. No recent studies of store hours, 
which would relate directly or add materially to the study 
of Louisiana department store hours have been made.
There seems to be a variety of methods of determining 
the optimum hours to adopt for stores. Managers’ attitudes 
toward hours can range from a twenty-four hour operation, 
to restricting hours to forty per week. Whatever the 
attitude, it is difficult to exaggerate the importance to 
retailers of selecting the correct hours of operation. The 
necessity that the retailer be right in many diverse ways 
is reflected in the introductory definition of merchandising. 
The interdependence of all variables in the definition 
indicates the importance of time and the dependency of hours
^"Whats Behind Retailing Changes?" Printers Ink, 
(January 11, 1963), p. 40. "What Makes 24-hour Operations 
Click?" Chain Store Age, (April 20, 1964), p. E301.
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on place, quantity and price; thus, one may reflect that 
the time problem is the source of many other problems.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES
In view of the importance of store hours and the 
apparent lack of information concerning hours, this study 
was under taken to provide some insights into the problem.
The problem for the retailer is one of determining optimum 
shopping time for consumers at minimum costs for himself.
The problem in this study is to determine to what extent, 
and by what methods, department stores in Louisiana are 
determining optimum shopping time; and to what extent hours 
in these stores are consumer directed. The specific questions 
to be answered in this study are:
1. When do consumers prefer to shop and what effect 
does age, city size, occupation, sex and income have on 
consumer habits and preference?
2. What effect does city size and location of the 
store within the city have on store hours?
3. What management solutions to the problems 
caused by present store hours have been found by managers 
included in the study?
4. What methods are used to determine hours and to 
what extent are hour decisions based on management judgment?
5. How do the hours of the stores studied compare 
with the consumers' desires as indicated by the survey?
5
The general hypothesis of the study is that department 
store hours are increasing, more specifically that hours for 
department stores of a specified size are increasing. The 
increasing number of hours has created additional problems 
for retailers which have not been resolved. The general 
hypothesis is divided into five parts:
1. Consumer habits and preferences are affected by 
age, income, sex, city size and occupation of the head of 
the house.
2. Store hours depend on city size and location of 
the store within the city.
3. Managers have not yet found an acceptable means 
of solving the problems created by added hours.
4. The methods used to determine hours are varied 
and highly dependent on management judgment.
5. There is little agreement between the attitudes 
of consumers and the attitudes of store managers relative to 
optimum store hours.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
It is important that certain terms have the same 
meaning to both the reader and the writer. For purposes of 
this study the following terms are used with these-meanings 
intended.
1. Department Stores (SIC 531). Establishments 
normally employing 25 or more people and engaged in selling 
some items in each of the following lines of merchandise.
1. Furniture, home furnishings, appliances, 
radio and TV sets.
2. A general line of apparel for the family.
3. Household linen and dry goods. An 
establishment with total sales of $5,000,000 
or more is classified as a department store 
even if sales of one of-the groups described 
above is more than 80 per cent of total 
sales, provided that the combined sales of 
the other two groups is $500,000 or more. 
Relatively few stores are included in this 
classification as a result of this special 
rule and most of those which are would 
otherwise have been classified in the apparel 
group.5
2. City Size. In referring to city size, the term 
small is used to refer to cities with populations between 
7,500 and 39,999. Medium refers to cities with populations 
between 40,000 and 100,000 and large refers to cities with 
a population in excess of 100,000.
3. Downtown Store Location. Stores located in the
established downtown business area, the traditional or 
central market.
4. Outlying Store Location. Stores located in other 
than downtown locations, but not necessarily classified as 
suburban, isolate or cluster.
eUnited States Census of Businessx 1958, I, Summary 
Statistics, (Washington, D. C.x United States Government 
Printing Office, 1961), 18-6.
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5. Consumer or Customer. A department store 
consumer was assumed to reside in any household receiving a 
questionnaire and the specific consumer answering the question 
was assumed to be the member of the household who buys most 
of the department store merchandise.®
6. Occupation. One of the occupational group 
classifications used by the Census of Population was used as 
a guide for classifying occupations.? Retired was added to 
the above classification because of the high per cent of 
respondents who indicated they fit into this category and 
the possibility of their having different shopping habits 
and preferences. The student classification was counted 
with those who listed an occupation but gave an insufficient 
amount of information to be grouped elsewhere.
7. Traditional Store Hours. One-half hour before
^See consumer letter and instructions on the 
questionnaire, Appendix A.
The Census of Population uses the following 
classifications in many of their tables: White Collar—
professional, technical, managers, officials, proprietors, 
clerical and sales. Blue Collar— craftsmen, foremen, 
operatives and laborers, except farm. Service and farm 
household employees, barbers, bartenders, waitresses, 
protective services, cooks and counter workers, farm 
laborers and foremen.. United States Census of Population: 
1960, Summary Statistics, I, (Washington, D. C.r United 
States Government Printing Office, 1961), LXVII.
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or after 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Saturday was 
considered traditional hours of operation.
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
A study of this type naturally leads to a great deal 
of information in closely related areas. Department store 
managers must attempt to solve their problems of insufficient 
numbers of employees, rising costs and competition from 
similar and dissimilar retailers. They must also attempt 
to predict what sociological and psychological changes are 
presently taking place that may cause future changes in 
their stores and in store hours.
Much could be written which would be of benefit to 
the department store manager but that is beyond the scope 
of this study. The scope of this study is limited to store 
hour practices and consumer preferences for hours in 
department stores (as previously defined) in Louisiana.
The motivating factors for both store managers and consumers 
are measured to ascertain their possible relationship to 
each other. Special attention is directed in the study to 
evening shopping behavior of consumers and evening opening 
practices and policies of stores.
The secondary research is limited to retail stores
9
and the primary research to certain department stores as 
defined previously. The dual approach is justified in that 
the practices of all retail outlets do in fact affect 
department store sales.
The third limitation is that both surveys were of a 
static nature, both were measures of the same point in time.
No attempt is made to break the data down by chain 
and independent stores, nor is the data broken down by any 
geographical divisions, such as north and south. This 
limitation was imposed by the writer, because it was felt 
that the breakdown used in the study was more meaningful. 
Results are divided, where meaningful, by city size and within 
the city, downtown versus outlying locations. The consumer 
survey was further divided by sex, occupation, income and 
age. Sunday openings are not treated in detail but are 
included only as they might increase total store hours, or 
as they might otherwise incidentally affect the study.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The data in this study was primarily original data 
supplemented where necessary by secondary sources.
The trends in store hours contained in Chapter II 
were obtained by a study of marketing literature. This
information was used to establish a framework by which to 
determine those areas of store hours which were of importance 
to retailers and consumers. It was felt that Chapter II 
should be broader than the remainder of the study because 
the wide variety of merchandise carried by department stores 
cause them to be competitive with many types of retailers.
The second source of data was a survey conducted 
among consumers from the areas in which department stores 
are located. Data were collected from the stores and 
consumers in the cities as indicated by Table 1:1. The 
questionnaire was designed to determine consumer behavior 
patterns and preferences for store hours and also to find 
out present consumer attitudes toward shopping. Particular 
attention was devoted to evening shopping and family shopping 
habits. All facts gained from the questionnaire respondents 
were tabulated by computers and tables were made on the basis 
of the information gained from these tabulations. All 
information is presented as a per cent of total responses.8
The third aspect of the study was the conducting of 
a census of department stores in the state of Louisiana as
0A 23.93 per cent return was obtained.
TABLE 1:1
LOUISIANA CITIES INCLUDED IN SURVEYS
Department
Consumer Questionnaires Stores____
City________ Population* Telephones** Sent Undelivered Returned Total Returned
New Orleans 627,525 210,976 1,783 36 424 10 9
Shreveport 197,148 59,725 505 8 137 5 5
Baton Rouge 152,419 59,206 500 30 124 12 11
Lake Charles 65,500 22,839 193 14 42 4 4
Monroe 56,500 24,471 206 5 38 3 3
Lafayette 51,000 18,949 160 16 31 . 5 5
Alexandria 41,000 20,817 176 20 30 6 5
Houma 22,561 11,356 96 5 21 1 1
Bogalusa 21,423 6,509 55 2 9 2 2
Opelousas 17,417 5,911 50 8 6 2 2
Bastrop 15,193 4,973 42 3 5 1 1
Hammond 10,563 4,448 38 4 10 1 1
Rayne 8,634 2,385 20 0 3 1 1
Ville Platte 7,512 2,864 24 0 5 - 1 1
Total 1,294,395 455,429 3,848 151 885 53 50
*Population was taken from Rand McNally Commercial Atlas and Marketing Guide.
**Telephones are from Southern Bell Telephone Co. and Southwest Telephone of Ville 
Platte.
defined by the Bureau of Census.9 The research was conducted 
through interviews and a mailed questionnaire to 53 department 
store executives in the 14 Louisiana cities in which large 
department stores are located.^0 The interviews were based 
on the questionnaire and were used only to pre-test, and in 
those cases where a follow-up was necessary. Questionnaires 
were designed to determine department store hours, the effect 
of night openings on sales problems of shortening morning 
hours and lengthening evening hours and recent and anticipated 
store hour changes. Although a census was taken of department 
stores in the state some stores may have been excluded or 
included by mistake. Some stores are entering while others 
are leaving the department store classification at all times. 
All stores which were in this classification as of the las.t 
quarter of 1964 were included.
The consumer survey was stratified according to those 
cities in which at least one of the above mentioned department 
stores was located. __The sample was drawn from telephone 
books for these cities. The total number of telephones in 
each city was obtained from Southern Bell Telephone Co.,
QSee definition, this chapter.
■^A 94.34 per cent return was received from store 
managers.
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Division of Commercial Engineering and the Southwestern 
States Telephone Co. of Ville Platte. The size of the sample 
assures a confidence interval of 95 per cent that the sample 
proportion will be within five per cent of the true universe 
proportion. The first question on the consumer questionnaire 
was used as a basis for this computation. This question is 
binomial, with presently married or presently single being 
the two possible answers. Because all other answers are 
either binomial or multinomial, the error is the same or 
smaller for all other questions.
The sample was drawn using simplified random method 
of selection.. Cities in the study were divided into three 
groups, those with between 7,500-39,999 population, 40,000- 
100,000 and over 100,000. Each group was handled in the
H z — standard normal units from the mean. Z=1.96 
when a 95 per cent confidence level is used to estimate the 
universe proportion.
-standard error of the proportion. Q
P— proportion of the items in the sample possessing a certain 
characteristic.
Q— proportion of the items in the sample not possessing a 
certain characteristic, 
n— sample size.
E— size of the error allowed in making an estimate of the 
universe— proportion.
  njl.l2 . P(a) n=Z2 (P.Q) (b) =|l.96E L.051(d) n=(1.96)2 x 102 (e) n=385(.5) (.5) (c) n=(1.96)2x.25 x 10~?.25 x 10"£ "2
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same way, the number of main telephones for each city was 
determined from records of the telephone companies as 
previously mentioned. The universe, total main telephones 
in households in the fourteen cities surveyed, was 455,429;^2 
a sample of size 385 was, therefore, necessary to estimate 
the universe proportion within 5 percentage points at a 
confidence of 95 per cent. The required number of returns 
from each city was determined by the percentage of telephones 
in the city to the total number of telephones in all fourteen 
cities. An estimated return of 10 per cent on the consumer 
survey, was used as a basis for the total number of
12Example: Total main line telephones in the
population surveyed— 455,429. Total main line telephones in 
the Baton Rouge Area— 59,206. 59,206 f 455,429 —  13 per
cent. 13 per cent x 385 —  50 returns necessary from Baton 
Rouge. 50 x 10 per cent return —  500 questionnaires sent 
in the Baton Rouge Area.
59,206 x 500 —  118th person listed was sent a questionnaire. 
Certain recognized bias was present in the statistical method 
used. Telephone books include only about 80 per cent of the 
households in the area surveyed, therefore, those households 
not included could represent a group with entirely different 
shopping habits than those included. It should be recognized 
that by using telephone books this group has been excluded.
A second type of bias, and one which is possibly important to 
this study, also exists; this is the probable difference in 
respondents and non-respondents. With an expected return 
of only 10 per cent, it is possible, but not likely that a 
difference exists between the 10 per cent who responded as 
opposed to the 90 per cent who do not return the questionnaire.
15
questionnaires to be sent in each city.^3
PREVIEW
A clear understanding of the more current thought 
regarding store hours, as well as some insight into hour 
practices of the past should provide a useful framework
I • * ' ■
within which to analyze the present status of hours of 
operation. Accordingly, Chapter II begins with an investi­
gation into those present and past practices which have the 
greatest bearing on the problem as it exists today. This 
section deals with retail hours in general with no specific 
effort to emphasize the department store.14
The survival of any retail institution depends, in 
part, on satisfying the consumers' desires. Age, occupation, 
sex and income factors that influence shopping habits are 
discussed but the emphasis is on consumer preferences for 
days and hours of shopping. Also reported in this section 
are the findings of the primary research regarding differences 
in day and evening shopping habits. Chapter III is based
■^Since the universe is infinite and sample size 
exceeds 100, normal distribution can be used to approximate 
the binomial.
^The reason for this treatment is given under 
Method of Analysis in this chapter..
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on the first part of the primary study which was conducted 
by means of a mailed questionnaire to approximately 3,848 
consumers in 14 Louisiana cities.15
The present practices of the individual department 
stores studied and an investigation into how the managers 
view the problem of determining hours is the subject of 
Chapter IV. Special attention is directed in this chapter 
to the methods used by managers to determine optimum hours 
of operation. Evening openings, their growth and significance 
are discussed. Finally the effects of hours on store location 
within the city are considered. Comparisons made in 
Chapter IV are by city size and location of the store within 
the city. All analyses are based on information gained from 
the questionnaire respondents.
The comparison of consumer preferences and department 
store managers' practices and opinions are reviewed with 
reference to hours, merchandise purchased and causes of 
increased evening openings in Chapter V. Those parts which 
are comparable from the consumer and store executive survey 
are combined for comparisons. These comparisons could be
15Method of selection is given m  this chapter under 
Method of Analysis.
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made by city size only. Also analyzed in this section are 
those factors affecting consumer decisions to shop and 
management decisions on hours. The final analysis deals 
with department store policy decisions and the extent to . 
which the consumer is considered in the policies.
Finally are presented the highlights of facts found 
in the entire study. Through the facts and insights, it 
is hoped that department stores will be better prepared to 
serve the ever changing consumer.
CHAPTER II
TRENDS IN RETAIL STORE HOURS
The history of store hours provides a yardstick with 
which to measure the future. The evolution of store hours 
has been characterized by its inconsistencies rather than 
its similarities almost from the beginning of the sale of 
merchandise.
HISTORY OP STORE HOURS
Some idea of the early history of store hours can 
be gained from employee rules of an early (1860) Chicago 
store. "The store must be open 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. the year 
round . . . .  After 14 hours of work in the store, the 
leisure time should be spent in reading. In Dr. Paul 
Nystrom's book written in 1913, the trend which began at the 
turn of the century can be seen.
The hours of labor in a retail store are
■̂ John W. Ferry, A History of the Department Store 
(New York: The Macmillan Co., 1960), pp. 24-25.
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sometimes too long/ although the tendency 
has been to cut them down. It is not long 
since most stores kept open every evening 
in many parts of the country. Prom that 
the stores progressed to a point where 
they kept open only two evenings a week7 
and, now, in the majority of larger places,
Saturday evening is the only night open in 
the retail trade. This tendency is in the 
right direction, very few salesmen can do 
their best and be on duty 65 to 80 hours 
a week.2
Retail store hours had become, by the 1930's, partly 
through the efforts of the Party of Progress, fairly well 
fixed at 9 to 5. The 9 to 5 work day became almost traditional. 
Stores which occasionally had night openings or special sales 
were likely to be criticized. The cry which seemed to be 
heard most often was that stores were returning to old- 
fashioned hours. This complaint is interesting because the 
same cry is heard today from those retailers who are fighting 
night openings.
More frequent night openings were instituted at the 
request of the federal government during World War II. One 
reason for the request was that both men and women worked 
long hours in defense plants and were unable to shop during 
conventional store hours. At the close of World War II
2Paul H. Nystrom, Retail Selling and Store Management 
(New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1914), p. 259.
many retailers felt great relief at the idea of returning 
to the store hours of the 1930's.^ Permanent changes which 
had taken place in the way of life were not considered by 
retailers. Some retailers openly fought, and are still 
fighting, the idea of anything but the traditional 9 to 5 
store hours.4
Even the golden 1930's had their problems with night
openings. In a 1935 article criticizing stores for night
openings Rucker said:
That Macy's lead was followed by Gimbel's 
and other of the large department stores, 
is aside from the point. Macy's started 
the night openings during the 1934 mid­
summer furniture sale— for the furniture 
section only . . . .  Subsequently, they 
adopted a 9:30 to 9 schedule for the 
whole store for Thursdays. The schedule 
is still in effect.5
This type of criticism still exists today and may be seen
in many articles on current retail store hours.
Dero A. Saunders, "Shopping After Dark," Fortune,
46 (November, 1952) 120.
^"The Challenge of Profitable Growth," The Department 
Store Economist, 27 (February, 1964) 26.
5F. Campbell Rucker, "Don't Kid yourselves That 
Night Openings Really Add to Profits," Retailing, Exclusive 
Edition (April 8 , 1935), p. 13.
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The discussions of~Sunday retailing sound similar 
to night openings, except that it was a little later in 
coming about and has an additional problem of the blue-laws. 
There is evidence that retail stores are beginning to 
recognize that they may soon face the problem of what to do 
about Sunday openings.6 Until recently the blue-laws had 
restricted Sunday openings to items for health. These laws 
have been enforced in varying degrees depending on the state 
and area. The roots of the blue-laws go far back to the 
mores of the United States, two or more centuries ago.^ 
Sunday selling laws are receiving only limited endorsement 
in most parts of the country, and retailers have mixed 
emotions concerning these laws.8
A study of the history of retailing shows how the 
hour problem has gone almost full circle from the very long, 
to the shorter work week. Hours now are moving back to the 
longer work week. Regardless of their size or affiliation,
6E. B. Weiss, "Is Sears Capitulating on Sunday 
Retailing," Advertising Age, 34 (January 14, 1963), 45.
?"Sunday Retailing: Agency Study Forecasts Its
Future," Printers Ink, 278 (March 30, 1962), 60.
®"But What.Will Happen If The Whole Center Opens 
Sundays?" Chain Store Age, 38 (May, 1962), E16.
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every retailer faces the problem of deciding what hours of 
operation to adopt.. Many major questions arise in making a 
decision to alter existing hours of operation. One of the 
major questions of retailers concerns which merchandise is 
sold best in those stores where night and Sunday openings 
are followed.
PROBLEMS OP MERCHANDISE AND LOCATION
The type of goods sold and the location of the store 
both play an important part in the determination of hours. 
The question for the retailer is one of determining whether 
the goods and/or services which Ke has to sell are those 
which lend themselves to night and Sunday retailing. If 
they do not, he may adjust his merchandise mix to include 
merchandise which lends itself to after-hour sales. Some 
locations seem to be better suited for late night openings 
and for Sunday retailing than others. Although location is 
not easily changed, retailers must determine whether or not 
they have an advantageous location for evening and Sunday 
selling.
Merchandise Mix
Variation in store hours has been but one of the
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recent changes seen in retailing. The merchandise mix has
changed sharply, and this change in some instances is
closely related to increasing store hours. It was once
traditional that drug stores carry drugs, department stores
soft goods, and hardware stores carry hardware only. It
is now very difficult to classify any store by merchandise
because food stores ca,£ry apparel, department stores carry
life insurance and drugs have been incorporated into many
different outlets. The large ticket items such as appliances
and furniture are being carried by stores which once never
would have thought of mixing their merchandise to this
extent. Listed as one of several recent trends in retailing,
by Richard F. Clements is the following:
Many retailers are seeking greater diversification 
in their offerings of merchandise and services. 
Perhaps you've read of some department stores 
entering the rent-a-car field. Other retailers, 
thru mergers or acquisitions, are entering the 
mail order business.9
The J. C. Penney stores began only recently to emphasize the
sale of furniture and have entered the mail order business.
This could indicate that stores which see night openings as
inevitable are changing their merchandise mix partly as a
9Richard F. Clement, "Seven Emerging Trends in 
Retailing," Saies/Marketinq Today, X (March, 1965), 5.
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response to Sunday or night shoppers.
Supermarkets are experimenting to determine just how 
high they can push their sales of housewares, clothing, 
toiletries, and other traditional department and specialty- 
store items.^ The Super Market Institute reports sales for 
1962 of non-food items at 5.3 per cent of total sales; in 
individual companies, non-food sales vary from 1 to 40 per 
cent of s a l e s . T h e  changing merchandise mix may very well 
be partly due to a need for diversification into those areas 
where changing shopping patterns are apparent at certain 
given hours or days.
Type of Goods. Although furniture, appliances, home 
furnishings, and similar items are traditionally considered 
best-sellers at night, some stores find that ready-to-wear 
also is a good night m o v e r . D r u g s  are considered a good 
night sales items, and many large retailers have followed 
the current trend of opening drug outlets (drugs are accepted 
by the public and most state laws as a necessary Sunday
10Saunders, op. cit., p. 123.
•̂ The Super Market Industry Speaks 1963, (Chicago: 
Super Market Institute, Inc.,- 1963), p. 22.
* *  j.
sale item).-*-3 Restaurants and gas stations present another 
opportunity for retailers to quietly invade the Sunday and 
late night market. In most of the literature only home 
appliances usually come through as a better than average 
selling item for after-hour shoppers.1'* There is general 
agreement among writers that all items can be sold at night 
and on Sunday, with perhaps some of the ones mentioned 
previously moving better than others. Other items specifically 
mentioned in the literature which sell well in off-hour 
retailing are foods, soft goods and apparel. "All big 
ticket items, including apparel, moved in better volume at 
night, home furnishings several times as well."1^
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics National 
Survey of Consumer Expenditures carried out in 1960 and 1961, 
there were noticeable changes in consumer spending from 1950 
to I960.1® Those of interest to this study were a 10 per
1^"Sunday Retailing: Agency Study Forecasts Its
Future," op. pit., p. 58.
14Saunders, op. pit., p. 123,- "Oft in the Stilly 
Night," Business Week, (January 5, 1952), p. 76; "The Night 
Owls," The Management Review, 41 (April, 1952), 249.
15Saunders, pp. pit., p. 121.
16Thayer C. Taylor, "1960 Oyer 1950, Big Swings in 
Consumer Spending," Sales Management, 92, (June 5, 1964) 52.
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cent dip in the relative importance of home furnishings. 
Spending on food away from home dropped 15 per cent. It is 
interesting to note that both of these items seemed to be 
high on the advantage list for late openings, and it is via 
the restaurant business that some stores are-lengthening 
hours.
Special Services. Night and Sunday openings are 
designed to sell more merchandise by making it available for 
longer periods of time. There are at least two methods of 
selling more merchandise without formally keeping the entire 
store open: telephone and automated selling. Those stores
which issue catalogues, and who have special advertisements 
in the Friday and Saturday evening paper, have used the 
catalogue or Sunday order board to receive as many orders 
as they might have received by opening their stores. ^  
Telephone order selling allows Sunday and after-hour selling 
and with automated equipment and faster handling, great 
advances could be made in this field-.
Catalog shopping is right now tied up with 
advanced telephone ordering techniques. The 
Bell System is understandably interested in 
accelerating this trend and is pouring millions
1"7e. b> vfeiss, "True Robot Retailing Moves Closer," 
Advertising Age, 35, (January 6, 1964), 56.
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of dollars into studies of improved systems 
for telephone shopping. Tremendous improve­
ments in telephone shopping facilities will 
come about rapidly.I0
With the changing merchandise mix, more stores will
find that they have certain items which may lend themselves
to automated selling. Certain small low cost items have
proved that they sell well with electronic self-service.
Mass retailing can cut soaring costs as well as lengthen the
selling day with automated selling. It is conceivable that
stores could be built in which part of the store could be
left open 24 hours a day.
The retailer may find useful some evidence that 
consumers— perhaps in other markets— do react to 
efforts to cut their secondary purchase costs. 
Consider the appeal of the one-stop buying trip 
to shopping centers, as well as the increase in 
automatic vending machine sales and telephone 
selling.
Store Location
Merchandise mix, type of goods, and special services 
which lengthen store hours are all closely related to the 
cpnsumer preferences in a given geographic region. The
18Ibid.
•^"Supermarkets Where the Customers Stay Home," 
Business Week, 1473, (November 23, 1957), 68.
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hours which a store keeps have a great deal to do with the 
region, location within the community as well as the specific 
location of the store within the city (downtown or outlying).
Differences Between Regions. Sunday and evening 
openings continue to be more customary in the western part 
of the country. California is one state where all stores 
seem to be open longer. California has no blue-laws to 
prohibit Sunday r e t a i l i n g . 20
In areas where there is a great deal of industry, 
the night and Sunday openings are of utmost importance because 
of their convenience to those who work during traditional 
hours. The extreme eastern part of the U. S. also has areas 
where the surrounding working habits of the customer would 
dictate that the stores remain open for longer hours. There 
is evidence that retail stores such as Macy's on Long Island 
are keeping up with the trend of longer store hours.21 The 
Macy store on Long Island is open from 9:45 to 9:30 Monday 
through Friday.
Still another factor which helped bring about the
b . Weiss, "Is Sears Capitulating on Sunday 
Retailing," o£. cit., p. 45.
^Alfred Nieman, "Day People and Night People at 
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B. Weiss, "Is Sears Capitulating on Sunday 
Retailing," oj>. cit., p. 45.
21Alfred Nieman, "Day People and Night People at 
Macy's Roosevelt Field," Stores, 46 (March, 1964), 45.
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change in shopping hours is the increase in the number of 
working women. This factor is a general one but is more 
peculiar to certain industrial regions and the importance of 
its impact is dependent on community size and location.
"With full employment opportunities and good wages in commerce 
and industry for women, the stratum that supplied the domestic 
help in our society has almost vanished.1,22 Cherniak goes 
on to say that with increased home responsibilities, many 
middle-class housewives must wait for the husband to return 
from work to baby sit before they can go out to do the family 
shopping. Moreover, there are many cases where both the 
husband and wife work, which leaves only Saturday and 
evenings for shopping.^3
Stores in states which have a heavy tourist trade 
tend to remain open longer in the evening. Sunday shopping, 
for at least the tourist industry, is well accepted and 
provides a leader for those who wish to follow s u it.2^ The
22A. D. Cherniak, "Retail Store Hours," The Business 
Quarterly, 305 (Summer, 1953) 57.
O O "New Surveys on Retail Competition, Now They Turn 
Their Lights On To Sell," Printers Ink, 261, (December 13, 
1957), 40.
24Thomas Kenny, "Sunday Selling Spreads," Dun * s 
Review and Modern Industry, 71, (February, 1958), 38.
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combined factors of heavy industry, lack of blue-laws or 
uninforced blue-laws, local opportunities for women in 
industry and tourist business all seem to determine whether 
or not a region has night and/or Sunday openings.
Community Differences. The regional location is 
the first factor in determining whether the'store is open 
evenings and Sundays. The second factor is the community in 
which the store is located. If the store is not hampered 
by city ordinances prohibiting Sunday retailing or a strong 
group which opposes Sunday shopping, it tends to follow the 
dictates of the individual needs of the community. If the 
community is one in which there is a strong customer 
preference for late openings, such as might be found for 
Saturday night openings in farm communities, this preference 
is a strong factor in determining hours. The fact that it 
is necessary for retailers to keep up with their competition 
within the community, undoubtedly influences some to increase 
store hours. Department stores may find that they are viewed 
differently by the community than are other types of retailers, 
these stores may have pressures with religious basis which 
may prevent them from opening on Sunday. Some of the giant 
retailers feel that although discounters can get away with 
Sunday openings, they themselves are viewed as public
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institutions toward which the more of the community are 
more applicable.2®
Individual pressure groups also restrict or liberalize 
Sunday openings. A recent example was the Jewish pressure 
group which persuaded Governor Rockefeller to liberalize 
Sunday openings for Jewish merchants in the state of New 
York. The purpose of the liberalization was because Jewish 
worship services are on Friday and Saturday.2® The pressures 
found in the communities are unique, and although they are 
not always easily foreseen, they usually involve local laws 
or problems of individual groups.
City Area Differences. Although the geographic region 
and the community both have their unique effect on store 
hours, the location of the store in the city is subject to 
some other factors which are not found in the region or 
community. The ever-growing importance of the suburban 
shopping center in dispensing the nation's goods has had a 
definite impact on night shopping and Sunday openings. The 
shopping center seems to lend itself better to "entertainment
25"Sunday Retailing: Agency Study Forecasts Its
Future," 0£. cit., p. 58.
2®"Rabbis Ask Action on Sunday Laws," The New York 
Times, CXI, (January 16, 1962), 35.
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type spectaculars" which are becoming well known. An example 
of this is cited in an article from Printers Ink: "Some
manufacturers may be staging live shows on Sunday in shopping 
center malls."2?
The 9 to 5 store hours seem to be more a part of the 
downtown retail tradition than they are for outlying stores. 
Like many traditions, the 9 to 5 store hours are difficult 
to change. Many downtown retailers are finding, however, 
that they must adjust to keep up with the competition from 
the suburban stores. The suburban location is better suited 
to after-hour and Sunday shopping because the customers live 
closer, can find convenient parking spaces, can shop in 
casual dress and may take the entire family along.2®
Sunday and night openings could be an advantage to 
the crowded conditions of downtown parking and driving.
Some of the important advantages listed for night shopping 
in downtown Chicago as early as 1952 were: (a) more down­
town parking space; (b) public transportation more comfortable;
97*'"Sunday Retailing: Agency Study Forecasts Its
Future," op. cit., p. 59.
28Ibid.
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(c) driving conditions not so crowded; (d) the whole family
OQcan shop together. ^
The reason given for the necessity of opening loop 
shopping at night was "many no longer live or work near the 
loop and must now travel longer distances to shop."30
PROBLEMS OF CONSUMER PREFERENCES
The day of the week, time of day and persons with 
whom the consumer shops are all consumer habits and preferences 
which are important to store managers. Alert store managers 
must constantly evaluate changing consumer desires.
Day of the Week
Of prime importance to store managers is the day or
"Retail Trade, Shopping Goes Nocturnal," Investor 1s 
Reader, (May 21, 1952), p. 7.
•^Although the suburban shopping center seems to 
have some advantages over the downtown shopping area as 
far as night openings are concerned, there is some definite 
information which supports night shopping in the downtown 
area. For some ideas on how downtown shopping can be 
revived, see: Wroe Alderson, "Here's How Stores Will Face
It," Marketing in Transition, Alfred L. Seelye, editor,
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1958), p. 69; "Downtown
Renewal Through Better Merchandising," Stores, 47, (March, 
1956), 14.
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days of the week on which their customers prefer to have the 
store open late. Donaldson's in Minneapolis conducted a 
consumer survey and found that their customers preferred 
Monday and Thursday evening openings.31 The store was opened 
on Monday and Thursday evening with success? but a follow-up 
survey showed that after two years of openings on these two 
evenings, over one-half the customers who came in on Monday 
evening were not aware the store was open on Thursday evening. 
The survey of the literature indicated that many night 
openings were scheduled without any type of consumer survey 
to aid in the decision. Night opening decisions seem to be 
based on intuition or merely a follow-the-leader philosophy.32 
There is some evidence that Monday and Thursday evenings are 
the best ones to be open. This could possibly tie in with 
the fact that between 1953 and 1960, Friday and Thursday’
increased in importance as shopping days at the expense of
33Saturday. This is further substantiated in that Saturday 
has become less important as a shopping day for those stores
31Saunders, o£. cit., p. 121.
32Delbert J. Duncan and Charles F. Phillips, Retailing 
Principles and Methods, 4th edition, (Homewood, Illinois: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1955), p. 229.
33The Super Market Industry Speaks, 1963, op. cit.-,
p. 22.
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which open on Sunday.
What seems to be a more important question than what
evenings to remain open is the fact that a large per cent of
stores are remaining open five or six evenings per week.
The two following quotations cover two areas of retailing
and two separate interest groups.
Now, according to a survey by International 
Council of Shopping Centers, many retailers 
are open as many as six nights a week. Only 
22 per cent in the survey stay open only one 
night or two, while 37 per cent of those 
surveyed reported staying open six nights and 
another 16 per cent are open five nights.34
A special United States merchandising survey reveals
that more than 60 per cent of department stores1 sales are
made after 4:30 p.m. and that 40 per cent of major stores
are open six nights per week.35 From these very recent
statistics, it would seem that the consumer has made his
wishes known, and these wishes include multiple evening
openings. The increase in the extent of night openings is
a very recent one and completely obscures the older literature
in which the problem was one of a choice of which nights to
3^"Now It's Night Shopping That's Big," Printers 
Ink, 284, (September 6, 1963), 3.
35Parade "Intelligence Report," The Morning Advocate, 




Just how long stores actually remain open in the 
evening, and whether or not some adjustment is being made 
in morning hours, is very difficult to determine from the 
literature. The closing hours of 9:00 and 9:30 p.m. are 
found to be the most frequent closing times on those nights 
which stores remain open.3**
No specific statistics of importance were available 
concerning exact closing time or the number of retail out­
lets operating on a 24-hour basis. Only fragmentary information 
of a subjective nature was available on late morning openings 
and afternoon closing.
A few chains in California remain open 24 hours a 
day. They report that 24-hour operation can be successful 
if one or more of the following factors are present: very
high store volume, heavily populated area, large percentage 
of late workers, neighborhood centers of evening entertainment, 
location near heavy traffic and nearby 24-hour competition.3^
Og "Rivalry, Suburb Trend Lengthen Store Hours," 
Advertising Age, 32, (November 13, 1961), 74.
37"What Makes 24-hour Operations Click?" Chain Store 
Age, 37, (January, 1961), E30f.
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Effects of Family Shopping
Night shopping habits seem to differ from day shopping 
in that both the husband and children accompany the woman.
A heavy proportion of family shopping is reported throughout 
the literature on night and Sunday openings. One of the 
advantages of significance seems to be that decisions can 
be made faster/ since both husband and wife are present.
Impulse buying seems to be higher when families are shopping 
together.38 Sunday family shopping is causing some stores, 
to change their promotional programs. Some Sunday promotions 
include family recreation such as sports, carnivals, music, 
live entertainment and even baby sitting services. Merchandise 
returns are reported to be fewer when the whole family is 
shopping. This fact was reported consistently in articles 
which dealt with family shopping habits.39
E. B. Weiss reports that a number of retailers are 
developing plans to encourage the whole family to shop 
simultaneously. He maintains that shopping is becoming more
38"Sunday Retailings Agency Study Forecasts Its 
Future," op. cit., p. 58.
39Saunders, oj>. cit., p. 121; "The Night Owls," 
op. cit., p. 249.
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a family affair, because: (1) many couples are both employed
outside the home; (2) baby sitting is expensive; and (3) because 
of the recent emphasis on “togetherness."4°
Sunday Openings
Another problem which has to be answered on a local
basis is that of the blue laws. The blue laws have been the
subject of much writing and discussion in the marketing
literature. The enforcement of Sunday selling laws, with
few exceptions, is purely a local problem. Although there
have been a number of legislative attempts to abolish or
modify the blue laws, these efforts have accomplished 
41little. In local areas, or in a state-wide basis, where 
they are enforced, the retailers who lose business to nearby 
areas feel as though they are being legislated out of 
business. Sunday retailing has grown despite blue law 
barriers. Inconsistencies created by divergent judiciary 
decisions have made enforcement difficult even in those areas
40E. B. Weiss, Merchandising For Tomorrow, (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1961), p. 136.
41Kenny, op. cit., p. 38.
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which still uphold the blue laws.42 jn the eastern part of 
the United States, merchants generally obey blue laws 
without the pressure of police action, whereas, in the far 
west, there is practically no resistance to Sunday selling.
The midwest and south generally fall somewhere in between 
these two extremes.
The problem of blue laws and their enforcement has 
become much more important to the department store since the 
advent of the discount department store. In suburban areas 
in which discount stores are open on Sunday, department 
store branches are tending to be open on Sunday. Department 
store telephone selling is done on Sundays, and some stores 
have had pre-Christmas Sunday openings.43 Although blue 
laws and their enforcement are a local problem, they now 
affect department stores as well as other stores which have
in the past been more traditionally acceptable for Sunday 
44opening.
42"Sunday Dilemma," The New York Times, CXI, (March 11,
1962), 6 .
4 ^E. B. Weiss, "Lopsided Halo of National Retail 
Merchants Association," Advertising Age, 33, (March ,13,
1963), 91.
44This is true because of mixed merchandising and 
traditions discussed earlier in the chapter.
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PERSONNEL PROBLEMS
Major policy decisions are necessary when a store is 
considering changing hours. Store hours are not ordinarily 
changed frequently, and the reasons, whether they be consumer 
preferences, competition, or the hope of more profit, must 
be weighed carefully by management. Certain problems, such 
as personnel, which accompany a major change in hours do not 
make the decision easier for management.
Additional Employees
The management search for a sufficient number of 
capable and efficient employees in retailing seems never 
ending. Lengthened hours, Sunday and night shopping make 
this unsolved problem even worse._ Personnel recruitment, 
scheduling, and performance are all problems which must be 
faced daily but are made even more complex by lengthened 
hours.
In early retailing history the fourteen and sixteen 
hour day was not the problem that it is today. Sales people 
simply worked as long as the store was open. Today, the 
twelve-hour day for those stores open more than one or two 
nights a week presents some internal problems. The
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disadvantage in the labor market as well as the risk of 
violating state and federal laws regulating the number of- 
hours employees may work are but two of these problems.45 
Those stores which are open only one or two nights per week 
seem to be able to handle the situation with their regular 
personnel. The twelve-hour day, with added personnel needed 
on Saturdays and Sundays has caused some stores to go on a 
two-platoon system.45
Stores which have increased their hours appreciably 
seem to be handling the employee problems in either of two 
ways. Regular employees are scheduled for day, night and 
weekends, shifting their hours so that they work different 
hours each day. This system assures that some older full­
time employees are in the store at all times. The more 
common practice seems to be to employ part-time personnel 
for from 12 to 24 hours per week. These employees who work 
only in the evenings and on Saturdays are generally house­
wives, students or men doing this as a second job.
Scheduling, turnover and morale are discussed in a
45"The Night Owls," pp. cit., p. 249; "Oft in the 
Stilly Night," pp. cit., p. 76.
^6Nieman, op. cit., p. 45.
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recent article on the part-time employee. The article 
lists some of the problems the store has with part-time 
employees as: (a) lack of sense of identification with the
store; (b) least career-minded of all employees; and 
(c) high turnover. All of these problems arise even though 
the employee is offered a very attractive list of fringe 
benefits if he works 20 hours a week.47
Retail employees in the past have generally worked 
longer and less convenient hours for lower wages than they 
could get elsewhere. Night and Sunday openings are likely 
to present a distinct challenge to retailers in finding a 
sufficient number of additional employees.
Executives
Not only do employees have to work longer on rotating 
schedules, but executive time and talent must be found for 
these longer hours. Retail executive personnel, like store 
employees, have suffered greatly from the lack of a sufficient 
supply of qualified people. One writer suggests that the 
impact of multiple night openings may be to further discourage 
potential executives from retailing as a career. He suggests
47Ibid.
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that top management should keep its hours within reason and 
not discourage the lesser executives.4® Another source 
suggests that regular executives not be expected to work at 
all during lengthened hours, rather an additional group of 
executives be added to run the store during these hours.4®
Although the material available in this area was 
scant, the consensus of opinion was that regular executives 
not be expected to work the longer hours. The problem of 
supervision and responsibility during night and Sunday 
openings was not answered by the available material. This 
is undoubtedly a problem which the individual store must 
solve. If the time factor is truly as important as many 
people believe it to be, hours may have to be revised to 
meet consumer buying desires and be less dictated by the 
interest or convenience of retail employees and executives.
FACTORS OF ADJUSTMENT
Certain adjustments are always necessary with any 
change and night and Sunday retailing is no exception. The 
influence of competition, higher costs and organized resistance
4®Saunders, op. cit., p. 198.
49Nieman, op. cit., p. 46.
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to change were frequently found in the literature on store 
hours.
Competition
One of the major reasons listed in a great many of
the periodicals for Sunday or late night openings was
competition. The trend of thought seemed to be that if the
customer is to be offered the same convenience of shopping
as is offered by a competitor, stores have to remain open
to maintain or retain a competitive position. In a retailing
book written in 1955, the following quotation appears:
Probably beginning with supermarket operations 
in southern California whose stores commonly 
remain open on Sunday, the movement (night and 
Sunday openings) spread rapidly through the 
United States. Many firms have adopted the 
practice to keep pace with their competitors 
and have failed to analyze the problemsinvolved.
Competition remains an important factor in management 
decisions concerning evening and Sunday openings. Different 
articles named different sources of competition, but generally 
competitors were identified as downtown as opposed to shopping 
centers and individual large chain stores or discounters as
50Duncan, op. cit., p. 230.
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opposed to local independents. The literature on competition 
indicated an uneasiness on the part of individual retailers 
where any organized effort for longer hours was concerned.
There is some evidence that this single factor of 
competition has been the reason many stores have changed 
their hours. Typical comments concerned complaints about 
competition from neighboring areas where blue-laws were not 
enforced and organized night openings were practiced. It 
appears that as long as the buying public supports the trend 
for longer hours and Sunday shopping, retailers have to be 
prepared to serve their customers or lose sales.
There are a few notable exceptions to Sunday openings.
F. W. Woolworth and G. C. Murphy are two companies which 
still refuse to open on Sunday.51 The fact that competition 
is very important as a reason for longer hours is easily 
seen in the literature.52 Notably absent from the literature 
are cases of agreements to close which were effective.
51"But What Will Happen If the Whole Center Opens 
Sundays?" op. cit., p. E16.
52Weiss, "Is Sears Capitulating on Sunday Retailing," 
OE* c -̂t• / P* 45; "Sunday Retailing: Agency Study Forecasts
Its Future," op. cit., p. 58.
Sales and Cost Relationships
During the past decade, salespeoples' salary 
expense, the largest single expense of stores 
rose from 6.6 per cent to 7.3 per cent of 
sales, while before tax earnings were 
practically unchanged. While managements 
are aware of the forces contributing to this 
rise, such as inflation, general wage 
increases, increased store hours and minimum 
wage legislation, efforts have been made to 
minimize their effects. This cost has 
nevertheless continued to rise at a 
significantly more rapid rate than s a l e s . 53
The quotation on added cost and their cause states
the problem very well. Other extra expenses of night and
Sunday openings are, of course, overhead and executive
salaries, as well as overtime, if regular employees work
more than their normal work week. The fundamental question
.which remains unanswered is: Does the extra cost of night
openings pay for the extra volume which they bring? Only
general opinions were expressed on this subject, and they
were for the most part limited to the cost of extra
employees.54 There is no doubt that longer total hours,
whether they be at night or on Sunday, add to costs. But
53 •Nieman, op. cit., p. 46.
54Daniel E. Shea, "New Shopping Habits Are Related 
to Timing and Techniques of Retailing," Printers Ink, 241, 
(December 12, 1952), 53.
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how much they add and to what extent added cost has been 
measured was not answered by the research.
The claim that the overall profit of a store may be 
increased by night or Sunday opening is not substantiated 
by the available literature. The evidence in this area is 
too fragmentary to be of value. At least one source said 
that the number of sales per person entering the store was 
greater for night shoppers.55 Big ticket items sell better 
during night shopping and on Sunday but this does not prove 
that volume or profit is increased by the store being open 
these specific hours. The Super Market Institute reports 
that stores which are open on Sundays average 12 per cent of 
their weekly sales on that d a y . 56 Both cost reduction and 
cost increases are presented as part of the problem of night 
and Sunday openings. Most cost estimates are opinions and 
are based on individual stores. None of the articles reviewed 
related cost increases or decreases to increases or decreases
c  7in sales. '
55Saunders, o£. cit., p. 121.
56Super Market Industry Speaks 1963, op. cit., p. 14.
5^For a discussion on the complexities of measuring 
additional sales volume gained by evening openings see:
Roger R. Crane, Operations Research in Retailing, (New York: 
Retail Research Institute, NRMA, 1958), pp. 17-21.
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The International Council of Shopping Centers survey 
shows that stores that stay open four or more nights a week
report that they do 50 per cent of their weekly gross volume
58at night. E. B. Weiss had the following to say about the 
volume of shopping: "It is my conclusion that, at this very
moment, total dollar volume done after 4:30 p.m. throughout 
this nation runs from 30 to 60 per cent of the entire week's 
volume
There seems to be little doubt that Sunday and night 
sales are rising in volume. This does not answer the question 
as to whether the total volume and profit of the individual 
store is rising because of longer hours. It is possible 
that volume is only being shifted to a different time with 
no overall increase in sales^or that present volume is only 
being held with increased hours as a result of competition..
Retailers 1 Resistance
Along with enforced closing by law, attempts have 
been made by certain retailers to privately enforce closing.
58"Now Its Night Shopping That!s Big," op. cit., p. 3.
^Weiss, "Is Sears Capitulating on Sunday Retailing," 
op. cit., p. 45.
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Individual chains and various retail organizations have 
fought, at least publicly, both evening openings and Sunday 
selling.
An interesting example of a large group's resistance 
to Sunday shopping is seen in Resolution Number 2 adopted 
by the National Retail Merchants Association at its 1963 
meeting:
We believe that all stores should be closed on 
Sunday except for selling articles absolutely 
necessary to the community's health and welfare.
We urge that all retailers support legislation 
which prohibits selling non-essential articles 
on Sunday. In communities where Sunday closing 
laws are in effect, we urge retailers to take 
the steps needed so that these laws are 
enforced.60
In an article written in 1962, the author points out eighteen 
exceptions which members of the NRMA practice to sell 
merchandise on S u n d a y . 63-
F. W. Woolworth Company has been an outstanding 
example of resistance to Sunday openings. They have gone 
so far as to erect signs stating their reasons for not 
opening on Sunday and yet in December, 1962, they opened a
60 "The Challenge of Profitable Growth," The Department 
Store Economist, 27, (February, 1964), 26.
61Weiss, "Lopsided Halo of National Retail Merchants 
Association," op. cit., p. 78.
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number of their stores on Sunday as an alleged protest against 
Sunday sales.
The arguments of various groups for not opening on 
Sunday sound similar to arguments heard only a few years 
ago for not opening in the evening. Although most of the 
top chain store executives publicly support the move for 
Sunday closing, at least one source suggests this is not true 
of their private opinions.
Another source states that giant retailers are issuing
statements in stern opposition to Sunday sales, and, at the
same time, are subsidizing advertising attacking the practice
and are financing undercover movements organized against 
64it. The giant retailer may very well be faced with the 
problem of the stigma of the hard-hearted giant and may edge 
into Sunday retailing with a minimum of fanfare while he 
assures the public of good intentions.
It is interesting to note that most recent literature 
no longer criticizes the multiple night openings as was done
62Ibid., p. 79.
63 "But What Will Happen If The Whole Center Opens 
Sunday?" o£. cit., p. E17.
64*"Sunday Retailing: Agency Study Forecasts Its
Future," o£. cit., p. 58.
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about five years ago, but is concentrating on criticism of 
Sunday openings. Retailers seem to be edging into Sunday 
openings in much the same manner as they did night openings, 
reluctantly, with dragging feet, but pressured into it by 
competitive necessity.®^
SUMMARY OP PACTS
The evaluation of the material researched should be 
viewed with full knowledge that little scientific study has 
been done in this field. The writings are full of opinions 
and predictions but are not generally supported by 
statistical evidence.
A few items stand out as being best sellers during 
night and Sunday shopping, namely: furniture, appliances
and home furnishings. There is statistical evidence that 
total sales of home furnishings are dropping.
The specific location of the individual store is of 
major importance in determining operating hours. The regional 
economic community seems to be an important consideration 
in determining hours, closely followed by community location 
and area within the city. Although not significant, some
65Ibid., p. 60.
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general trends in hours by sections of the country and by 
states can be seen. Other means of selling merchandise 
after conventional hours are by telephone and automated 
dispensing; both of these trends show good growth potential.
Few stores can be classified by their merchandise mix.
Therefore, this factor has little to do with hours. A few 
service industries are exempt from pressure for evening and 
night openings, but some of these are being incorporated 
into traditional retail outlets and will be subject to 
retail hours.
The choice of which night or nights to remain open 
has become unimportant on a national scale. Tuesday is 
generally the poorest business day both for regular and 
evening openings. Statistics from several sources support 
the fact that approximately half of all retail outlets are 
open 5 to 6 nights per week, with as high as 60 per cent 
of sales being made in the evening. There is little evidence 
of research to indicate what is happening to profit because 
of longer hours. Longer store hours is but one of many 
reasons given for the lower profit margin. Although some 
of the literature suggested morning closing, little evidence 
was found indicating that this is being practiced. No 
determination could be made concerning exact hours of operation.
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The most notable characteristics found in night and 
Sunday consumers were their tendency to shop in a family 
group, to make faster decisions and to buy more impulse items.
The problem of additional employees is being solved 
to some- extent by the use of platoon systems of employees 
and executives, but an adequate number of retail employees 
as well as executives for additional hours still remains a 
major problem. Higher operating costs are being felt even 
more severely with wage raises and lengthened hours. This 
is in turn lowering profit margins. Blue laws are a problem 
for local retailers but there is not much consistency of 
enforcement or legislation to change their present status.
Competition was one of the major reasons given by 
the individual store for Sunday and night openings. There 
is little doubt that volume has increased for both Sunday 
and night openings, but the extent of the increase was 
indeterminate. It is possible that volume has only shifted 
with no overall increase in sales for some stores.
Certain chains, retail organizations and independent 
retailers have shown organized resistance to night openings 
in the past but seem to be concentrating their present 
resistance on Sunday openings.
Because of the lack of empirical evidence and the
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fact that the recent statistical evidence available is 
presently in question, it was decided that a study of the
type which follows would be useful. The two studies of
/
night openings of retail stores which have been done recently 
were done by the National Retail Dry Goods Association and 
Riverside Shopping Center of California. Both of these 
studies were done in 1957 and show conflicting figures and 
interpretations of the same set of s t a t i s t i c s I t  was 
the intention of both studies to show how many nights a 
week shopping center stores are open.
In all secondary literature surveyed only one source 
indicated the use of consumer survey to determine when 
consumers wanted to shop.^7
Chapter III is intended to determine when consumers 
in those cities in Louisiana which have department stores 
actually want to shop. The pattern of their shopping and 
those factors which influence them to shop at a particular 
time are researched.
66E. B. Weiss, "Don't Figure Too Much With Figures," 
Advertising Age, 29, (January 20, 1958), 76.
67Saunders, 0£. cit., p. 101.
CHAPTER III
CONSUMER SHOPPING PATTERNS AND 
PREFERENCES IN 14 LOUISIANA CITIES
The department store manager is, perhaps, more often
called upon to make decisions involving consumer behavior
than is any other business executive. The rising cost of
distribution, coupled with competitive pressure, make the
«
consequences of incorrect consumers' decisions costly, if 
not disastrous.^ The retail manager should go as far as 
practical to find out the type and strength of consumer 
preferences as a basis for decisions. One of the important 
areas of consumer knowledge that affects costs is the time 
consumers wish to shop.
Some current thinking of writers concerning the 
problems of store hours was advanced in the preceding chapter. 
It is the purpose of Chapter III to develop patterns of 
current consumer shopping behavior. The analysis centers 
on the determination of consumer preferences and the degree
"̂Stuart U. Rich, Shopping Behavior of Department Store 
Customers (Boston: Harvard University Press, 1963), p. 3.
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to which these consumers are satisfied with present store 
hours. The purpose of the analysis is to test the hypothesis: 
Consumer habits and preferences are affected by age, income, 
sex, city size and occupation of head of the house.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
A questionnaire (Appendix A) was employed to obtain 
information from consumers in the 14 cities studied.2 The 
analysis of the data was generally concerned with the habits 
and preferences of consumers as related to: (1) shopping
days and hours, actual and preferred; (2) characteristics of 
group shopping; (3) factors influencing shopping time 
decisions; and (4) attitudes toward current store hours.
The consumer respondents provided eleven specific habits 
and/or preferences. Each was analyzed by age, income, sex, 
occupation and city size.2
2For method of selection of cities and consumers, see 
Chapter I. All questionnaires were mailed on March 15, 1965 
and responses used were completed and returned by April 7.
Of the 3,699 questionnaires delivered, 885 or 23.93 per cent 
were returned, providing the basis for Chapter III.
3No direct use is made of the frequency distribution 
of the raw data in this chapter. The raw data is presented 
in table form in Appendix C and the reader is referred to 
the Appendix when the cumulative data seems appropriate.
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Consumer shopping habits and preferences refer to 
the following interpretation: When the consumer was asked
what he does, this is assumed to be a common practice or a 
habit. When he was asked what he would like to do, this is 
interpreted as a desire or preference.^
In all tables and analyses the personal characteristics 
refer to the five fixed factors of age, income, sex, occupation 
and city size. These factors were regarded as fixed, because 
they are statements of facts and do not involve habits or 
.preferences. Habits and preferences, however, were considered 
variable factors, due to their constantly changing nature.
Thus, all analyses were made comparing the fixed with the 
variable factors. Both fixed and variable factors were 
presented and analyzed as a per cent of the total response.
Shopping days and hours were analyzed in order to 
determine both preferences and habits of consumers. Weekday 
shopping preferences were analyzed to see whether or not 
consumers showed any strong preferences for shopping on 
certain days and to discover whether patterns exist, and, 
if so, whether they could be attributed to personal
^The answers to Questions 3, 5, 7 and 8 on the 
questionnaire are assumed to be habits, while the answers 
to Questions 4, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 12 are assumed to be 
preferences.
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characteristics. Sunday as a preferred shopping day was 
examined separately from the other days, because it was 
felt that Sunday shopping habits might be unique.
Current shopping hours of consumers were tested 
separately from hours consumers preferred to shop. This 
was done to ascertain whether consumers were generally able 
to shop when they wanted to shop. The data here were 
analyzed by personal characteristics and a comparison was 
made between hour practices and preferences for specific 
hours. Since consumers in Louisiana have not been able to 
shop for department store merchandise on Sunday, and in view 
of current controversies on Sunday shopping, preferences 
for shopping hours on Sunday were compared to weekday
preferences. Another purpose in analyzing preferences for
Sunday shopping was to determine the per cent of consumers 
who would shop on Sunday and to find which of the personal 
characteristics was dominant in Sunday shoppers.
Characteristics of group shopping was another major 
area of analysis. It was the intention in this analysis to
find out the extent of family shopping and to determine
which family members most frequently participate in the 
shopping function. It was assumed that most family shopping 
took place after 5 p.m., in view of the general employment
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obligations of one spouse or both. Because of this assumption, 
group shopping after 5 p.m. was analyzed to discover if 
distinct evening shopping patterns were apparent. Both the 
merchandise purchased and the number of departments shopped 
after 5 p.m. were examined.
The last major section of the analysis deals with the 
factors which related causally to time of shopping. Both 
the factors that cause the consumer to shop at a specific 
time and those factors which deter shopping were analyzed 
by personal characteristics. The final analysis dealt with 
consumer opinions of present store hours.^
SHOPPING TIME PREFERENCES OF CONSUMERS
In this section, the days and hours consumers prefer 
to shop are analyzed so as to relate them to the independent 
variables of city size, occupation, sex, income and age..
Days Preferred
As Table 3:1 shows that Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
e^Although the validity of the consumer opinion in 
the final analysis is perhaps somewhat questionable, it is 
felt the data at least indicates trends in consumer satis­
faction .
TABLE 3*1
PREFERENCE FOR DAY OF WEEK CONSUMERS WISH TO SHOP 




























7,500-39,999 59 10.2 6.8 15.3 20.3 10.2 25.4 5.1 11.9
40,000-100,000 141 12.8 15.6 9.9 17.0 12.8 13.5 2.1 14.9
Over 100,000 685 15.9 17.2 11.8 17.8 10.8 13.1 2.5 10.0
New Orleans 424 15.1 18.2 12.0 17.9 9.0 14.2 2.8 10.2
Shreveport 137 16.1 16.8 9.5 14.6 14.6 12.4 3.6 11.0
Baton Rouge 124 18.5 13.7 13.7 21.8 12.9 10.5 .0 8.1
Occupation 826
White Collar 480 15.2 17.5 11.9 20.2 10.0 13.8 2.7 7.9
Blue Collar 261 14.9 14.6 9.6 16.1 14.2 14.9 1.9 13.8
Retired 52 11.5 25.0 21.2 15.4 5.8 1.9 .0 19.2
Service & Farm 22 22.7 4.5 13.6 9.1 13.6 18.2 .0 18.1
Student & Other 11 9.1 9.1 18.2 18.2 9-1 36.4 .0 .0
Sex 850
Male 231 16.5 12.6 8.2 11.3 12.6 24.7 2.6 11.7





























Income per month 856
Under $300 47 19.1 10.6 17.0 10.6 10.6 10.6 2.1 18.2
$300—$599 289 13.8 16.3 9.0 21.4 11.8 15.2 1.0 11.7
$600-$799 200 14.5 13.5 14.0 17.0 12.5 17.5 2.0 9.0
$800-$999 132 15.2 19.7 11.4 15.9 11.4 12.1 1.5 12.9
Over $1,000 188 16.0 18.1 9.6 18.6 8.5 12.2 4.8 12.2
Age 881
Under 30 198 9.1 15.2 10.6 26.8 14.6 17.7 3.0 3.0
30-45 381 16.0 17.1 12.3 15.8 11.0 14.4 2.4 11.0
46-60 201 20.9 14.4 9.0 17.4 8.5 11.4 2.5 15.9
Over 60 101 10.9 17.9 17.9 10.9 9.9 9.9 .0 22.8
*The number reporting is the same for all tables in the chapter and will not be 
repeated.
Notes Reading across, percentages do not equal 100 because of a small number 
of multiple responses.
Source: Appendix A, Question 4.
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were the most preferred shopping days. Medium and large 
cities had similar preferences for shopping days, but small 
cities had an entirely different pattern of preferences.
In small cities, Saturday was preferred by 5.1 per cent 
more consumers than Thursday. Thursday was the second most 
frequently preferred day. Tuesday was the least preferred 
day in small towns. But in large and medium size cities 
Tuesday was about equal with Thursday so that they were the 
two most preferred days. Wednesday, which was third best 
in small cities, was poorest6 in large and medium size 
cities. In the individual large cities Monday, Tuesday and 
Thursday were preferred days, with Monday and Tuesday 
preferred in Shreveport, Tuesday and Thursday in New Orleans 
and Monday and Thursday in Baton Rouge.
Thursday was preferred by both blue and white collar 
workers, though not by a wide margin. Tuesday and Wednesday 
were preferred by retired consumers, perhaps indicating a 
desire for uncrowded conditions. Monday through Friday job 
obligations probably account for the high preference of male 
respondents for Saturday as a shopping day. Female respondents
6References to least important days exclude Sundays.
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preferred Tuesday and Thursday almost equally.7
Preferences arranged according to income showed a 
rather erratic pattern. The below $300 per month class 
indicated a very pronounced preference for Monday and 
Wednesday as shopping days. Thursday was preferred by the 
$300-$599 income group, while Thursday and Saturday were 
preferred by those whose income was $600-$799.® Tuesday 
and Thursday were preferred by the two highest income groups, 
with the preference for these two days being stronger as 
income rose. No explanation for this last trend was readily 
apparent.
The most distinct preference in the age category was 
the choice of Thursday by consumers under 30. The only 
other noticeably preferred day was Monday which had the 
highest per cent of preferences in the 46-60 age group.
In all classifications, the per cent of respondents 
who preferred Sunday over all other days for shopping was
7The service and farm preference for Monday, and the 
preference of students and others for Saturday cannot be 
regarded as meaningful because of the small absolute numbers 
of these groups.
p ,°See Table C:21, Appendix C. The per cent of working 
wives increases in this class.
very small.9 Of these small percentages, the two highest 
were small city residents (5.1 per cent points) and persons 
with incomes over $1,000 per month (4.8 per cent points). 
Within the individual large cities Shreveport had the 
highest (3.6) per cent preferring Sunday shopping. In Baton 
Rouge no respondents preferred Sunday. Table 3:1 warrants 
the conclusion that Sunday is not important as a preferred 
shopping day.
As is seen in Table 3:1, about 60 per cent of all 
respondents indicated they would not shop at all on Sunday.
A slightly larger per cent of small town and Shreveport 
consumers would shop on Sunday than would those in other 
city classifications. By occupation, those consumers with 
blue collar jobs were more willing to shop on Sunday than 
those with white collar jobs or those who were retired.
Those in the "service and farm," "student and other" groups 
showed greatest willingness to shop on Sunday. A larger per 
cent of the female than the male respondents indicated a
9These responses should be evaluated in light of 
the fact that Louisiana has a law which prohibits the Sunday 
sale of most merchandise commonly found in department stores. 
See Louisiana Revised Statutes, 51: 194, Vol. 27, 1965 
Supplement, p. 164.
•^Also see Table C:7, Appendix C.
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willingness.to shop on Sunday. Increases in consumer income 
were generally accompanied by an increased resistance to 
Sunday shopping. A similar, but even stronger trend, was 
obvious in the age classifications. As age increases, 
resistance to Sunday shopping greatly increased: only one-
half of those under 30 but almost 3/4 of those over 60 would 
not shop on Sunday.
Hours Preferred
Consumers prefer certain hours for shopping as well 
as certain days. It is the intent here to determine which 
hours the consumer preferred to shop. Besides a general 
analysis of weekday hours preferred, a separate analysis of 
preferred Sunday shopping hours is included because of the 
uniqueness of the Sunday shopping situation.
Sunday Hour Preferences. Table 3:2 shows that about 
half of the approximately 40 per cent of consumers who were 
willing to shop on Sunday preferred to shop in the afternoon. 
The rest were a little more partial to Sunday evening than 
Sunday morning. Sunday morning was possibly not preferred 
because of family and church obligations.
TABLE 3x2
TIME OP DAY CONSUMERS PREFER TO SHOP ON SUNDAY BY 
CITY SIZE, OCCUPATION, SEX, INCOME AND AGE
________________________ Time Preferred________________________
Would Not No 
Morning Afternoon Evening No Preference Shop Response 
Characteristics Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent_____Per cent Per cent Totals
City Size
7,500-39,999 5.1 16.9 13.6 5.1 57.6 1.7 100
40,000-100,000 5.0 18.4 3.5 12.1 61.0 .0 100
Over 100,000 5.1 19.1 4.4 10.4 60.3 .7 100
New Orleans 5.7 17.2 4.7 11.3 60.2 .9 100
Shreveport 2.9 26.3 3.6 9.5 57.0 .7 100
Baton Rouge 5.6 17.7 4.0 8.1 64.6 .0 100
Occupation
White Collar 3.8 18.8 4.6 10.6 62.0 .2 100
Blue Collar 6.9 20.7 6.9 8.0 56.7 .8 100
Retired 3.8 9.6 .0 15.4 65.4 5.8 100
Service & Farm 18.2 22.7 4.5 9.1 45.5 .0 100
Student & Other .0 36.4 9.1 9.1 45.4 .0 100
Sex
Male 8.2 22.1 4.3 10.0 54.5 .9 100





Morning Afternoon Evening No Preference Shop Response
Characteristics Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Totals
Income
Under $300 6.4 14.9 6.4 17.0 53.2 2.1 100
$300-$599 5.5 20.1 4.5 9.7 58.8 1.4 100
$600-$799 4.0 17.5 8.5 10.5 59.5 .0 100
$800-$999 3.0 19.7 3.8 6.8 66.7 .0 100
Over $1,000 6.9 19.1 2.1 11.7 59.7 .5 100
Age
Under 30 2.5 29.3 8.1 10.1 50.0 .0 100
30-45 3.7 19.9 5.8 10.2 60.1 .3 100
46-60 9.5 12.9 2.0 10.9 63.7 1.0 100
Over 60 6.9 6.9 .0 9.9 73.3 3.0 100




Weekday Hour Preferences. Table 3:3 shows hour 
preferences in four hour intervals (by city size only) from 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. The data shows that mornings are preferred
TABLE 3:3
HOURS CONSUMERS PREFER TO SHOP BY CITY SIZE
______________Time______________
City Size_________________9 a.m.-l p.m. 1-5 p.m. 5-9 p.m.
Small 40.7 20.4 30.5
Medium 39.8 15.6 26.3
Large 43.4 25.8 27.4
Source: Appendix A. Percentages do not equal 100
because only selected data are shown.
but that in all cases 5-9 p.m. was preferred over 1-5 p.m.
It also shows that about 60 per cent of all consumers 
preferred to shop after 1 p.m. While about 40 per cent 
preferred to shop mornings a larger per cent preferred 
5 to 9 p.m. over 1-5 p.m. The per cent was significantly 
larger in all except large cities.
Table 3:4 gives the breakdown by all classifications 
and indicates that on weekdays consumers' preferences were 
consistent. The hours of 9-11 a.m. were highly preferred 
over the other two hour periods. These hours were the most 
desirable shopping time in all except two of the
TABLE 3x4
HOURS CONSUMERS PREFER TO SHOP BY CITY SIZE, OCCUPATION,































7,500-39,999 8.5 32.2 8.5 8.5 11.9 11.9 18.6 11.9 1.7
40,000-100,000 5.7 35.5 4.3 7.1 8.5 12.8 13.5 .0 12.1
Over 100,000 5.1 28.5 14.9 15.9 9.9 10.1 17.3 1.0 . 11.2
New Orleans 3.8 25.7 17.0 18.8 8.7 10.4 17.2 1.2 11.0
Shreveport 5.8 33.5 8.7 9.5 10.2 7.3 23.4 1.4 15.3
Baton Rouge 8.9 33.1 13.7 12.9 13.7 12.1 7.3 .0 9.7
Occupation
White Collar 5.4 30.6 15.9 13.7 10.0 10.0 19.3 .6 10.6
Blue Collar 6.1 28.8 7.3 16.0 8.4 13.4 16.8 .8 15.7
Retired 5.8 36.5 15.4 7.7 27.0 .0 1.9 .0 13.5
Service & Farm 4.5 31.8 18.1 4.5 13.6 13.6 18.2 .0 4.5
Student & Other .0 27.3 .0 18.2 .0 27.3 .0 .0 27.3
Sex
Male 8.7 20.8 6.1 11.7 8.2 16.9 22.1 .9 15.1




7-9am 9-llam 1pm l-3pm 3-5pm 5-7pm 7-9pm No
per per per per per per per Later Response
Characteristics cent cent cent cent cent cent cent Per cent Per cent
Income
Under $300 8.5 23.4 17.0 4.3 14.9 17.1 6.4 2.1 14.9
$300-$599 5.5 28.7 9.3 15.2 9.7 10.0 18.6 .3 13.1
$600—$799 7.0 27.5 10.0 11.5 8.0 13.0 17.0 1.0 10.5
$800-$999 4.6 36.4 13.7 16.7 9.1 7.6 5.3 .0 14.4
Over $1,000 4.3 31.4 18.1 14.4 12.2 10.6 19.7 .5 9.6
Age
Under 30 5.6 20.7 6.1 15.1 9.1 13.6 22.8 1.0 14.6
30-45 3.4 36.0 13.6 12.4 10.0 10.2 21.0 1.1 9.0
46-60 8.5 28.4 16.4 15.9 7.5 11.0 11.0 .5 14.9
Note: Percentages do not equal 100 because of multiple answers.
Source: Appendix A, Question 1.
o
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classifications in the table. Males and consumers under 30 
showed a slight preference for 7-9 p.m. over 9-11 a.m. as a 
shopping time.
Second and third preferences varied considerably 
among the classifications. In all city sizes, 7-9 p.m. took 
second place, although this choice was not consistently 
reflected in the individual large cities. The 7-9 p.m. time 
was also the second highest preference of most occupational 
groups. However, the retired group showed very little 
preference for evening hours; their second highest preference 
was for the 3-5 p.m. time. All but the lowest (under $300) 
and next to highest ($800-$999) income groups showed 7-9 p.m. 
as the second highest preferred shopping time, with the 
lower group preferring instead the lunch (11 a.m.-l p.m.) 
and dinner (5-7 p.m.) hours and the higher.preferring the 
after lunch (1-3 p.m.) hours.
The 7-9 p.m. hours decreased in importance as a 
preferred shopping time as the age of the consumers increased. 
Although these hours were the most highly preferred by the 
under 30 group and the second most highly preferred by those 
between 30 and 45, they were unimportant as preferences of 
consumers over 45.
In general, Table 3:4 shows that 9-11 a.m. hours
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were most often preferred for shopping, with 7-9 p.m. next 
most important in most groups except where older consumers 
(over 45 or retired) were concerned.
SHOPPING BEHAVIOR OF CONSUMERS
Consumers cannot always shop when they prefer, and 
their actual shopping times may vary from their preferred 
shopping times. Therefore, an analysis of the times consumers 
actually shop was necessary. Other pertinent shopping 
characteristics, especially as related to evening shopping 
were also analyzed.
Hours Consumers Shop
Many factors affect the time consumers are able to 
shop. Hours of employment, home responsibilities of women 
with children, and transportation needs are only a few of 
these factors.H This section attempts to determine at 
which hours consumers shop.
■^The original data showed that of the 885 consumers 
responding, 227 indicate that both husband and wife are 
employed outside the home and 119 of the 137 single heads of 
households are employed outside the home. Therefore, 346 
of the 885 respondents (39 per cent) indicate the principal 
department store buyer is employed and would probably be 
unable to shop at traditional store hours.
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Morning Hours. The 9-11 a.m. hours were by far the 
most popular morning shopping hours, as Table 3:5 shows.
About half of the respondents shopped during these hours.12 
About one-third of the respondents did not shop at all in 
the morning.13 Of the variations within the 7-9 a.m. and 
11 a.m.-l p.m. shopping times, no overall pattern attributable 
to the five consumer characteristics was determined. However, 
a few of the most obvious individual group variations may be 
mentioned. Of the three large individual cities, Baton 
Rouge had the largest per cent of early morning shoppers, and 
New Orleans had the largest per cent of noon hour shoppers.
The per cent of small towners who shopped the early morning 
hours was almost four times as high as the per cents of 
middle size or large city consumers who shopped from 7 to 
9 a.m. About twice as many large city consumers shopped 
during the noon hours than did either small or medium size 
city consumers. Apparently, with increased city size the 
consumer shopped later in the morning. Generally, the 
per cent of consumers who shopped at all in the morning
1252.1 per cent. See Table C:5 in the Appendix.
13It was assumed that no response to the question of 
morning hours shopped indicated that the consumer did not 
shop in the morning.
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TABLE 3 s 5
MORNING HOURS, CONSUMERS SHOP BY CITY SIZE, 













7,500-39,999 13.6 59.3 10.2 25.4
40,000-100,000 3.5 62.4 10.6 28.4
Over 100,000 3.2 49.2 20.7 32.4
New Orleans 1.6 44.3 24.5 31.8
Shreveport 2.2 53.3 16.1 28.5
Baton Rouge 9.6 62.0 12.1 37.1
Occupation 
White Collar 2.8 53.5 20.2 30.8
Blue Collar 4.6 51.0 15.7 31.0
Retired 3.8 53.8 13.4 32.7
Service & Farm 9.0 54.5 13.6 27.3
Student & Other 9.1 45.5 18.2 36.4
Sex
Male 6.0 42.0 16.9 38.9
Female 3.2 56.1 19.7 27.5
Income
Under $300 8.5 42.5 12.7 40.4
$300-$599 4.1 49.7 16.6 32.8
$600-$799 3.5 54.0 14.5 31.5
$800-$999 .8 52.2 27.3 25.8
Over $1,000 5.4 56.4 21.9 27.7
Age
Under 30 3.0 50.0 15.2 34.8
30-45 4.7 55.8 20.0 26.3
46-60 3.5 49.7 19.0 33.8
Over 60 4.0 47.5 18.9 35.7
Note: Due to multiple answers, reading across per­
centages do not equal 100.
Source: Appendix A, Question 5.
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decreased as city size increased.^4
In classifications other than city size, few patterns 
of morning shopping were observed. Very little variation 
showed up among the occupational groups. By sex, there was 
a slightly higher per cent of males who preferred early 
morning hours and of females who preferred the 9-11 a.m. 
and 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. hours. Higher income groups seemed to 
prefer later morning hours than did the lower income groups. 
In the age groups, variations were slight, with the 30-45 
group having the highest per cent of morning shoppers.
In general, Table 3:4 shows that the 9-11 a.m. time 
was from 2 to 6 times better than either of the other hour 
categories. The noon hours were second best in all groups, 
except small cities, where the early morning hours were 
slightly preferred.
Afternoon and Evening Hours. As seen in Table 3:6, 
the per cent of consumers who do not shop in the afternoon 
or evening was smaller than the per cent who did not shop
^The "no response" column shows a steady increase 
as city size increases.
TABLE 3:6
AFTERNOON AND EVENING HOURS CONSUMERS SHOP BY CITY SIZE, 




























































































































































































Note: Due to multiple answers, reading across, percentages do not equal 100.
Source: Appendix A, Question 5.
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in the m o r n i n g . O n l y  a very small per cent (never more 
than 1.4 per cent) of consumers shopped after 9 p.m. Perhaps
f.
this -was because few stores were usually open later than 
9 p.m.
There was no correspondingly heavy afternoon or 
evening time period to compare with the distinctly strong 
9-11 a.m. City size figures indicated some definite patterns 
of afternoon shopping. In small and medium size cities the 
most heavily shopped hours were from 3 to 5 p.m. The 
3-5 p.m. per cent was especially high (45.8) in small cities. 
The 1 to 3 p.m. period, which was next most heavily shopped 
in small and medium size cities, had the highest per cent of 
large city shoppers. The second highest per cent in large 
cities was from 7 to 9 p.m. In small cities, shopping was 
highly concentrated in the mid-afternoon hours. However, 
in medium size cities the preference for these same hours 
was less strong. In large cities, shopping was almost 
evenly distributed over the whole afternoon and evening
■^a smaller per cent of consumers are recorded in the 
no response column of Table 3:6 on afternoon and evening 
hours shopped than were recorded in that column of Table 3:4 
on morning hours. The cumulative per cent for those who do 
not shop mornings was 31.2 per cent and for those who do not 
shop afternoons or evenings was 18.8 per cent (see Table 
C:5 and C:6, Appendix C).
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period.
New Orleans consumers shopped more frequently during 
the early afternoon and late evening hours. Shreveport 
consumers shopped most during the mid-afternoon hours, while 
these hours took second place to the dinner hours for Baton 
Rouge shoppers.
Neither the occupational nor the age categories 
showed drastic trends, but the patterns they did show were 
similar. The only trend of importance was the tendency for 
retired people to shop earlier in the afternoon than did 
employed persons. The age category showed that shopping 
after 7 p.m. declined steadily with increased age and that 
shopping from 5 to 7 p.m. declined sharply in the over 40 
age category. ^
The per cent of men shopping increased as the afternoon 
progressed while the per cent of women shopping declined 
(except for a slight pick up from 7 to 9 p.m.). Unlike the 
sex category, the income category showed no clear trend.
16In view of this finding, the following quotation 
from Stores, was of interest: Shopping as an activity
becomes less interesting as the consumer matures because 
the better educated, higher paid consumer has many more 
exciting and satisfying ways to spend time. "Retail Research 
Institute," Stores, 46, (February, 1964), 14.
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The only noticeably heavier shopping times were from 3 to 
5 p.m. in the lowest income group and from 1 to 3 p.m. in 
the highest income group. No two income groups showed 
heaviest shopping in the same time period.
Characteristics of Group Shopping
The extent to which consumers shop in groups is 
important to department store managers because of the effect 
of group shopping on the time and the departments shopped.
This section is devoted to an examination of group shopping 
with special emphasis on family shopping and evening shopping. 
The family group was emphasized because of its preponderance 
over other types of groups. Evening shopping was emphasized 
because of the assumption that the greatest amount of family 
shopping would be done after 5 p.m. due to the employment 
obligations of parents and school hours of children.
Frequency of Family Shopping. Table 3:7 shows the 
number of times in a two week period any two family members 
shopped together. ^  In all city sizes about 45 per cent of
17Column 1, "none," could mean either that the 
consumer did not shop or that he did not shop as a member 
of a group.
TABLE 3x7
NUMBER OF TIMES IN TWO-WEEK PERIOD FAMILY SHOPPED TOGETHER 
BY CITY SIZE, OCCUPATION, SEX, INCOME AND AGE
____________________Times Shopped Together___________
Five or No
One Two Three Four More None Response Totals 
Characteristics Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
City Size
7,500-39,999 16.9 20.3 5.1
40,000-100,000 13.5 18.4 5.7
Over 100^000 19.1 17.2 5.0
New Orleans 17.2 14.6 5.2
Shreveport 21.9 21.9 4.4
Baton Rouge 22.6 20.2 4.8
Occupation 
White Collar 18.5 14.8 5.8
Blue Collar 19.9 28.4 6.0
Retired 13.5 17.3 3.8
Service & Farm 18.2 18.2 9.1
Student & Other 18.2 .0 .0
Sex
Male 16.0 16.9 3.9
Female 19.0 17.8 5.0
1.7 1.7 54.3 .0 100
2.8 2.1 55.4 2.1 100
1.9 1.8 54.3 .7 100
2.1 2.1 58.1 .7 100
1.5 2.2 47.4 .7 100
1.6 .0 50.0 .8 100
1.0 1.9 56.3 .8 100
1.9 1.5 47.5 -8 100
.0 .0 63.5 1.9 100
4.5 4.5 45.5 .0 100
,0 .0 81.8 .0 100
3.0 2.2 56.3 1.7 100
























Under $300 14.9 8.5 4.3 .0 2.1 68.1 2.1 100
$300—$599 18.3 21.1 4.2 1.7 2.8 50.9 1.0 100
$600-$799 19.5 22.0 2.5 2.0 1.0 52.0 1.0 100
$800-$999 18.2 14.4 6.8 3.0 .0 56.8 .8 100
Over $1,000 18.1 12.2 8.5 2.7 2.7 55.3 .5 100
Age
Under 30 20.8 16.7 4.5 2.5 3.0 52.0 .5 100
30-45 19.2 18.1 5.5 1.6 2.1 53.0 .5 100
46-60 18.4 18.4 3.5 2.0 1.0 55.2 1.5 100
Over 60 8.9 15.8 7.9 2.0 .0 63.4 2.0 100
Source: Appendix A, Question 3.
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consumers shopped sometime in a two week period, and most 
of these shopped only once or twice in that period. This 
general trend was not affected much by personal characteristics 
but a few variations were observed.
In the individual large cities New Orleans had the 
smallest per cent of families shopping, differing from 
Baton Rouge by 8 per cent, and from Shreveport by 10.6 per 
cent.
In the occupational groups, shopping in white collar 
families was 8.8 per cent lower than in blue collar families 
and 10.8 per cent lower than in service and farm families.
The much lower per cents of family shopping in the "retired" 
and "student and other" groups may have been due to a lower 
per cent of households with two or more members.
The sex of the major purchaser did not prove to be 
a major variable affecting family shopping habits. Nor did 
income seem to have much effect on the frequency of family 
shopping, except for the lowest income group which showed 
less (only 31.9 per cent ) family shopping.
Amount of Group Shopping After 5 p.m. The data 
presented in Table 3:8 shows the person or persons with whom 
the consumer shopped after 5 p.m. The number of consumers
TABLE 3:8
GROUP SHOPPING HABITS OP RESPONDENTS AFTER 5 P.M. 
BY CITY, OCCUPATION, SEX, INCOME AND AGE
Characteristics

































Service & Farm 50.0





















































































___________Persons With Whom Respondents Shopped____ _____
Do Not 
Husband, Shop 
Husband & Wife, After No
Alone Friend Wife Children 5 p.m. Response Total 






























Source: Appendix A, Question 7.
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who shopped alone was about 1/4 to 1/3 of the respondents.18 
The per cent of consumers who shopped with friends was 
relatively small. Only the lowest income group, the student 
group, and the cities of Baton Rouge and Shreveport had 
over 11 per cent who shopped with friends. The per cent of 
respondents who did not shop at all in the evening was very 
small. The only noticeable (though still under 18 per cent) 
figures were found for small towns and older consumers.
About 55 per cent of the shopping done after 5 p.m. 
was done by families shopping together. This figure did 
not vary greatly within the city size or sex categories.
The only noticeable variation within the income category was 
the low (36.1) per cent of family shopping in the lowest 
income group.18 Occupation of the head of the house did 
influence family shopping with 10.1 per cent more blue collar 
than white collar workers shopping with their families. The 
retired group showed the least (29.7 per cent) family shopping 
with the service and farm group also showing a relatively
18This amount might have been less had the table shown 
only those consumers who were members of families. However, 
the writer felt that this would lead to inaccuracies of 
interpretation.
19This parallels the low frequency of family shopping 
in this group as shown in Table 3x7.
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small amount (40.9 per cent).
Family shopping declined as the age of the consumers 
increased, from about 60 per cent in the under 45 group, 
about 50 per cent in the 45 to 60 group, and only about 
30 per cent in the over 60 group.
Generally, Table 3:8 shows that most consumers were 
in the habit of shopping after 5 p.m., that most of them 
shopped in a group, and that by far the most important 
group was the family.
EVENING PURCHASING PATTERNS
The heavier amount of family shopping in the evening 
hours influenced the type of merchandise purchased during 
those hours. This section examines the departments from 
which evening shoppers made purchases.
Type of Merchandise Purchased After 5 p.m. As seen 
in Table 3s9, the "women's and children's," "men's and 
boy's" and "drugs, cosmetics, and jewelry" departments, in 
this order, had the greatest number of consumers in the
TABLE 3*9
DEPARTMENTS FROM WHICH MERCHANDISE WAS PURCHASED AFTER 5 P.M. 


















7,500-39,999 10.2 44.1 42.3 17.0 18.7
40,000-100,000 14.9 42.5 29.9 10.6 24.1
Over 100,000 18.2 43.0 30.2 8.1 25.9
New Orleans 17.7 44.1 30.9 7.4 23.5
Shreveport 20.4 45.9 30.7 12.3 27.1
Baton Rouge 16.9 37.1 27.4 5.6 32.3
Occupation 9
White Collar 17.3 44.4 28.1 8.4 24.4
Blue Collar 17.2 47.8 39.8 12.2 28.4
Retired 21.2 23.1 17.2 7.6 28.9
Service & Farm 22.7 36.3 45.4 13.5 14.1
Student & Other 9.1 27.3 45.5 .0 36.4
Sex
Male 10.8 28.1 39.0 17.7 29.1



















Women's & Sporting Cosmetics
Children's Men's & Boy's Goods Jewelry
Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
23.4 23.4 4.2 29.8
49.5 32.1 6.6 27.4
45.0 29.5 9.0 24.5
40.9 34.9 12.9 21.2
40.4 32.5 12.2 26.0
49.0 26.7 8.5 23.2
47.3 39.3 11.0 24.1
41.8 27.8 9.0 27.4


















Service & Farm 4.5





































































Service & Farm 4.5













































Under $300 .0 4.2 6.4 17.0
$300-$599 3.1 5.2 12.7 4.5
$600-$799 3.5 7.0 12.0 7.0
$800-$999 3.1 7.5 16.6 3.8
Over $1,000 4.8 7.0 14.9 4.8
Age
Under 30 3.5 8.5 13.0 1.0
30-45 4.2 7.6 13.1 2.9
46-60 3.0 3.5 14.5 8.5
Over 60 1.0 1.0 11.9 24.8
Note: Due to multiple answers, percentages do not equal 100.




evening. This pattern held true for all city size groups 
and for all the individual large cities, except Baton Rouge. 
The position of the second and third most shopped departments 
was reversed where Baton Rouge was concerned.
Although the general pattern first mentioned held 
for white and blue collar workers, it did not for other 
occupations. Both the "service and farm" group and the 
"student and other" group shop most heavily in the "men's 
and boy's" departments. The heaviest shopping of the retired 
group was in "drugs, cosmetics and jewelry," as was that of 
the lowest income group and the over 60 age group. ^
All the other groups showed the same general pattern 
first observed, except for male shoppers who understandably 
shopped most in the "men's and boy's” department. No 
general pattern was observable in departments other than 
the three most heavily shopped.
^®It should be realized that highest traffic does not 
necessarily mean highest dollar volume because of differences 
in price. Table 3:9 represents purchasing traffic only. 
Replacement rate of goods should be kept in mind when reading 
Table 3:9 as small percentage changes could be important with 
high price and low replacement rate goods such as furniture 
and major appliances.
21It is likely that these groups may overlap, which 
would explain the similarity in shopping behavior.
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Number of Departments Shopped After 5 p.m. The 
number of departments from which the consumer makes purchases 
is of interest to the department store manager for much the 
same reason that the number of items bought and the average 
sale are important. As was pointed out in Chapter II, some 
writers feel that impulse buying was higher when families 
shop together. Distance traveled to shop and opportunities 
to shop could also affect the number of departments from 
which merchandise is purchased.22 Table 3:10 shows the 
number of departments from which merchandise was purchased 
by the consumers after 5 p.m.22
The small cities had the highest per cent buying from 
four or more departments and the lowest per cent buying from 
at least one department. Other than this, there were no 
apparent patterns of importance by city size. Shreveport 
shoppers showed a higher per cent buying from one or two
22For example, the number of evenings stores are open 
and the ease of getting to the store would affect the number 
of departments shopped because of the necessity to plan 
certain purchases if travel time is high and opportunity to 
shop is restricted.
23The "no response" column in this table includes 
those who do not shop after 5 p.m. and those who do shop but 
did not make a purchase on their last shopping trip. It 
undoubtedly also includes a few respondents who for some 
other reason did not answer the question.
TABLE 3:10
NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS FROM WHICH MERCHANDISE WAS PURCHASED AFTER 5 P.M.




























































Service & Farm 95.5
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Note: Columns "No Response" and "One" equal 100 per cent only; others equal
more than 100 per cent, due to multiple answers.
Source: Appendix A. The data in the column "Don't Shop After 5 p.m." from





departments but a smaller per cent buying from four or more 
departments. This would suggest that Shreveport shoppers 
shopped more often.^
The response from blue collar workers showed that they 
bought from more departments in all cases than did white 
collar workers.^ This was explainable from the analysis 
of Table 3:8/ which indicates 8.8 per cent more blue collar 
workers shopped as a family group than did white collar 
workers. These data also support the assumption made 
previously that shopping after 5 p.m. by families was de­
pendent on employment of the family members. It also indicated 
that the place of employment of blue collar workers could 
make shopping during traditional hours more difficult than 
for white collar workers. The blue collar workers were more 
likely to be further removed from department stores by
24It was proved that they shopped more often as a 
family group in Table 3:8;
25Only blue collar and white collar workers were 
compared in the occupational classification because of the 
very high per cent of "no response" and"do not shop after 
5 p.m." in the retired occupational class and the low 
absolute number of respondents in the last two occupational 
classes. The "do not shop after 5 p.m." was not listed on 
the questionnaire but was written in by a large number of 
respondents, for this reason some respondents who did not 
write in may be included in the "no response" column who 
should be in the "do not shop after 5 p.m." column.
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their employment and less likely to shop in their work 
clothes than other workers. Males show a slightly higher 
per cent shopping in all departments than do f e m a l e s . 26
With the exception of the very low income groups who 
showed less total buying/ income did not indicate any 
purchasing pattern as far as number of departments from which 
merchandise was purchased was concerned. The 30-45 age 
group bought from 2, 3 or 4 departments more frequently 
than did the other age groups. Since they were also the 
age group most likely to have children and more income than 
the lower age groups, it seemed reasonable to assume that 
their needs were greater.
In general the data found in Table 3:10 indicated 
the importance of the occupation of the head of the house 
and age as determinants of the number of departments from 
which merchandise was purchased. It also showed a direct 
relation between a high per cent of family shopping and 
buying from multiple departments. In those classifications 
which showed a high per cent of family shopping, purchases 
were made in multiple departments.
26This per cent represents families where the male 
was the sole or dominant buyer of department store merchandise. 
This fact is not explainable by the data presented here.
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FACTORS AFFECTING TIME CONSUMERS SHOP
Many factors interact in influencing the consumer to 
choose a time to shop. Some of these factors may be under 
the direct control of the customer. Others, such as special 
sales, are controlled by the department store manager.
Still others, such as the working hours of the customer, 
cannot be controlled either by the consumer or the store 
manager.
These factors may either encourage or discourage 
shopping at certain times. This section analyzes many of 
these factors according to their effect on consumers' 
decisions to shop at a specific time.
Factors Which Cause Consumers to Shop at a Specific Time
The data found in Table 3:11, by city size, shows the 
importance to shoppers of special sales. The second most 
important reason for shopping at a specific time in all city 
groups was the desire of families to shop together. The 
differences by city size of these two most important factors 
were insignificant. There was less than 5 per cent points 
difference by city size in all factors listed, which signifies 
that the factors which motivate consumers to shop at a
TABLE 3:11
FACTORS WHICH CAUSE CONSUMERS TO SHOP AT A SPECIFIC TIME
BY CITY SIZE, OCCUPATION, SEX, INCOME AND AGE
____________Reasons for Shopping at a Specific Time___________
Dress Take Special Major Want Husband, No
Casually Children Sales Purchases Wife Along Other Response 
Characteristics Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent_____Per cent Per cent Per cent
City Size
7,500-39,999 18.6 5.1 28.8 15.3 23.7 8.5 1.7
40,000-100,000 16.3 8.5 27.0 12.8 25.5 6.4 5.0
Over 100,000 20.0 6.2 31.7 11.1 21.3 11.1 2.5
New Orleans 21.7 5.9 28.5 11.1 20.6 12.3 3.3
Shreveport 18.2 5.8 40.9 8.0 26.3 7.3 1.5
Baton Rouge 16.9 8.1 31.5 14.5 18.5 11.3 .8
Occupation 
White Collar 17.1 5.0 30.8 14.8 23.6 9.6 1.9
Blue Collar 19.5 10.4 31.4 5.4 24.9 10.7 1.9
Retired 32.7 5.8 30.7 1.9 11.6 11.5 15.4
Service & Farm 22.7 4.5 27.3 18.2 13.6 13«6 4.5
Student & Other 9.1 .0 36.4 27.3 9.1 18.2 .0
Sex
Male 18.2 4.7 25.9 9.5 31.6 9.1 4.3
Female 19.4 7.4 32.9 12.1 18.4 10.5 2.4
Table 3:11 (Continued)
____________Reasons for Shopping at a Specific Time___________
Dress Take Special Major Want husband, No
Casually Children Sales Purchases Wife Along Other Response 
Characteristics Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Income
Under $300 17.0 4.3 44.7 6.4 14.9 8.5 10.6
$300-$599 19.4 9.0 33.5 9.3 20.1 10.0 2.4
$600-$799 17.0 7.5 28.5 11.5 30.0 7.0 2.5
$800—$999 21.2 3.0 29.6 12.9 20.5 15.2 .0
Over $1,000 20.2 4.8 26.6 14.9 22.3 10.6 2.7
Age
Under 30 13.1 7.1 28.3 13.1 26.8 11.1 -1.5
30-45 18.9 9.5 31.8 9.2 22.0 10.2 1.6
46-60 26.4 3.0 29.9 12.9 18.4 10.4 2.0
Over 60 20.8 2.0 31.7 14.9 20.8 7.9 10.9
Note: Due to multiple answers by a small number of people. percentages do not
equal 100.
Source: Appendix A, Question 10.
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specific time were not highly affected by city size. However, 
these factors were affected by the particular large city. 
Special sales and family shopping were more important 
motivators for shopping in Shreveport than they were in the 
other two large cities.
The tendency of blue collar workers to shop as a family 
group was apparent in this table.2  ̂ They showed the highest 
per cent of husband and wives wanting to shop together and 
also the highest per cent wanting to take children shopping. 
The importance of special sales and family shopping remained 
the most important factors for shopping by occupation, with 
one exception: retired consumers indicated casual dress was
more important than family shopping.2®
Special sales were less important (by 7 per cent) to 
male shoppers than to female shoppers. The most important 
effect of sex upon the factors studied was that 13.2 per 
cent more males than females signified that having their 
spouse along was important.29 It was of interest, but not
27It was also indicated in Table 3:8.
28However, this could be due to the fact that many 
of them have no family with which to shop.
29This fact was also supported by data found in 
Table 3:8.
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significant, that casual dress was 1 per cent point more 
important to female shoppers in choosing a shopping time 
than was shopping with her husband.
Special sales became less important and major purchases 
became more important with rising income. The higher 
importance of family shopping in the $600-$799 income class 
was not explainable from the available data. Age showed 
no greatly different pattern from the other classifications 
with the exception of the greater importance of casual dress 
in the 45-60 age group.
In general, special sales and family shopping remained 
the two most important factors in choosing a specific time 
to shop. The third most important factor, in most cases, 
was casual dress. Though some specific shopping patterns 
were seen in the individual large cities, city size did not 
greatly affect the factors which caused consumers to want 
to shop at a specific time. Occupation, sex, income and 
age each showed some specific pattern of variation within 
each classification, although they generally followed the 
overall pattern as found in the table.
Factors Which Prevent Consumers from Shopping at a Specific 
Time
Table 3x12 indicates that working hours were the main
TABLE 3s12
FACTORS WHICH KEEP CONSUMERS FROM SHOPPING AT A SPECIFIC TIME
BY CITY SIZE, OCCUPATION, SEX, INCOME AND AGE
_Factors Which Keep Consumers From Shopping_____________________
Lack of Stores Working Care
Crowded Parking Trans- Not Hours of
Conditions Problems portation Open Interfere Children







































White Collar 14.2 
Blue Collar 16.9 
Retired 19.2
Service & Farm 18.2 























































































Under $300 19.1 12.8 12.8 14.9 23.4 10.6 8.5
$300—$599 16.6 10.3 9.3 10.3 31.8 21.4 4.8
$600-$799 12.0 13.5 5.0 8.5 36.5 21.5 5.0
$800-$999 17.4 18.2 5.3 8.3 31.1 12.9 8.3
Over $1,000 14.9 21.2 4.3 10.6 26.6 17.6 9.0
Age
Under 30 12.6 8.1 7.6 10.1 32.3 31.8 2.0
30-45 17.1 15.5 4.7 10.5 29.6 24.4 3.1
46-60 13.9 17.9 9.5 8.5 39.8 5.0 12.4
Over 60 20.8 25.8 10.9 9.9 18.8 1.0 15.8
Notex Due to multiple responses in a small number of cases, totals slightly 
exceed 100 per cent.
Source: Appendix A, Question 9.
o<j\
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deterrent to shopping at a specific time in all categories, 
with the understandable exception of persons over 60 or 
retired. Care of children was almost as strong a deterrent 
as working hours for female shoppers and for shoppers under 
45. The most consistent per cents supporting these two 
factors as major deterrents were in the city size categories.
Between 30.5 and 34 per cent of the consumers in all 
city sizes and the three individual large cities listed 
working hours as the most important reason for not shopping 
at a specific time.3® This factor was most important in 
Shreveport which was also the city in which the highest 
per cent of families shopped t o g e t h e r . The importance of 
factors other than working hours and child care varied 
according to city size. Parking problems were important 
in small cities, while crowded conditions were important 
in the medium and large cities. Stores not open was a 
problem in medium size cities and in the city of Shreveport.
As income went up parking became more of a problem
3®It is interesting to note the similarity of these 
figures to one obtained by an analysis of Table Cx21: in




and lack of transportation less of a problem. Crowded 
conditions, parking and transportation problems generally 
increased with increasing age. These factors were also 
important in the retired and the lowest income groups, 
probably because of the overlapping of members—
CONSUMERS' EVALUATION OF PRESENT STORE HOURS
Table 3:13 shows more clearly the extent of consumer 
satisfaction with present store hours.32 About 75 per cent 
of consumers answered that stores were always or nearly 
always open when they wanted to shop, indicating general 
satisfaction. Large city consumers were most satisfied.33 
Shreveport had the smallest per cent who said the stores 
were always open when they wanted to shop. Medium size 
cities had the largest per cent who indicated that the 
stores were never open when they wanted to shop. This 
dissatisfaction was probably connected with a lack of 
evening store hours.
32 Tables C:21 and 3:12 discussed earlier in the chapter 
gave some indication of whether or not consumers are able to 
shop during traditional hours and to what extent the stores 
are closed when they want to shop.
33The "stores not open" problem of Shreveport and 
medium size cities which was found in Table 3:12 was sub­
stantiated by Table 3:13.
TABLE 3s13
CONSUMERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD CURRENT DEPARTMENT STORE HOURS
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Source: Appendix A, Question 12.
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By occupational classification the per cents were 
fairly consistent, with variations either insignificant 
or easily understandable. Members of the "student and 
other" group showed the highest per cent of "never open" 
responses and no "always open" responses, probably indicating 
a preference for later hours.
Females are more satisfied with present hours them 
are males. The fact that more males are employed and unable 
to shop during traditional hours probably accounts partially 
for this difference.
Younger consumers showed greater dissatisfaction with 
present store hours than did older consumers. This trend 
plus the preference of the younger consumers for evening 
shopping which was shown in Table 3:9 indicates that 
dissatisfaction with present hours was probably related to 
a lack of evening store hours.
SUMMARY OF FACTS
Consumer habits and preferences were affected by age, 
income, sex, city size and occupation of head of the house­
hold. Some of these personal characteristics were more 
dominant than others and the degree of dominance influenced 
the customer's shopping desires. The hypothesis as stated
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was proved in the analysis of Chapter III.
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday were preferred 
shopping days in most of the consumer categories. However, 
some specific groups within the five categories analyzed 
showed preferences which differed strikingly from the 
overall preferences. For instance Tuesday was the day least 
preferred in small towns. Monday was preferred over Saturday 
in the individual large cities. Either Monday or Wednesday, 
though not highly preferred in most categories, was preferred 
by the last three occupational groups, the lowest income 
group and the older consumers. The overall pattern of 
preference for Tuesday, Thursday, or Saturday, with some 
strong group preferences for Monday was not disturbed by 
Friday preferences which were consistently low. Only a very 
small per cent in any group preferred Sunday.
In contrast to Sunday, when afternoon hours were 
preferred, weekdays showed that morning or evening hours 
were generally preferred. The 9 to 11 a.m. time was the 
most preferred, with the 7 to 9 p.m. time next preferred in 
most groups except older consumers, who preferred earlier 
hours.
A consideration of the times that consumers shopped 
showed that the preferred morning hours of 9 to 11 were
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also those most heavily shopped. However, there was no 
correspondingly heaviest period within the afternoon and 
evening hours. The peak shopping periods of the various 
consumer categories tended to conteract each other, so that 
no particular two hour period could be said to be either 
least or most heavily shopped. This seems to indicate that 
managers cannot use an overall guide to the heaviest after­
noon and evening shopping times, but have to rely on trends 
within their own particular area.
The importance of family shopping was shown by the 
fact that almost half of the consumers responding shopped 
in a family group sometime in a two week period. Group 
shopping was especially important in the evening hours when 
slightly more than half of the shopping done was by families. 
Most consumers did some evening shopping and usually with 
their families.
The effect of heavy family shopping in the evening 
hours can be seen in the type of merchandise purchased and 
the number of departments shopped. The "women's and 
children's" and "men's and boy's" departments showed the 
highest number of consumers in the categories with the 
highest amount of family shopping. The "drugs, cosmetics, 
and jewelry" department was also important but mostly within
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the categories# such as the retired group# which showed 
less family shopping. Increased family shopping corresponded 
to increases in buying from multiple departments. This 
fact further indicated the importance of family shopping to 
the manager in considering increased evening hours.
Special sales and the consumer's desire to shop with 
his family were the two most important factors motivating 
the consumer to shop at a specific time. Special sales are 
directly controlled by the store manager. If he knows the 
hours when families can shop together the manager can exert 
some control over the factor of family shopping. The 
preceding analysis indicated that families can best shop in 
the evening. Therefore# the store manager wishing to tap 
the family buying market apparently should keep his store 
open in the evenings. Drawbacks to daytime shopping# 
particularly the two greatest problems of working hours and 
the care of children# also supported the need for more 
evening hours.
Although most consumer groups indicated a general 
satisfaction with present store hours younger consumers# 
males# and consumers in medium size cities showed dissatis­
faction which seemed to be definitely tied in with problems 
of working hours and family shopping. Therefore, most of
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the indicated dissatisfaction with present store hours 
could apparently he remedied by increased evening openings.
CHAPTER IV
MANAGERS' VIEWS OP HOURS IN SELECTED 
DEPARTMENT STORES IN LOUISIANA
If a store is to stay in business it must satisfy 
its customers, and to do this it must take into account 
their preferences for hours of operation. However, the 
problem of consumer satisfaction cannot be considered in a 
vacuum; it must be balanced with the problems of meeting 
competition, handling personnel, and operating efficiently.
In short, store managers must balance all relevant aspects 
of operations in reaching the store hour decisions.^
It is the purpose of this chapter to investigate 
and analyze present hour practices and to consider the 
factors which are relevant to decisions on store hour policies. 
Particular attention is directed to the problem of evening 
hours and the influence of consumer desires in the deter­
mination of hours. The analysis in this chapter is centered
■̂ David J. Luck, Store Hours for Shopping Goods 
Retailers, Number 5, Business Studies (University of Illinois: 
Urbana, Illinois, 1947), p. 7.
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around three hypotheses: (1) store hours vary according to
city size and location of the store within the city; (2) 
managers have not yet found an acceptable means of solving 
the problems created by added hours; (3) the methods used 
to determine hours are varied and highly dependent upon 
management judgment.
METHOD OP ANALYSIS
The method of analyzing the operating hours of 
Louisiana department stores and the store managers' views 
of these hours may be described in four steps. The pre­
liminary steps taken were to: (1) develop a questionnaire
and send it to managers of all Louisiana department stores,-
(2) check the managers' understanding of and attitude toward 
the questionnaire by means of selected personal interviews?
(3) compile the data; and (4) interpret the data. The actual
The reader is reminded that the data presented in 
this chapter comes from managers of large department stores.
It is not intended that results found here are applicable to 
other marketing institutions. The last available data from 
the Census of Business^ 1958, included 49 stores in this 
group with total sales of $191,731,000, payroll of $31,045,000 
and 11,113 employees. United States Census of Business:
1958, Retail Trade— Summary Statistics, I, (Washington, D.C.: 
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1961), 18-6.
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compilation of data was arranged according to store types 
as determined by the size of the city. Stores were divided 
into: small, 7,500-39,999; medium, 40,000-100,000; and
large, over 100,000. Stores were also classified by location 
downtown or outlying. Each of the quantitative factors, 
e. g., sales volume, hours of operation, was isolated for 
examination. Then each factor was tabulated as a percentage 
of the total for each store type in order to allow comparison 
of the effects upon these factors by store types.
The first major area analyzed was store hours. This 
analysis was made to determine whether or not patterns of 
opening and closing existed by city size and location of the 
store within the city. Both morning opening hours and 
evening closing hours were analyzed, as well as total hours 
stores were open each week.
Night openings were analyzed in an attempt to determine 
if distinctive characteristics existed for evening hours.
The specific days of the week for late closings were analyzed, 
and a comparison of night and day sales was made. Night 
openings were analyzed to determine if patterns existed 
which were attributable to city size, location of the store, 
or to individual large cities.
The problems of lengthened hours and managers'
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suggested solutions to these problems were analyzed next.
It was the intention in this analysis to find out what 
managers viewed as problems of late evening openings, and to 
find out, if and how, they went about solving these problems. 
All data were analyzed to ascertain whether or not certain 
problems and solutions were characteristic of small, medium 
or large cities. Store location within the city was also 
analyzed to determine whether outlying or downtown location 
had an effect on hours.
The possibility of managers shortening morning hours 
was also developed. It was the intention of this analysis 
to find out whether or not managers had considered this 
proposal, and if not, why not. Managers' opinions were 
examined to determine whether or not city size or store 
location influenced their decisions.
The last section in the analysis dealt with past 
and planned changes in hours. Changes occuring within the 
last five years were analyzed to determine their extent and 
direction. This analysis also attempted to find out if 
further changes were anticipated by managers, and to discover 
what caused managers to make changes in hours. The question 
of the importance of the consumer in managers' decisions to 
change hours was emphasized, along with an examination of
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the methods used by management to determine the time consumers 
wish to shop. All analyses in this section were made to 
determine the past and future status of hours and the part 
that consumer opinion plays in the determination of store 
hours. In all analyses both practices and opinions of 
managers were analyzed by city size and store location.
CURRENT DEPARTMENT STORE HOURS
An examination of current department store hours is 
necessary for discussions of the effects of these hours or 
the problem of changes in hours to be meaningful. Therefore, 
this section is devoted to an analysis of the total hours 
stores were open per week, their daily opening and closing 
hours, the number of night openings per week, and the days 
of the week when stores were open late.
Total Hours Per Week Stores Were Open
A wide variation (from 48 to 72 hours per week) was 
found in the number of hours stores remained open.
As seen from Table 4:1 outlying stores were open 
more hours than downtown stores. In the downtown classi­
fication longest hours were in large cities, and shortest 
hours were in medium size cities. The largest increase in
TABLE 4:1
TOTAL HOURS PER WEEK STORES ARE OPEN
BY CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION
_______Hours Per Week________________
City Size and Number* 48-51 52-55 56-59 60-63 64-68 69-72 Total
Store Location of Stores Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Small 9 11.1 55.6 22.2 0 11.1 0 100
Downtown 9 11.1 55.6 22.2 0 11.1 0 100
Outlying 0 — — — — — — —
Medium 17 52.9 35.3 11.8 0 0 0 100
Downtown 14 64.3 28.6 7.1 0 0 0 100
Outlying 3 0 66.7 33.3 0 0 0 100
Large 24 8.3 12.5 29.2 20.8 16.7 12.5 100
Downtown 7 28.6 28.6 43.0 0 0 0 100
Outlying 17 0 5.9 23.5 29.5 23.5 17.6 100
New Orleans 9 11.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 0 100
Shreveport 4 0 0 75.0 .0 0 25.0 100
Baton Rouge 11 9.1 9.1 18.2 27.2 18.2 18.2 100
Smallx 7,500-39,999; Medium: 40,000-100,000; Large: Over 100,000.
Source: Appendix B, Question 1.
♦Number of stores is listed on this first table only. It is the same in all 
succeeding tables in the chapter.
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hours was from the small to the large city stores. Large 
city stores were open 7 or more hours longer than small city 
or medium size city stores. Also, the greatest differences 
between downtown and outlying store hours were in large 
cities. The longest weekly hours for downtown stores was 59, 
while about 60 per cent of the outlying stores were open 
more than 59 hours. Outlying stores were open longer because 
consumers live closer, can find easier parking space and it 
is easier to take the whole family along.^ One manager made 
the following comment concerning parking in the evening:
"The ease of parking is more important in the evening than 
during the day because of theft and vandalism. Women hesitate 
to park long distances in the evening.,r4
Daily Opening Hours of Stores
No store manager indicated that his store had a 
policy of regularly varying morning opening hours. However, 
three managers (6 per cent) noted that they occasionally 
vary openings for special sales or rush periods.
3"Retail Trade Shopping Goes Nocturnal," Investor1s 
Reader, (May 21, 1952), p. 7? Samuel Preinberg, What Makes 
Shopping Centers Tick, (New York: Fairchild Publications,
Inc., 1960), p. 17.
4Comment made by one manager respondent.
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The most popular hours for opening, as shown by 
Table 4:2 were: 8:30 to 9:00 a.m. in small cities; 8:00 to 
8:30 in large cities. Morning openings after 9:30 were 
confined to large cities. It was found that 25.1 per cent 
of the large city department stores opened after 9:30. In 
over half of these stores the later openings tended to shorten 
the total number of hours open per week and still allow for 
longer evening hours.
A comparison of the opening hours of downtown and 
outlying stores showed that in medium size cities downtown 
stores opened earlier than outlying stores, but the opposite 
was true in large cities. Baton Rouge stores opened earlier 
than those in New Orleans. By 9:30 all Baton Rouge stores 
were open, whereas, over half of the New Orleans stores were 
not open at that hour. This was undoubtedly because Baton 
Rouge residents show a preference for early morning shopping.^
In general Table 4:2 shows that department stores in 
medium size cities opened earliest, those in small cities 
next, and those in large cities latest (with the exception 
of Baton Rouge).
5Refer to Table 3:4, Chapter III.
TABLE 4:2
DAILY OPENING HOURS OF STORES BY
CITY SIZE AND' STORE LOCATION
City Size and 
Store Location
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Small: 7,500-39,999; Medium: 40,000-100,000; Large: Over 100,000.
1. Note break of one-half hour in the intervals— no store included had morning 
openings between 7:31 and 8:00.
2. Some stores indicated they occasionally alter the morning opening hour for 
special sales.




Daily Cloainq Hours of Stores
Closing hours varied to a greater extent than did 
opening hours. While changes in opening hours usually involved 
only short periods of time/ changes in closing hours usually 
involved periods of several hours. Stores usually opened 
at the same time every day, but many stores had several 
different closing hours in a week. In the 50 stores studied, 
there were 12 separate closing hours. These facts seem to 
indicate either that managers had less confidence in their 
closing hours than they did in their opening hours, or that 
they felt that variation in evening hours was necessary to 
meet consumer demands.
Table 4x3 shows that Wednesday had the fewest night 
openings. No stores were open after 6:00 p.m. on Wednesday 
in small or medium cities. Only those in large city stores 
which were open every night were open on Wednesday night.
Monday and Tuesday had few night openings in small and 
medium size cities. No small city stores open on Monday, and 
no medium size city stores open on Tuesday. However, on 
Monday night over half of all the downtown stores and over 
3/4 of all the outlying stores were open.
Thursday was found to be the day when the largest
TABLE 4x3
DAILY EVENING CLOSING HOURS BY CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION
City Size 
Store Location
























Small 100.0 .0 .0 77.8 22.2 .0 100.0 .0 .0Downtown 100.0 .0 .0 77.8 22.2 .0 100.0 .0 .0Outlying --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Medium 94.1 5.9 .0 100.0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 .0Downtown 92.9 7.1 .0 100.0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 .0Outlying 100.0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 .0
Large 25.0 70.8 4.2 79.2 16.6 4.2 79.2 16.6 4.2
Downtown 42.8 57.2 .0 100.0 .0 . .0 100.0 .0 .0Outlying 11.8 82.3 5.9 70.6 23.5 5.9 70.6 23.5 5.9New Orleans 22.2 77.8 .0 77.8 22.2 .0 77.8 22.2 .0




City Size and 
Store Location
























Small 66.7 .0 33.3 77.8 .0 22.2 77.8 22.2 .0
Downtown 66.7 .0 33.3 77.8 .0 22.2 77.8 22.2 .0
Outlying — — — — — — — — —
Medium 35.3 64.7 .0 94.1 5.9 .0 94.1 5.9 .0
Downtown 42.9 57.1 .0 92.9 7.1 .0 100.0 .0 .0
Outlying .0 100.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 66.7 33.3 .0
Large 12.5 83.3 4.2 37.5 58.3 4.2 50.0 45.8 4.2
Downtown 14.3 85.7 .0 71.5 14.3 .0 100.0 .0 .0
Outlying 11.8 82.3 5.9 23.5 70.6 5.9 29.4 64.7 5.9
New Orleans 22.2 77.8 .0 33.3 66.7 .0 44.4 55.6 .0
Shreveport .0 75.0 25.0 50.0 25.0 25.0 75.0 .0 . 25.0
Baton Rouge 9.1 90.9 .0 36.4 63.6 .0 45.5 54.5 .0
Small cities: 7/500-39,999; Medium cities: 40,000-100,000; Large cities: Over 100,000. 
Note: Reading across, percentages for each day, in each classification, equal 100 per
cent.
Source: Appendix B, Question 1.
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number (about 68 per cent) of all stores were open after 
6s00 p.m. Fewer small city stores were open on Thursday 
evening, but those which were open, remained open longer 
than stores in the other classifications. The number of 
outlying stores, in both medium and large cities, open on 
Thursday evening exceeded the number of downtwon stores.
In Baton Rouge about 91 per cent of all department stores 
were open after 6s00 p.m. on Thursday as compared to 100 
per cent in Shreveport and about 78 per cent in New Orleans. 
Generally, there were fewer night openings on Friday than 
on Thursday but more than on other nights.
Saturday showed the most distinct pattern for 
evening openings compared to the other days. Most medium 
size city stores were not open late on Saturday. Small 
city stores that were open on other evenings were open on 
Saturday but not as late as on other evenings. Large cities 
had about 64 per cent of outlying stores open but no downtown 
stores open on Saturday evening.
About 60 per cent of stores in medium size cities 
were open only one night a week. Few stores were open 
after 9s00 p.m. any evening, but the largest per cent open 
after 9:00 p.m. were in the small cities. In medium size 
cities, only Thursday was important for after-six shopping.
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In small cities some stores were open every evening except 
Monday and Wednesday. In large cities, Monday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday were all important late opening nights.®
Outlying stores were open more frequently in the evening 
in all classifications. Saturday evening shopping was 
restricted to outlying stores, except in small cities, which 
had no suburban stores. No downtown stores surveyed in 
medium and large cities were open on Saturday evening, but 
about one-third of the outlying stores in medium size cities 
and about three-fourths of the outlying stores in large 
cities were open Saturday evenings.
Number of Night Openings Per Week
About 20 per cent of all stores surveyed were not 
open any evening. As seen from Table 4:4 none of the stores 
in small or medium size cities were open more than two nights 
per week. On the other hand, about 69 per cent of large 
city stores were open more than two nights a week with about
gAs might be expected, it's the big cities that night 
openings are increasing most. Significant too is the amount 
of additional night openings in cities under 24,000, by 1952,
88 per cent of all stores in cities under 25,000 had at least 
one night opening. "Oft in the Stilly Night," Business Week, 
(January 5, 1952), p. 76.
TABLE 4:4
NUMBER OF NIGHT OPENINGS PER WEEK BY
CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION
Number of Night Openings*
City Size and One Two Three Four Six None Tbtal
Store Location Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Small 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 .0 33.4 100
Downtown 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 .0 33.4 100
Outlying — — — — — — —
Medium 58.8 11.8 .0 .0 .0 29.4 100
Downtown 57.2 7.1 .0 .0 .0 35.7 100
Outlying 66.7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 100
Large 8.3 25.0 12.5 25.0 20.8 8.3 100
Downtown 28.6 42.8 14.3 .0 .0 14.3 100
Outlying .0 17.6 11.8 35.3 29.4 5.9 100
New Orleans .0 33.4 11.1 22.2 22.2 11.1 100
Shreveport .0 50.0 25.0 .0 25.0 .0 100
Baton Rouge 18.2 9.1 9.1 36.4 18.2 9.1 100
Small: 7,500-39,999; Medium: 40, 000-100,000 ; Large: Over 100, 000.
*Note the skip from 4 to 6 nights— no store in the study was open 5 nights.
Source: Appendix B, Question 1.
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30 per cent open 6 nights a week.
It is of interest to note that no store was open 
5 nights per week. Managers adopted either a policy of 4 
or less openings or a policy of remaining open every evening 
except Sunday.
It was concluded that some managers chose to remain 
open six nights per week in order to avoid confusion in the 
mind of the consumer. An advertisement of “Open Every 
Evening Until Nine“ is easier for customers to remember than 
separate schedules of hours for each day.^ One manager 
stated that he felt both opening and closing hours should be 
the same daily because he felt customers were entitled to 
stable hours.
A policy of opening one night a week was most 
popular in medium size cities. A policy of opening two or 
more evenings was most popular in large cities, and the 
outlying stores of these large cities were open four nights 
a week. Size of the city was more important than location 
of the store within the city as a criterion for determining 
hours between medium and large cities. All the individual
7This comment was made by one of the managers 
interviewed.
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large cities had about 20 per cent of the stores open six 
nights. In the three large cities surveyed, two night 
openings were most common in New Orleans and Shreveport but 
four night openings were most popular in Baton Rouge.
Day of the Week for Late Closing
The most notable pattern seen from Table 4:5 is the 
high degree of similarity in Monday and Thursday as the most 
popular days for night opening in large cities. The per 
cent of stores open late on these two days was almost the 
same for the entire large store classification. In outlying 
large city stores, Friday and Saturday were also important 
for late closing. Large city outlying stores were one of 
the few classifications which seemed to respond to consumer 
demand for late opening on Saturday.  ̂ Little relation was 
seen among the three city groups in the specific evenings 
open, except for Thursday which had the highest per cent of 
stores open in all classifications.
9See Table 3:4.
TABLE 4:5
DAYS OF LATE CLOSING BY CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION
DAYS














Small 11.1 11.1 .0 33.3 22.2 22.2
Downtown 11.1 11.1 .0 33.3 22.2 22.2
Outlying — — — — — —
Medium 5.9 .0 .0 64.7 5.9 5.9
Downtown 7.1 .0 .0 57.1 7.1 .0
Outlying .0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 33.3
Large 79.2 20.8 ' 20.8 87.5 62.5 50.0
Downtown 57.1 .0 .0 85.7 14.3 .0
Outlying 88.2 29.4 29.4 88.2 82.4 70.6
New Orleans 77.8 22.2 22.2 77.8 66.7 55.6
Shreveport 100.0 25.0 25.0 100.0 50.0 25.0
Baton Rouge 72.7 18.2 18.2 90.9 63.6 54.5
Small: 7,500-39,999; Medium: 40, 000-100,000; Large: Over 100,000.
Note: Because of multiple answers, percentages do not equal 100 per cent.
Source: Appendix B, Question 1, Store Questionnaire.
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EFFECT OF NIGHT OPENINGS ON SALES
Although sales could not be measured directly by 
the survey, some general comparisons were made to determine 
what relationships existed between sales and evening openings. 
An examination was made to determine which departments had 
the highest evening volume. Managers' opinions of why these 
departments had higher sales volume were also considered.
Relation of Sales Volume to Night Openings
The data in Table 4:6 shows that Saturday was the 
best sales day of the week in all classifications. Monday 
and Thursday were also good sales days in large city down­
town stores. Although some scattered pattern of good sales 
volume was seen for Monday, Thursday and Friday, only one 
store listed Tuesday or Wednesday as a good sales day.
A comparison of Tables 4:5 and 4:6 shows the 
relationship between late closing and sales. Monday and 
Thursday evenings were reported as the most popular evenings 
for late openings (Table 4:5) but as can be seen from 
Table 4:6 a very low per cent of stores reported that these
TABLE 4s6
BEST SALES DAY OP THE WEEK BY
CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION
  Day of the Week
No
City Size and Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Response Total
Store Location Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Small 11.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 88.9 .0 100
Downtown 11.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 88.9 .0 100
Outlying — — — — — — — —
Medium .0 .0 5.9 .0 .0 94.1 .0 100
Downtown .0 .0 7.1 .0 .0 92.9 .0 100
Outlying .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 100
Large 8.3 .0 .0 12.5 12.5 62.5 4.2 100
Downtown 28.6 .0 .0 28.6 .0 43.0 .0 100
Outlying .0 .0 .0 5.9 17.6 70.6 5.9 100
New Orleans 22.2 .0 .0 11.1 11.1 44.4 11.2 100
Shreveport .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 100
Baton Rouge .0 .0 .0 18.2 18.2 63.6 .0 100
Small: 7,500-39/ 999; Medium: 40,000-100/000; Large: Over 100,000.
Source: Appendix B, Question 5, Store Questionnaire.
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days were their best sales days.'*'® Saturday, as Table 4*6 
shows, was the most important sales day in all classifications 
except in large city downtown (43 per cent) and in New 
Orleans (44 per cent). Saturday was especially important 
in medium size city stores which were generally not open on 
Saturday evening. A fairly close relationship existed 
between longer Saturday hours and higher Saturday sales in 
large cities, with the exception of Shreveport.
Although Saturday was the most important sales day 
in all classifications, it was more important to outlying 
stores them downtown stores. This fact was especially true 
in medium size cities. Wide variations existed between the 
importance of Saturday as the best sales day among the three 
large cities. This variation could be directly related to 
availability to the customer of transportation and travel
time.^ Although absolute percentages were not very closely
Twelve stores or 24 per cent of the sample listed 
Monday as their second best sales day, although this in­
formation was not asked for in the questionnaire.
"^It is the experience of most downtown department 
stores that their busiest periods are during lunch hours, 
and in the evenings when late closing is in force...Saturday 
openings provide an opportunity for suburban customers to 
make the journey downtown when business traffic is at a 
minimum and when roads are free from congestion. John W. 
Perry. A History of the Department Store, (New York* The 
McMillan Co., 1960), p. 187.
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related in Tables 4:5 and 4:6/ except in large cities, some 
similarities could be recognized in the two tables. The 
large per cents found in Table 4:5 fall into somewhat the 
same classifications as the small per cents in Table 4:6.
This fact tends to signify that Monday, Thursday and Friday
were also important sales days for most stores.
Comparison of Night and Day Sales
As noted in the previous section, 80 per cent of
all department stores in Louisiana had at least one night 
opening per week. A comparison of night and day sales was 
reported in Table 4:7. Night sales were about the same or 
lower in small cities and the same or higher in medium size 
cities. Large city data were less definite. The same 
number of managers in the large city downtown stores indicated 
sales were lower as indicated sales were higher. This could 
only mean that no trend was clear, and evening sales volume 
in downtown stores was dependent on the individual store.
The outlying store figures showed a prominent per cent with 
higher evening sales.
There were fewer late openings in medium size cities, 
yet this group almost unanimously agreed that evening sales 
were the same or higher than day sales. The individual
TABLE 4:7
COMPARISON OF NIGHT AND DAY SALES BY
CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION

































































































Small: 7,500-39,999; Medium: 40,000-100,000; Large: Over 100,000. 
Source: Appendix B, Question 6.
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large city stores differed greatly as to best sales days.
In Shreveport the relative amounts of night and day sales 
depended on the individual stores. In New Orleans only one 
store reported that evening sales were lower than day sales. 
Baton Rouge data indicated that for most stores evening sales 
were about the same as day sales. Evening sales in small 
cities were generally about the same or lower than day sales. 
Six per cent of the managers indicated they did not know 
whether sales were higher or lower in the evening.^
Departments With Highest Night Sales
The data in Table 4:8 indicates that the two most 
important departments for night sales were the men and 
women's clothing departments.-^ piece goods and linens 
varied in their importance for evening sales, but were more 
important in small cities and in the city of Shreveport.
12One manager indicated that this information was 
confidential, three others reported that it was difficult 
to generalize, while one manager said that sales vary and 
that evenings were best some weeks while days were best on 
others.
13The one exception in the data was the relative 
unimportance of the women's and children's departments in 
large city downtown stores.
TABLE 4:8
DEPARTMENTS WHICH SHOW HIGHEST SALES VOLUME AT NIGHT
BY CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION

























































































































Small .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22.2
Downtown .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22.2
Outlying — — — — — .—
Medium .0 .0 23.5 11.8 5.9 29.4
Downtown .0 .0 14.3 7.1 .0 35.7
Outlying .0 1 .0 66.7 .0 33.3 .0
Large .0 16.7 20.8 16.7 4.2 8.4
Downtown .0 .0 57.2 42.9 .0 14.3
Outlying .0 23.5 5.9 5.9 .0 5.9
New Orleans .0 .0 22.2 t .0 .0 .0Shreveport .0 25.0 .0 .0 25.0 25.0
Baton Rouge .0 18.2 27.3 18.2 .0 9.1
Small: 7,500-39,999; Medium: 40,000-100,000; Large: Over 100,000.
Note: Percentages do not equal 100 per cent due to multiple answers.
Source: Appendix B, Question 7.
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Furniture was important to outlying stores in medium size 
cities and to downtown stores in large cities. Furniture 
was relatively unimportant for evening sales in small cities.
Other departments were important only in a few city 
categories. Generally/ sporting goods were important to 
outlying stores/ but relatively unimportant to downtown stores. 
Auto accessories were more important for evening sales in 
large outlying stores, but this category was unimportant in 
New Orleans.Major appliances were of importance only in 
large city downtown stores.
Soft goods were more important to night sales than 
hard goods. However, certain other departments such as 
sporting goods, auto accessories, major appliances and 
furniture were important to night sales for stores in 
specific cities and in specific locations in these cities.
Why Certain Departments Had Higher Night Sales
The departments from which the evening shopper buys 
is of interest to management. Table 4:9 shows management
l^About 22 per cent of the stores surveyed indicated 
they do not now carry auto accessories, this was ^ write- 
in answer and the percentage not carrying this item could 
be larger.
TABLE 4:9
MANAGERS1 OPINION OF WHY CERTAIN DEPARTMENTS 
HAVE HIGHER NIGHT SALES





























































































Small: 7,500-39,999; Medium:40,000-100,000; Large: Over 100,000.
Note: Percentages exceed 100 per cent because of multiple answers.




opinion as to why specific departments had higher night 
sales. The importance of family shopping was apparent from 
■-the table, with men shopping and working women shopping 
being the two other factors which management also felt to 
be important.
Over half of the managers indicated that family 
shopping was the cause of higher night sales in certain 
departments. In Chapter III, it was found that about a 
third of the consumers indicated that shopping with husband 
or wife was important to them and that about a fourth 
indicated having the children along was important. ^
Managers apparently consider couples shopping without children 
as members of the family shopping group. About one-half of 
the evening shoppers are not family groups. Data presented 
in Table 4:9 indicates a substantial per cent of men and 
working women shopping which may account for high night sales 
of clothing.
Although manager opinions differed according to city 
size and store location, they seemed to depend chiefly on 
city size. Family shopping was of almost equal importance 
in all city classifications, but the importance of the
15See Table 3:8.
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number of men shopping increased with city size. Large city 
outlying stores had a greater number of men shoppers than 
did other classifications.
It should be noted that none of the managers felt 
that other stores being open late influenced the number of 
consumers in their store. The factor of working women 
shopping was important only in small cities. However, there 
could be some overlapping of factors: working women could
be a part of the family group shopping in the evening.
A high degree of uncertainty as to the reasons 
certain departments have higher evening sales was registered 
by managers. Managers in smaller cities were less certain 
than managers in medium and large cities. On many other 
questions in the survey managers offered additional in­
formation, but not with this question. However, one manager 
pointed out that it was not the sales in an individual 
department which influenced managers to remain open but 
higher total sales volume.
A comparison of Tables 4:8 and 4:9 led to some 
interesting findings. Clothing was the most important 
evening sales item in most stores. Furniture was an
•^Comment of one manager respondent.
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important evening department in large size downtown and
medium size outlying stores? men shopping was said to be
unimportant in these stores. Since both of the above
classifications showed a very high per cent of family
shopping, furniture was apparently purchased largely by
families. This contention was further supported by the
evidence that in small cities with a high per cent of working
women shopping, furniture was unimportant to evening sales.
*The large outlying store figures showed highest auto sales 
and a high per cent of men shoppers indicating that, as might 
have been predicted, men buy most auto accessories.
PROBLEMS OF ADJUSTING STORE HOURS
About 56 per cent of the store managers felt that 
sales during night hours were as good or better than sales 
during traditional hours. ^  The importance of night openings 
was also indicated by the consumers' preferences for evening 
shopping which were found in Chapter III. But lengthened 
hours also create problems. These problems and their 
possible solutions are the subject of this section.
■^See Table 4x7.
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Problems of Lengthened Hours
Table 4:10 lists some of the problems managers face 
because of lengthened hours. All listed factors were common 
problems to most of the stores, but the extent to which 
management felt any one factor was most important varied by 
city size and store location. Employee scheduling was the 
factor that ranked most often as a problem. Downtown stores 
in all city sizes showed in about equal per cent that 
employee scheduling was the greatest problem. Employee 
scheduling was also the most important problem to outlying 
stores in medium size cities but was relatively unimportant 
as a factor in large city outlying stores. Wide variations 
concerning the attitudes toward employee scheduling existed 
among the three particular large cities studied. An 
insufficient number of employees was not viewed as a major 
problem by most managers. One manager commented that finding 
a sufficient number of "qualified" employees was a problem, 
but he added that this was true before hours were lengthened.18
Insufficient management time was more of a problem 
to outlying stores than to downtown stores.1  ̂ One manager
18Statement of one manager respondent.
19Statement of one manager respondent.
TABLE 4:10
PROBLEMS OF LENGTHENED HOURS FROM MANAGEMENTS' VIEW
BY CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION
Insufficient
Employee Management 
City Size Scheduling Time
Store Location Per cent Per cent
Small 88.9 33.3
Downtown 88.9 33.3







New Orleans 66.6 11.1
Shreveport 25.0 .0
Baton Rouge 36.4 36.4
Problems______________________________
Insufficient Insufficient No Problems
Number of Sales for and
Employees Cost Other












Small: 7,500-39,000; Medium: 40,000-100,000; Large: Over 100,000.
Note: Percentages exceed 100 because of multiple answers.
Source: Appendix B, Question 11. 148
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pointed out that top management did not work evenings and 
that junior managers rotated so that they worked only one 
evening per week.2® Figures showed by city that stores in 
medium size cities suffered most from insufficient management 
time. This problem might have stemmed from the fact that 
there were fewer management levels. Stores in medium size 
cities were perhaps smaller, and top managers may have had 
longer hours. However, these same stores were open fewer 
hours than stores in small and large cities.
An insufficient amount of sales to cover cost of 
evening openings was an important problem to many managers. 
Variation in the importance of the sales-to-cost factor 
followed city size, and became more important as city size 
increased. The sales-to-cost factor was particularly 
important in New Orleans, where costs may have been higher 
rather than sales lower.
Three managers indicated that they had no problems 
with lengthened hours. These managers added that training 
crews of part-time employees was a normal function for both
20Although the stores included in the study had 25 
or more employees exact size was not known, therefore, the 
effect of store size on the problem of insufficient management 
time could not be ascertained.
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day and evening operations.21 Another manager stated that 
with large scale investments in stores, it was necessary 
that stores be open more hours.
Managers' Opinions of Lengthened Hours
The problems of lengthened hours were multiple, as 
seen in the last section. It is the purpose of this section 
to analyze managers' opinions concerning solutions to 
problems created by lengthened hours. As seen in Table 4:11 
the two most popular solutions to the problem of lengthened 
hours were: (1) more efficient use of present employees;
and (2) shifts of employees. These were both internal 
management problems and involved better scheduling of store 
personnel. Store managers in medium size cities seemed to 
feel more optimistic about using shifts of employees than 
did small and large city managers. More efficient use of 
present employees was a factor which most managers felt 
would help solve the problems created by lengthened hours. 
However, there was a notable difference in the amount of 
confidence managers in the three city groups expressed in
21This information was gained through personal 
interviews.
TABLE 4:11
MANAGER OPINIONS OF POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS OF 





























Small 33.3 11.1 33.3 44.4 11.1 22.2 11.1
Downtown 33.3 11.1 33.3 44.4 11.1 22.2 11.1
Outlying — — — — — — —
Medium 47.0 .0 64.7 58.8 .0 .0 5.9
Downtown 42.9 .0 64.3 57.2 .0 .0 7.1
Outlying 66.7 .0 66.7 66.7 .0 .0 .0
Large 29.2 .0 45.8 62.5 .0 8.3 8.3
Downtown 14.3 .0 42.9 85.7 .0 .0 14.3
Outlying 35.3 .0 47.0 52.9 .0 11.8 5.9
New Orleans 22.2 .0 55.5 55.5 .0 .0 11.1
Shreveport .0 .0 50.0 75.0 .0 25.0 .0
Baton Rouge 45.5 .0 36.4 63.7 .0 . 9.1 9.1
Small: 75,00-39/999; Medium: 40,000-100,000; Large: Over 100,000.
Note: Percentages do not equal 100 per cent because of multiple answers.
Source: Appendix B, Question 12.
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this factor.
The pattern with respect to downtown and outlying 
stores was that more of the outlying store managers indicated 
increased self-service was a possible solution to lengthened 
hours. Otherwise, city size seemed to be the dominant factor 
in management decisions on store hours. Time and sales did 
not seem to be solved entirely. Pew stores reported no 
problems. It was, therefore, concluded that the hypothesis, 
as stated above, was only partially proved.22
Managers * Opinions of Shortened Morning Hours
Some writers have suggested that if stores lengthen
evening hours because shopping has shifted to later hours,
then it is logical to close stores during slow morning hours
23or on slow days. It is the intent here to determine to
22jManagers ' comments on solutions to the problems of 
lengthened hours were numerous and interesting. At least two 
managers stated that they had no problems because they refused 
to lengthen hours. Another manager pointed out that he felt 
that having a sufficient number of supervisory personnel on 
the sales floor and more part-time people would help solve 
some of the problems of lengthened hours. Two managers 
suggested that stores be closed half days on Tuesdays or 
Wednesdays.
23The idea of later morning openings is nobody's dream 
child...NRDGA reports that 28 per cent of the stores they 
included in a survey observe at least one noon opening.
Daniel E. Shea, "New Shopping Habits Are Related to Timing and 
Techniques of Retailing," Printers Ink, 241, (Dec. 12, 1952), 
54. See also: Dero A. Saunders, "Shopping After Dark," 
Fortune, 46, (November, 1952), 121.
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what extent late morning closing has been employed by managers. 
It is also the purpose of this section to determine the 
reasons behind the actions taken.
Table 4:12 gives the per cent of managers who had 
either considered cutting or have actually cut hours. The 
table shows that few managers have shortened hours of 
operation. This may indicate that managers were aware of 
the consumers' strong preference for the 9 to 11 a.m. shopping 
time which was shown in Chapter III.2^ Only two stores had 
shortened morning hours. The comments of the managers who 
shortened hours was that they had no problems and saw no 
noticeable effects. However, in both of these cases the 
openings were not postponed past 9 o'clock.2  ̂ The data 
indicated that, although shortening morning hours had been 
considered by about 36 per cent of the managers surveyed, 
few had done anything about it.
Problems of Shortened Hours
The information in Table 4:13 gives some of the 




MANAGERS' OPINIONS ON MORNING CLOSING
BY CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION
Have Considered Have Not Considered 
City Size Shortening Mornings Shortening Mornings Have Shortened Mornings Total

























































Small: 7,500-39,999? Medium: 40,000-100,000? Large: Over 100,000. 
Source: Appendix B, Question 9.
TABLE 4:13
MANAGER OPINIONS ON PROBLEMS OF SHORTENING MORNING HOURS
BY CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION
Objection Employee 
City Size of Consumers Scheduling
Store Location Per cent Per cent
Small 88.9 .0
Downtown 88.9 .0







New Orleans 66.7 0.0
Shreveport 75.0 50.0
Baton Rouge 63.7 9.1
Merchandise Significant
Delivery Loss of Sales Other












Small: 75,00-39,999; Medium: 40,000-100,000; Large: Over 100,000. 
Note: Percentages do not equal 100 because of multiple answers.
Source: Appendix B, Question 10, Store Questionnaire.
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most important reason for not shortening hours was objections
of customers, although this factor declined as city size 
26increased. The problem of delivery of merchandise to the 
large downtown stores was significant. The dependence of 
these stores on morning deliveries could be one reason that 
they opened as early as they did.
Employee scheduling and merchandise delivery remained 
relatively unimportant problems, except in large city down­
town stores. Significant loss of sales was a second major 
consideration and was more important in smaller cities and 
large city downtown stores. The information presented shows 
that managers of Louisiana department stores are unlikely to 
cut morning store hours. Their decision not to do so seems 
wise in view of the data in Chapter III which show the strong 
consumer preference for morning shopping. ^
26Thirteen managers (26 per cent) qualified their 
answers to this question with explanations. Two small city 
managers said that this was unwise in a small city. Two 
other managers indicated they would like to open later but 
competition would not permit it. Three managers said that 
consumers were entitled to stable hours, and that variance 
from established hours required mass advertising to be 
effective. Company policies of uniform opening hours in the 
city and against late opening were also mentioned as reasons 
for not opening later or closing on certain days.
2^See Table 3x4
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MANAGEMENT ATTITUDES TOWARD STORE HOUR CHANGES
Attention is now turned to an analysis of recent 
changes in hours and of the extent to which department stores 
are currently changing hours. The analysis includes the hour 
changes which managers anticipate for the future as well as 
those they reported for the last five years. Attention was 
concentrated on the importance of consumer desires as a 
factor causing managers to change hours.
Store Hour Changes in the Past Five Years
Table 4:14 shows both the per cent of stores which 
have changed hours in the past five years and the direction 
of these changes. Some important trends were indicated by 
the figures presented in the table. The highest per cent of 
stores that changed hours was in small cities, and the lowest 
per cent was in medium size cities.^®
28In the sample, 22 stores had not changed hours,
20 stores had increased hours, and 8 stores decreased hours. 
The range in the number of hours increased was from 2% hours 
to 12 hours per week, the average increase was 5 hours. The 
range in the number of hours decreased was from 1/2 hour to 
6 hours, but the average was about 3 hours. The source of 
this information was the original data, where actual number 
of hours increased or decreased were counted.
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TABLE 4:14
CHANGES IN STORE HOURS IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS* 
BY CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION
Hours
Remain Hours Hours
City Size and Same Increased Decreased
Store Location Per cent Per cent Per cent
Small 11.1 55.6 33.3
Downtown 11.1 55.6 33.3
Outlying —  —  —
Medium 64.7 29.4 5.9
Downtown 64.5 28.4 7.1
Outlying 66.7 33.3 .0
Large 41.7 50.0 8.3
Downtown 42.8 28.6 28.6
Outlying 41.2 58.8 .0
New Orleans 33.3 55.6 11.1
Shreveport 50.0 50.0 .0
Baton Rouge 45.5 45.5 9.0
*Time of Survey, March, 1965.
Small: 7,500-39,999; Medium: 40,000-100,000 
Large: Over 100,000.















Store hours increased over the past 5 years. 
Approximately 44 per cent of all stores had increased hours 
while about 12 per cent had decreased hours. Also, the 
total number of hours increased exceeded the total number 
decreased.30 The highest per cent of stores which changed 
hours was in small cities, but the greatest increases in 
hours was in large cities. Medium size city stores had the 
least change by number of stores and also less increase in 
hours than other classifications. Stores in outlying 
locations generally increased hours more than downtown stores. 
Small city stores had the highest per cent increase and 
decrease in the city size classification.
Expected Changes in Hours
The data in Table 4:15 indicates that planned future 
changes in hours were restricted to downtown stores. In 
medium size cities, which tended to be the group changing 
most, five managers indicated that they would be moving
2Q .^Time of survey: March, 1965.
30Twenty-two stores increased their total hours by 
101 hours per week, while 6 stores decreased their total 
hours by 24 hours per week. Source: original data.
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TABLE 4:15
ANTICIPATED CHANGES IN STORE HOURS 














Small 77.8 22.2 .0 100
Downtown 77.8 22.2 .0 100
Outlying — — -— -
Medium 64.7 35.3 .0 100
Downtown 57.1 42.9 .0 100
Outlying 100.0 .0 .0 100
Large 95.8 4.2 .0 100
Downtown 85.7 14.3 .0 100
Outlying 100.0 .0 .0 100
New Orleans 88.9 11.1 .0 100
Shreveport 100.0 .0 .0 100
Baton Rouge 100.0 .0 .0 100
Small: 75,00-39,999; Medium: 40,000-100,000; 
Large: Over 100,000.
Note: Both Increase Evening and Decrease Morning
(together) was a possible answer, but none of the respondents 
included it in their answers.
Source: Appendix B, Question 14.
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within the year to outlying locations and would then have 
more evening openings.31 Therefore, it is not possible to 
restrict planned changes to the downtown location only, as 
the table would seem to indicate, because managers could be 
referring to new stores in outlying locations. About 20 per 
cent of the managers surveyed said they planned to change 
hours within the year. The data indicated that downtown 
stores were adjusting to suburban hours either by moving to 
the suburbs or by changing hours in the downtown location.
Factors Which Caused Managers to Change Hours
The increases in store hours over the past five 
years were not revolutionary, but more stores were gradually 
lengthening hours. Some of the reasons why managers say 
they changed hours are discussed here.
Importance of Consumer Opinion in Decisions to 
Change Hours. Consumer preferences were found to be the 
single most important factor causing managers to change 
hours as Table 4:16 shows. Competition, in which either 
similar stores or shopping centers influenced the decision
Since this information came from write-in answers, 
it is the opinion of the writer that there may have been 
more than 5 shores in this group.
TABLE 4:16
FACTORS WHICH CAUSE MANAGERS TO CHANGE STORE HOURS
BY CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION
Similar Non-Similar Center Directions
Stores Stores Consumer Sets Home
City Size and Change Change Desire Hours Office Other
Store Location Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Small 55.5 .0 66.6 33.3 .0 22.2
Downtown 55.5 .0 66.6 33.3 .0 22.2
Outlying — — — — — —
Medium 58.8 .0 76.4 29.4 5.9 11.8
Downtown 50.0 .0 78.6 28.6 7.1 14.2
Outlying 100.0 .0 66.7 33.3 .0 .0
Large 54.2 .0 54.2 20.8 16.7 20.9
Downtown 71.5 .0 57.2 28.6 28.6 .0
Outlying 47.0 .0 52.9 17.7 11.8 29.4
New Orleans 77.7 .0 55.5 22.2 .0 11.1
Shreveport 75.0 .0 .0 25.0 50.0 .0
Baton Rouge 27.3 .0 72.8 18.2 18.2 27.3
Small: 75,00-39,999; Medium: 40,000-100,000; Large: Over 100,000.
Note: Percentages exceed 100 per cent because of multiple answers.
Source : Appendix B, Question 3, Store Questionnaire.
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32to change hours, followed as the next most important factor. 
Managers of downtown stores in large cities arid outlying 
stores in medium size cities indicated that competition was 
more important than consumer opinion. The influence of the 
consumer was highest in medium size cities and lowest in 
large cities. More of the large city store managers said 
they were highly influenced by directions from their home 
office, indicating that not all hour decisions are left to 
store managers.
The question of the importance of consumer opinion 
brought many and varied write-in responses from managers. 
Department store managers, in establishing store hours,
32I believe that the present period of rapid social 
and economic change will continue for the immediately fore­
seeable future, and I believe that in this period the 
traditional department store now finds itself in a position 
where it is more exposed to competition ... than it was prior 
to the suburban revolution, and that if it is to maintain its 
position there will have to be more changes than in the past. 
Speech by Malcolm McNair, "There Will Have to Be More Changes 
Than in The Past," Stores, 44, (November, 1964), 48.
33Two managers said that stores should set hours and 
consumers would make it their business to shop these hours, 
while three managers stated that hours were set entirely in 
accord with consumers' preferences. One manager stated that 
lengthened hours merely shifted volume and total volume did 
not increase. Still another manager said lengthened hours 
would lead to a poorly operated, poorly supervised and 
eventually unprofitable store.
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generally were highly influenced by consumers and competition. 
Managers were uninfluenced by the hours of non-similar stores 
and only in a few cases influenced by directions from the 
home office.
How Consumer Desire Was Measured. About 64 per cent 
of all store managers indicated that consumer desires were 
important in their decisions. Table 4:17 shows the means 
by which managers evaluated consumer desire. Informal 
conversation and experimentation with hours were the two 
methods most used to determine consumer desires. The more 
formal methods of mail, telephone and interview were not 
frequently used to determine consumer opinion.
Five managers said they used traffic and transaction 
surveys, and three others said they judged by customer flow 
and store traffic. Other criteria given in managers' comments 
included: increased sales; number still in the store at 
closing time; experience of other stores; information from 
other stores in the chain; results of late hours in nearby 
cities; nationwide trend toward longer hours; success of 
other stores around the nation.
It was apparent that few direct methods of measuring 
consumer opinion were used. Those methods which were used 
could not give as accurate an evaluation of what the consumer
TABLE 4:17
HOW MANAGERS MEASURE CONSUMER DESIRE REGARDING STORE HOURS
BY CITY SIZE AND STORE LOCATION
How Measured
Experiment Mail, Tel. Informal Not Other
City Size and with Hours Interview Conversation Considered Methods
Store Location Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Small 55.5 .0
Downtown 55.5 .0







New Orleans 11.1 11.1
Shreveport 25.0 .0












Small: 7,500-39,999; Medium: 40,000-100,000; Large: Over 100,000.
Note: Percentages exceed 100 per cent because of multiple answers.
Source: Appendix B, Question 4.
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wants as could direct measurement. Very few managers 
indicated that they had asked consumers directly when they 
wanted to shop. The general findings from Chapter III 
showed some wide differences in the hours which stores keep 
and the hours consumers desire. Although some relation was 
seen between consumer desire to shop early and early store 
hours. Managers are unable/ even with traffic counts and 
sales volume, to determine if the consumer would shop when 
the store isn't open. It was therefore concluded that 
although managers listed consumer desire as an important 
factor in the determination of hours, they were not aware 
of what the desires were. Chapter V further discusses the 
comparison of the two surveys.
SUMMARY OP FACTS
The analysis made in Chapter IV was designed to test 
three hypotheses. The hypotheses were? (1) store hours 
depend on city size and location of the store within the 
city; (2) managers have not yet found an acceptable means 
of solving the problems created by added hours; (3) the
a
methods used to determine hours are varied and highly 
dependent upon management judgment.
The first hypothesis was borne out by the evidence.
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The second hypothesis was only partially proved: some major
problems of lengthened hours remain unsolved. Hypothesis 
three was proved: although there was some degree of agreement
as to which factor should determine hours there was little 
agreement as to the method used to measure this determinate.
City size was found to influence the number of hours 
stores were open. Large city stores were open about 10 more
hours per week than were small city stores. Medium size
city stores were open about one hour less per week than 
small city stores. Outlying stores were generally open 
longer hours than downtown stores.
Both city size and location within the city affected
the morning opening hours of stores. Stores in large cities 
opened later than did those in the other two classifications. 
Stores in medium size cities opened earlier than stores in 
small and large cities. Outlying stores opened earlier than 
downtown stores in big cities while the opposite was the 
case in medium size cities.
Fewer stores in medium size cities were open evenings 
than in small and large cities. Thursday was the only 
evening with a large per cent of stores open in all cities. 
Monday was an important evening for late opening only in 
large cities. The outlying stores were open more evenings
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than downtown stores with Saturday being an important late 
opening day to outlying stores.
Saturday was found to be the best sales day in all 
classifications. Because Saturday was not an important day 
for late evening openings in downtown stores, there was 
little relationship between evening openings and the best 
sales day in these stores. Evening sales were generally 
better in medium size cities and large city outlying stores 
and the same or lower in other classifications.
Men's and women's clothing departments showed highest 
evening sales, followed by furniture in most classifications. 
The importance of other departments to evening sales reflected 
no specific patterns.
Family shopping was the factor which managers felt 
caused certain departments to show better volume than others 
in the evening but a high degree of uncertainty existed among 
managers as to the reason for high evening volume in certain 
departments.
Managers felt that the greatest problem caused by 
lengthened hours was employee scheduling. This problem was 
greatest in small cities. Insufficient management time was 
more of a problem in medium size cities than small or large 
cities. An insufficient number of employees was not included
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by most managers as an important complication of lengthened 
hours. Although not all problems of lengthened hours had 
been solved, managers seemed to be moving in the direction 
of solutions to the problems they felt were most pertinent.
About one-third of the managers surveyed had considered 
shortening morning hours or closing on slow sales days, but 
only 4 per cent had actually shortened morning hours.
Customer objection was the major reason managers did not 
open later in the morning.
About one-half of the stores surveyed had changed 
store hours in the past five years. Hours had increased 
over the past five years, with greatest increases in the 
large cities. Outlying stores had generally increased hours 
more than downtown stores. Less overall change in hours was 
seen in medium size cities. About 20 per cent of the 
managers surveyed planned to increase hours within the year.
Consumer desire and competition were the two factors 
which more managers said caused them to increase hours.
Although consumer desire was the most important influencing 
factor in the management decision to change hours, little 
agreement as to methods of measuring consumer desire was 
found. Informal methods of measuring consumer desire were 
more popular than were more formal measures.
CHAPTER V
CONSUMER PREFERENCES FOR DEPARTMENT STORE HOURS
The establishment of correct store hours is but one 
method by which the department store manager meets consumer 
demands. Hours are important to the retailer because they 
affect several aspects of the stores operations. Luck says:
The store hour problem is important to 
every retailer, since it involves the volume 
of trade he secures, his operating costs, his 
relations with his employees.,..^
The way to satisfy consumer wants completely is to 
remain open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. However, the high 
operational cost of such a practice makes it necessary to 
balance the cost of extra hours against additional sales 
volume. In this manner the firm can arrive at the optimum 
hours of operation. This balancing results in a compromise 
between the store cost and volume requirements and the 
convenience consumers desire in terms of shopping at preferred 
times.
■̂ David J. Luck, Store Hours for Shopping Goods 
Retailers, No. 5, Business Studies, (Urbana, Illinois: 
University of Illinois, 1947), p. 21.
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The consumer shops when he is able to shop, within 
the hour structure set by the stores, but this hour structure 
is not the same for individual stores. If the consumer is 
highly motivated to shop, he is not likely to forego shopping 
because his favorite store is closed, but probably shops 
other stores which are open. Thus, the element of competition 
for consumers enters the store hour picture.2 The individual 
store manager can compete for consumers only during those 
hours he remains open. Since consumer desires for store 
hours, and other services, are ever changing, the problem of 
the department store manager becomes one of anticipating, 
or, at least keeping abreast of these dynamic consumer desires.
It was the purpose of Chapter III to determine some 
of the habits and preferences of consumers. Chapter IV had 
as its purpose the determination of store hour practices and 
the part that consumers' desires play in the determination 
of hours. It is the intent of this chapter to focus attention 
on pertinent areas of Chapters III and IV to determine whether 
or not department store managers are meeting consumer demand. 
The hypothesis tested in this chapter is: There is little
2This statement assumes that the merchandise and 
services of stores are comparable.
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agreement between the attitudes of consumers and the attitudes 
of store managers relative to optimum store hours.
METHOD OP ANALYSIS
The analyses in the chapter were handled in essentially 
the same way. General findings between Chapters III and IV 
were compared with selected data presented in Tables.^ The 
last section of the chapter is an analysis of selected store 
hour policies based upon the survey of store managers. All 
information was based on either the consumer or the store 
questionnaire and was stated as a per cent of total responses. 
Where possible, data were presented by city size and 
comparisons were made between responses of consumers and 
store managers.
The first analysis compared days consumers prefer to 
shop with evening openings and best sales day in order to 
determine whether or not relationships exist between these 
factors. The second analysis was of store hours as compared 
to hours consumers preferred to shop. Since most stores are 
open between the hours of 9:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. these
3Only those areas which proved to be most important 
from either or both the consumer or store questionnaire were 
used.
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hours were not included in this comparison. Only the early 
morning and late evening hours were presented in the tables.
It was the purpose of the analysis to determine the extent 
to which managers actually open stores in response to 
consumer desires.
The analysis of evening hours included a comparison 
of the shopping behavior of evening consumers as reported 
by consumers and by managers. It was the intent of this 
section to ascertain whether or not management could in 
fact determine consumer behavior characteristics. Comparisons 
were made between managers' opinions of high volume depart­
ments and the number of consumers who said they shopped in 
these departments. This analysis made it possible to judge 
the accuracy of reporting of both buyer and seller by checking 
one against the other. It was also possible to determine 
whether or not those factors which caused managers to change 
hours and those which motivated consumers to shop were inter­
related.
The last analysis in the chapter was devoted to an 
evaluation of some management policies on store hours.4 It
4These were paraphrased by the writer because in 
many cases they were not succinctly stated and also because 
of the confidential nature of the information.
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was the intent of this section to discover what were the 
predominant factors in the determination of hour policies, 
and also to ascertain to what degree the consumer was 
considered in decisions concerning hours of operation.
CONSUMERS HOUR PREFERENCES AND 
BEST SALES DAY COMPARED
As seen from Table 5:1, little relationship existed 
between the day most stores are open late and their best 
sales day. Thursday had by far the highest per cent of stores 
open in the evenings, but Saturday had the highest sales 
volume. There was also little correspondence between best 
sales day and the days consumers said they wanted to shop. 
Although consumers preferred Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday 
almost equally in all city sizes, Saturday had the highest 
sales volume. Tuesday was not mentioned as having high sales 
volume in any of the city size categories and Thursday was 
listed as having high volume in only the large city category. 
Although Thursday was highly preferred and also was the day 
more stores were open late, it was low as a best sales day. 
Apparently more people wish to shop on Thursday, but fewer 
can do so. A possible reason for this situation may be that 
women examine merchandise on Tuesdays and Thursdays in order
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TABLE 5:1
CONSUMER HOUR PREFERENCES AND BEST SALES DAY
COMPARED BY CITY SIZE
Day of Week 
Customers 
Prefer to Shop 
by City Size
Day Consumers 
Prefer to Shop 
Per cent





































































































































days are shown, for stores and
Appendices A and B.
Per cents do not equal 100 because only selected 
Wednesday not shown because it was insignificant consumers.
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to facilitate buying on Saturdays. About 11 per cent of the 
stores in small cities reported Monday as a best sales day. 
About 12 per cent of stores in large cities reported Thursday 
and Friday as best sales days. Although 12 per cent was 
lower than that found for Saturday., it does indicate that 
these days were important.^ in medium size cities only 
Saturday was reported as the best sales day.
Saturday, of the five evenings listed in Table 5si, 
generally had the lowest per cent of stores open in the 
evening. Because stores sell more on Saturday they would seem 
to profit by remaining open on Saturday evenings. The 
adherence to consumer wishes indicated that more department 
stores should consider opening Saturday evenings.
A possible explanation for not opening on Saturday 
is that the bulk of Saturday shopping would still be done 
before 6:00 p.m., even if stores were open later. Another 
factor may be that evening hours may be preferred on other 
days but not on Saturday.® The important point is that
^Since no second best sales days were tabulated in 
the study, these days are probably meaningful as second best 
sales days.
6The writer felt that information confirming this 
possibility was not easily obtainable from consumers. 
Therefore, it was not included in the study.
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retail managers: (1) are not aware of the consumers' desires
for Saturday shopping; (2) have ignored the consumers' desires; 
or (3) have operating problems that prevent an adjustment 
to the consumers' desires.
The research in this study indicated that alternative 
two or three above were the more probable answers. One 
possible reason stores do not remain open later on Saturday 
evening is because of operational problems with employees.7 
First, daytime shopping on Saturdays was undoubtedly better 
than other days. Furthermore, about 20 per cent of the 
stores surveyed (besides those open late) added an extra 
30 minutes to their regular closing time on Saturday evening 
which indicated that managers were aware of a need for later 
Saturday hours.
CONSUMERS' HOUR PREFERENCES COMPARED TO STORE HOURS
Attention is now turned to the problem of determining 
if department store hours conform to the hours consumers
7A well-known mass outlet store in Bronx (Alexander's) 
reports that its six evening openings present no problem at 
all with respect to personnel— except that it is easier to 
get people to work at night than on Saturday. John W. Wingate 
and Arnold Corbin, Changing Patterns in Retailing, (Illinois: 
Richard D. Irwin, 1956), p. 315.
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prefer to shop. Morning and evening hours are considered 
separately because they have distinctive characteristics.
Both early morning and late evening hours are analyzed in 
this section in reference to consumer preferences.
Early Morning Openings
The hours of 9-11 a.m. were found to be both the most 
frequently shopped hours and the most preferred hours for
Qshopping. Most stores surveyed were open by 9 a.m., and 
all the stores were open by 10 a.m. Department stores in 
Louisiana had not shortened morning hours, and based on the 
data, this decision appeared to be wise. The conclusion 
was especially true of small and medium size cities.
All the stores surveyed were open between 10 a.m. 
and 5 p.m. Therefore, only the early morning hour preferences 
of consumers and the per cent of stores open those hours 
were considered. Table 5:2 presents the 9-11 a.m. (most 
preferred time) in order to compare it with 7-9 a.m. time. 
Approximately 4 times as many consumers preferred to shop 
during the 9-11 a.m. hours than preferred to shop between
QThese findings come from Chapter III and are 
discussed in detail in the chapter.
TABLE 5:2
DEPARTMENT STORE OPENING HOURS AND HOURS 
CONSUMERS PREFER TO SHOP BY CITY SIZE









Shreveport Baton Rouge 




Per cent of 
Stores Open 
7-9 a.m.*
22.2 58.8 8.3 .0 .0 12.2
Consumers * 
Preferences








5.7 5.1 3.8 5.8 8.9
for






32.2 35.5 28.5 25.7 33.5 33.1
♦Those stores which open at 8:30 a.m. or after are not included here.
Note: Percentages do not equal 100 because only select data are presented.
Source: Appendices A and B. 179
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7-9 a.m. In spite of the lower preference for the earlier
hours rather large numbers of stores were open at this time
in most cities. In medium size cities, 58.8 per cent of all
stores were open between 7-9 a.m. However, among the
individual cities, only 5 per cent fewer Baton Rouge residents
preferred other hours (excluding the 9-11 a.m. hours) to
9the 7-9 a.m. hours.
A possible explanation for the stores opening early 
was offered by one manager who stated: "Employees report
to work early to do stockwork and other housekeeping chores.
No benefit is derived from not being open as stores can only 
make sales with their doors open."-*-9 if stores are open 
because employees are doing stockwork, then, any consumer 
who buys during this period might just be considered an 
extra sale. With this philosophy the number of consumers 
who wish to shop between 7 and 9 a.m. is of little concern.
One can question the quality of the service consumers 
might receive while salespeople are concerned primarily with 
stockwork. The stores in small and medium size cities, 
which open before 9 a.m., were servicing a very small per
9See Table 3:4, Chapter III.
•^Source: The response of one store manager.
i8i
cent of consumers as seen from the data. Managers should 
consider leaving doors open from 5-7 p.m. while doing their 
stockwork. More consumers indicated they preferred to shop 
these hours than the 7-9 a.m. period.^1
Late Evening Openings
It was more difficult to establish relationships 
between preferred evening shopping hourfe and hours stores 
were open late because evening hours of operation varied by 
the day of the week. It was generally found in Tables 5:3 
and 5:4, with few exceptions, that the hours of 1-5 p.m. and 
7-9 p.m. were of about equal importance as preferred times 
for afternoon and evening shopping.
Little relationship exists between the number of 
stores with evening openings and the number of consumers who
•^When the Center was open at night, more cars would" 
come in from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. than during any two-hour 
period from noon to 5:30 p.m. This is quite remarkable, 
because presumably people are at home preparing meals and 
eating between 5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. It also emphasizes how 
much business is lost when stores close every day at 5:30. 
John W. Wingate and Arnold Corbin, Changinq Patterns in 
Retailing, (Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, 1956), p. 311.
12The preferences of consumers were undoubtedly 
influenced somewhat by the hours which were currently 
available to them and by the hours in which they had been 
able to shop in the past.
TABLE 5:3
CONSUMERS WHO PREFER 
AND STORES OPEN 5-7 E




Stores Open 5-7 p .m.
Consumers Monday Tuesday Thursday Friday Saturday
City Size Prefer 5-7 p.m. Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Small 11.9 .0 11.1 33.3 22.2 33.3
Medium 12.8 5.8 .0 64.7 5.8 5.8
Large 10.1 79.2 20.8 87.5 62.5 58.3
New Orleans 10.4 77.8 22.2 77.8 55.6 55.6
Shreveport 7.3 100.0 25.0 100.0 75.0 50.0
Baton Rouge 12.1 72.7 18.2 90.9 63.6 63.6
Note: Per cents do not equal 100 because only select data are presented and because
of multiple responses.









I OPEN 7-9 P
TO SHOP 7-9 P.M.
.M. BY CITY SIZE
Stores Open 7-9 p .m.
Monday Tuesday Thursday Friday Saturday
Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Small 18.6 .0 11.1 33.3 22.2 11.1
Medium 13.5 5.8 .0 64.7 5.8 5.8
Large 17.3 83.3 20.8 75.0 58.3 50.0
New Orleans 17.2 77.8 22.2 77.8 55.6 55.6
Shreveport 23.4 100.0 25.0 100.0 75.0 50.0
Baton Rouge 7.3 63.6 18.2 81.8 54.5 54.5
Note: Per cents do not equal 100 because only select data are presented and because
of multiple responses.
Source: Appendices A and B.
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wish to shop from 7-9 p.m. A comparison of Tables 5:1,
5s3 and 5:4 shows some relationships between the number of 
stores remaining open and the number of consumers preferring 
to shop. However, no relationship was seen between stores 
open or preference for shopping on Saturday from 7-9 p.m.
The data indicated that managers did fteep stores open in the 
evening on Thursday, the day consumers preferred most for 
shopping. However, managers did not usually keep stores open 
late on Tuesday or Saturday and these days were also preferred 
shopping days.13
From the data presented in this section it was concluded 
that Thursday was set arbitrarily as a late opening night by 
managers. Although consumers say they prefer to shop on 
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday from 7 to 9 p.m., more stores 
are open on Monday, Thursday and Friday evenings. Outlying 
stores in large cities were the single group which seemed to 
respond to the preference for 7-9 p.m. shopping on Saturday 
evening.
Family Shopping. Family shopping was the factor 
which managers felt to be most dominant in causing high
13See Table D:4 and D:5, Appendix D. About 30 per 
cent of the stores studied were open from 3-6 evenings per 
week but the highest per cent of stores were open on Thursday, 
Monday and Friday.
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evening sales and in determining when consumers shop. As 
seen from Table 5:5/ about 55 per cent of all consumers said 
that they shop as a family group after 5 p.m. About 65 per 
cent of the managers attributed high evening sales in 
specific departments to this factor. Though the relationship 
of these two factors was not direct, it was strong enough to 
indicate that managers were aware of this factor of consumer 
shopping behavior.^ The data in Table 5:5 indicates that 
family shopping was a characteristic of evening openings.
Departments From Which Merchandise Was Purchased. 
Table 5:6 shows both the per cent of consumers who say they 
purchased from specific departments after 5 p.m. and the
^Shreveport managers gave more weight to more men 
shopping, which could have been alone or with other family 
members. The difference in the per cent of consumers who 
shop as a family group and managers who evaluate this as an 
important factor could be explained by the fact that 8.3 per 
cent shop with friends in the evening. Managers would not 
generally be able to determine whether consumers were 
shopping with family or friends. Source: Table C:8 .
15This is all part of the revolution in merchandising... 
we are finding that people want to shop together in family 
groups and this is possible only in the evening. I'm sur­
prised department stores did not adjust their hours sooner.
Said by a spokesman for Donaldson's Golden Rule Department 
Store in Minneapolis. .."Rivalry, Suburb Trend Lengthen Store 
Hours," Advertising Age, 32, (Nov. 13, 1961), 74.
TABLE 5:5
FAMILIES SHOPPING COMPARED TO MANAGERS' OPINION 
REGARDING FAMILY SHOPPING AFTER 5 P.M. BY CITY SIZE
City Size__________  Cities
Small Medium Large New Orleans Shreveport Baton Rouge 
Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Per cent of Consumers 
Who Shop as a Family 
After 5 p.m.
54.3 56.1 54.3 52.1 59.8 56.4
Per cent of Managers 
Who Feel Family 
Shopping Contributes 
to High Evening 
Sales
66.7 64.7 54.2 66.7 25.0 54.5
Note: Per cents do not equal 100 because of multiple answers.
Source: Appendices A and B.
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managers' opinion of those departments with highest sales 
volume after 5 p.m. The data supported the contention that 
managers were able to judge, at least roughly/ those depart­
ments which show highest volume in the evening. However/ 
managers seem to overestimate the volume done in the men's 
and boy's department and are less sure about volume in the 
piece goods and linens departments.
The four departments listed in Table 5:6 are the 
departments with highest evening volume. It is interesting 
to note that these are also usually the departments which 
have highest daytime v o l u m e . T h i s  correspondence indicates 
that no real differences exist between which merchandise is 
sold in the evening and which merchandise is sold during 
traditional hours.
There is a direct relation between traffic and sales. 
The four departments with highest sales volume are also the 
ones which have highest traffic. This fact is in disagreement 
with the literature on night openings, which seem to 
consistently indicate that sales of furniture and appliances
16For a discussion of daily sales by departments see: 
Merchandising and Operating Results of 1961, Controllers 
Congress, National Retail Merchants Assn., New York, 1962,
p. 6.
TABLE 5:6
DEPARTMENTS WHICH SHOW HIGHEST EVENING VOLUME COMPARED TO 
CONSUMERS WHO INDICATE THEY MADE PURCHASES 
IN THESE DEPARTMENTS BY CITY SIZE
Piece Goods & Linens Women's & Children Men' s & Boys' Furniture
Managers 















Small 22.2 10.2 55.5 44.1 66.6 42.3 .0 5.1
Medium 5.9 14.9 58.9 42.5 52.9 29.9 23.5 9.1
Large 8.3 18.2 41.6 43.0 50.0 30.2 20.8 7.6
New Orleans .0 17.7 33.3 44.1 55.5 30.9 22.2 7.1
Shreveport 25.0 20.4 25.0 45.9 50.0 30.7 .0 4.4
Baton Rouge 9.1 16.9 54.6 37.1 45.5 27.4 27.3 3.2 .
Note: Per cents do not equal 100 because of multiple answers.
Source: Appendices A and B.
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and other higher priced items were greatest in the evening.1  ̂
FACTORS AFFECTING CONSUMER AND STORE DECISIONS ON HOURS
The six most influential factors that motivated the 
retailer to adjust hours and the buyer to shop at specific 
hours are presented in Table 5:7. Though managers almost 
unanimously agree that consumers' wishes highly influenced 
their hour decisions, their methods of measuring consumer 
desire were neither very cleaj: nor very scientific.
All three of the most important factors which managers 
felt caused high evening volume involved, to some degree, the 
job obligations of consumers. Men, working women, and families 
usually can shop only when job requirements do not interfere. 
Only by remaining open in the evening or on weekends can 
stores be available to potential customers whose employment 
makes it impossible for them to shop during traditional hours.
17Dero A. Saunders, "Shopping After Dark," Fortune, 46 
(November, 1952), 122? "The Night Owls," The Managerial Review, 
41, (April, 1952), 249,* "Oft in the Stilly Night," Business 
Week, (January 5, 1952), p. 76.
18See discussion of How Consumer Desire Was Measured, 
Chapter IV.
19One Manhatten merchant remarked "The only remarkable 
thing is it took stores so long to realize that it was silly to 
try to do most of their selling during the very hours when 
most people couldn't buy because they were working. "The 
Night Owls," The Management Review, 31, (April, 1952), 249.
TABLE 5:7
COMPARISON OP MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS WHICH AFFECT MANAGEMENT DECISIONS 
CONCERNING HOURS AND FACTORS WHICH CAUSE CONSUMERS 
TO SHOP AT SPECIFIC HOURS BY CITY SIZE
Factors Affecting Small Medium Large New Orleans Shreveport Baton Rouge
Managers' Decisions Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Consumer Opinion 66.6 76.4 54.2 55.5 .0 72.8
Competition From 
Similar Stores 55.5 58.8 54.2 77.7 75.0 27.3
Center or Surrounding 
Stores Set Hours 33.3 29.4 20.8 22.2 25.0 18.2
Factors Affecting 
Consumers
Special Sales 28.8 27.0 31.7 28.5 40.9 31.5
Want Spouse Along 23.7 25.5 21.3 20.6 26.3 18.5
Casual Dress 18.6 16.3 20.0 21.7 18.2 16.9
Note: Per cents do not equal 100 because of multiple answers.
Source: Appendices A and B.
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The second most important factor/ special sales, is one which
can be controlled by managers. However, the third most
important factor, casual dress, is not so easily influenced
by store managers. The manner of dress is generally a social
custom associated with geographic location within the 
20nation. Although this factor might be influenced by the 
store location and image, it is not easily changed by the 
manager.
Both special sales and family shopping convenience 
influenced consumers* decisions of when to shop. Thus, 
special sales would probably be most successful on days when 
stores are open in the evening and when families can shop.
Most special sales were on Thursday, Friday, Saturday and 
Monday and usually more stores are open on these evenings, 
excepting Saturday.
It appears that consumer preferences were important 
to the hour decisions of store managers, but competition was 
more important.21 Consumers were not so highly loyal to one
\
20The writer is aware that certain other influences 
such as suburban or downtown location also may affect manner 
of dress.
21Meeting the needs of the community can be interpreted 
as not wishing to lose business to a discounter which has the 
community flocking to his store nights and Sundays. "Rivalry, 
Suburb Trend Lengthen Store Hours," Advertising Age, 32 
(November 13, 1961), 74.
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store that they would not shop another store if it was open.
Therefore, consumer behavior in relation to competition was
very important to individual store managers, not consumers
or competition alone. Managers are highly motivated to
open when other like stores are open. Consumers may be
loyal to a particular store, ceteris paribus, but when competing
stores are open and/or have special sales the feelings of
22loyalty break down. Thus, the factors motivating managers' 
decisions on hours and consumer decisions to shop are inter­
related on both sides of the potential market.
In light of the data presented, it can be concluded 
that managers were not fully aware of consumer desires. It 
is also concluded that though consumers say they want to 
shop specific times, little evidence was seen from the data 
to show that they buy on those days on which they preferred 
to shop.
SOME DEPARTMENT STORE HOUR POLICIES
It is the purpose here to: (1) give several policy
statements of managers concerning hours? (2) to ascertain 
what ingredients go into the policies? and (3) to determine
22For a discussion on store loyalty see "What Makes 
A Favorite Store?" Business Week, (June 14, 1958), pp. 57-58.
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whether or not they are oriented toward the consumer rather 
than toward the store. The policies are listed in descending 
order from more to less highly consumer oriented.
Policy statements:^3
1. Consumers set hours, managers adjust operating 
problems to fit these hours. Total sales volume 
is the measure used to determine whether or not 
stores should be open any particular evening.
2. The individual stores solution to_the hour 
problem should be determined on the basis of the 
hours which are best for the store, in terms of 
pleasing the customer and store volume. Employee 
working hours should then be regulated to hold 
down cost while maintaining a high degree of 
service to customers.
3. There is increasing pressure for longer hours 
from competition. Higher employee wages and 
shorter work weeks have a reverse effect, 
retailers will have to compromise somewhere in 
between. More emphasis will be placed on 
packaging and display to make customer self 
selection easier and increase sales production 
per employee hour.
4. Retailers are foolish, they should set convenient 
hours for themselves and their employees. 
Consumers have to shop during the hours stores 
are open. Minimum wage laws tend to shorten 
retail hours.
As seen from the above stated policies, a wide range
23JIt was not the purpose here to state all hour 
policies received, but merely to present these 4 selected 
policies which seemed most representative of the entire range 
of ideas presented on policy decisions.
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existed in the statements of managers relative to the 
importance of the consumer in the formulation of policies on 
hours. Most of the statements included some reference to 
employee hours, wages, sales competition and consumers.
In comparison to the data analyzed throughout the 
study the first and last policies are less realistic than 
numbers two and three. The first policy states that the 
consumer sets hours, yet the data indicated that few stores 
consulted consumers to determine when they wanted to shop.
The stores which did consult consumers used unsatisfactory 
methods of gaining the information. The facts further 
indicated that no store surveyed had investigated to determine 
whether consumers wanted to shop at times other than hours 
being currently offered by the store. Although policy one 
indicates that the consumer's choice was reflected in sales 
volume, it did not take into account the fact that a pre­
ference for hours when the store was not open had no way of 
being reflected in sales volume.
The last policy, which reflects complete disregard 
for consumer desires, was equally as unrealistic as the 
first. A retailer could profitably adhere to such a policy 
only if he had no competition. It is true that consumers 
have to shop during those hours stores are open, but there
195
is little evidence that stores collectively set hours. 
Therefore, retailers must, to some degree conform to a 
competitive situation.
Policies two and three perhaps more nearly reflect 
the true policies of most department store managers. Policy 
number two reflects the idea of "consumer desires in a 
competitive situation." This policy, like the first one 
equates sales volume and consumer desires. Policy three 
also reflects the fact that store managers in reality view 
cost, competition, employee problems and consumer services 
as equal problems.
Policy number three emphasizes the pressure, of 
competition, cost and methods of cutting costs. This policy 
reflects an attitude on the part of management which is 
probably quite realistic. From the information gained in 
this policy the management problem of hours becomes one of 
determining within cost structures how hours can be increased, 
because of competition, without substantially raising costs.
The data presented in the report can more nearly 
support policies two and three than the others. Store 
managers are highly influenced in their decisions by compe­
tition, costs, sales volume and employee problems. Consumers1 
desires are generally considered in their relation to
✓
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competition and costs. Although managers generally agreed 
that consumers influence the decision on hours, their methods 
of judging consumers' desires were usually indirect through 
sales volume rather than by direct inquiry. No indirect 
measurement, which can reflect only an hour preference within 
the present store hours, can be as accurate as a direct 
measurement of consumer preferences.
It was felt that the two extremes were in the minority 
and that most managers do, in fact, consider the consumer in 
light of competition and operational problems in arriving at 
a decision regarding hours. Operational problems sometime 
seemed to receive more emphasis in decisions on hours than 
would seem logical. This was reflected in the finding that 
employee scheduling was the greatest single problem of 
managers in lengthening hours.^4 There was little doubt 
that two extreme views existed among the managers replying 
to the survey. Some of the managers were resisting the 
change in store hours and part were motivated to change hours 
for various reasons. At least two managers indicated why 
they felt others had not changed hours, their reason was 
that the managers were "self satisfied" or "independents."
24See discussion of problems, Chapter IV.
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SUMMARY OF FACTS
In spite of the large number of returns received from 
both consumers and stores, the data alone neither supports 
nor disproves the hypothesis that: there is little agreement
between the attitudes of consumers and the attitudes of store 
managers relative to optimum hours.
After carefully evaluating all data presented the 
writer was left with a number of impressions concerning the 
above stated hypothesis. Retailers were generally unwilling 
to give the information necessary to prove or disprove the 
hypothesis, and consumers say one thing but often do 
another. ^  However, consumers' desires for more night 
openings were reflected in the trend of stores to have more 
night openings. Consumers expressed a general satisfaction 
with present hours but indicated they would prefer to be 
able to shop more from 7-9 p.m. at least 3 evenings per week. 
Managers generally were reconciled to the fact that they 
would have to remain open some evenings each week.
25since data on sales volume by days and hours and 
consumer preferences by days and hours was unavailable, it 
was not possible to conclusively prove or disprove the 
hypothesis as stated.
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Although Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday were generally 
found to be the days more consumers prefer to shop, highest 
volume for the stores (almost unanimously) was on Saturday.- 
Though most stores do not remain open on Saturday (except for 
large city outlying stores) many remain open an extra 30 
minutes on Saturday evening which indicated a need for more 
hours on Saturday. More small city consumers preferred to 
shop on Saturday, yet a very small per cent of stores 
remained open on Saturday evening in small cities. Monday 
was a good sales day in New Orleans and some relation was 
seen between consumer demand and the number of stores open. 
Consumer preferences for shopping on specific days showed 
little relation to evening openings. Consumers preferred 
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, but stores were open late on 
Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays. It was concluded that manage­
ment does not know consumer desires. The choice of Thursday 
as a night for late closing seemed to be chosen arbitrarily.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary objective of this study was to determine 
what changes were taking place in department store hours and 
the shopping behavior of department store consumers relative 
to hours. A second objective was to determine to what 
extent/ and by what methods, department stores in Louisiana 
were determining optimum shopping time, and to determine to 
what degree hours in these stores were consumer oriented.
The analysis was made by, first, reviewing current 
literature on store hours and customer shopping habits 
nationally; then, by empirically analyzing both customer 
shopping behavior and department store hours in 14 Louisiana 
cities, and finally, by comparing selected areas of the 
consumer and store surveys. The findings that resulted 
from the analyses made of the literature and both empirical 
studies are summarized in this chapter. The chapter also 
explains the significance of the major conclusions which 




SURVEY OP THE LITERATURE ON STORE HOURS
In the latter part of the nineteenth century stores 
were often open 14 hours per day/ seven days per week. As 
early as 1913/ the beginning of a trend to shorten hours 
had developed. By 1930 hours in retail stores had become 
fairly well fixed between 48 to 50 hours per week. Stores 
which opened in the evening during the 1930'S/ even for 
special sales, were likely to be criticized by other retailers. 
More frequent night openings were instituted at the request 
of the Federal government during World War II. Although 
more retailers would have liked to return to the 48 hour 
week after World War II, few were able to do so because of 
changes which had taken place in society. A trend toward 
longer retail hours and more evening openings had developed 
by the early 1950's.
A review of the current literature on store hours 
revealed that little scientific study had been done in the 
area of store hours. The reports reviewed contained many 
opinions and predictions but generally did not support their 
findings by statistical evidence.^
•'•Refer to Chapter II, p. 54.
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Problems of Merchandise and Location
The changing merchandise mix had some effects on 
hours in that there were some indications that stores were 
adjusting their mix to make it more favorable to the Sunday 
and night shoppers. Furniture, appliances and home furnishings 
were found to be the merchandise most writers agreed sold 
best at night. There was statistical evidence that sales 
in home furnishings were dropping. Most writers agreed that 
all merchandise could be sold at night and on Sunday, but 
that some types of merchandise sold better than others. 
Telephone and automated selling were being used as a means 
of dispensing merchandise after conventional hours. The 
specific location of the individual store was of major 
importance in determining operating hours. Geographic region, 
community and city location all affected hours. Stores in 
industrial areas and areas with heavy tourist trade tended 
to remain open longer hours. California and other western 
states generally had longer hours than did stores located in 
other parts of the country. The combined factors of heavy 
industry, lack of blue laws, local opportunities for women in 
industry and tourist business all seemed to determine whether 
or not a region had night and/or Sunday openings.
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Individual local pressure groups, the enforcement of
blue laws and the community's opinion of which stores were
public institutions, and subject to .the mores of the community,
were all important to the store hour decision in the community.
Suburban locations seemed to be better suited to after-hour
and Sunday shopping because the customers lived closer, could
find parking spaces, dress casually and take the entire 
2family along.
Problems of Customer Preferences
The question of how many evenings to remain open 
seemed even more important than the question of what evening 
to-remain open. Tuesday was generally the poorest business 
day both for regular and evening openings. Statistics from 
several sources supported the fact that approximately half 
of all retail outlets were open 5 or 6 nights per week, with 
from 40 to 60 per cent of sales being made in the evening. 
Although some of the literature suggested morning closing, 
little evidence was found indicating that this was being 
done. No determination could be made concerning exact hours
2Refer to Chapter II, p. 32.
^Refer to Chapter II, p. 35.
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of operation. The closing hours of 9:00 and 9*30 p.m. were 
found to be the most frequent closing times on those nights 
when stores remained open.
The importance of family shopping was reported 
throughout the literature on night and Sunday shopping.
Impulse buying seemed to be higher when families were shopping 
together and there was evidence that retailers were encouraging 
family shopping.
Sunday selling had grown despite blue law barriers. 
Inconsistencies created by divergent judiciary decisions 
have made enforcement difficult, even in those areas which 
still uphold blue laws. In the far west there was practically 
no resistance to Sunday selling; in the east, blue laws were 
generally in effect; and the midwest and south fall somewhere 
in between these two extremes.^
Personnel Problems and Factors of Adjustment
The problem of additional employees was being solved 
to some extent by the use of platoon systems of employees 
and executives. An adequate number of retail employees and 
executives for additional hours still remained a major problem.
4Refer to Chapter II, p. 38.
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Higher operating costs were being felt even more severely 
with wage raises and lengthened hours. This was in turn 
lowering profit margins. The fundamental question which 
remained unanswered was: Does the extra cost of night
openings pay for the extra volume which they bring?
Competition was one of the major reasons given by 
the individual stores for Sunday and night openings.
Organized resistance to Sunday openings resembled the 
resistance to evening openings found in the literature of 
few years back.^
The significance of the findings of this chapter 
were important in determining the areas which needed further 
research. The design of the research on both consumer and 
store practice surveys were formulated based on the problems 
found by the secondary research.
CONSUMER PATTERNS AND PREFERENCES
The analysis made in this section proved the hypothesis 
it was designed to test: Consumer shopping habits and
preferences were affected by age, income, sex, city size, and 
occupation of the head of the house. The preferences and
C^Refer to Chapter II, p. 44.
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behavior of consumers were analyzed in relation to days and 
hours of shopping, characteristics of group shopping, and 
the amount of satisfaction with existing store hours. Age, 
income, sex, city size, and occupation were set up as 
independent variables and tested by the dependent behavior 
and preference variables.
Shopping Time Preferences of Consumers
Generally, Thursday, Tuesday and Saturday were most 
often listed as the preferred shopping days.® Tuesday and 
_ Saturday were only slightly less important than Thursday. 
However, several variations from this pattern were seen.
In the three individual large cities consumers preferred 
Monday to Saturday. Tuesday was the day least preferred in 
small cities. Retired consumers, older consumers, and those 
with the lowest incomes showed preferences for Monday or 
Wednesday. Neither Friday or Sunday were preferred shopping 
days. The data indicated that although about 40 per cent of 
consumers would shop on Sunday, less than 3 per cent preferred 
Sunday over other days.^
6Refer to Chapter III, Table 3*1, p. 60.
^Refer to Chapter III, Table 3*2, p. 66.
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Morning hours were most often preferred with late 
evening hours the next preference except for Sunday when 
afternoon hours were preferred. About 30 per cent of all 
consumers preferred to shop in the morning from 9 to 11 
o'clock and about 17 per cent preferred the evening hours of 
7 to 9 o'clock.
An examination of the hours consumers shopped showed 
that a larger per cent of consumers would prefer to shop 
from 7 to 9 p.m. than were actually shopping these hours.
This trend was particularly true of men and younger consumers. 
The preferred hours of 9 to 11 a.m. were the most heavily 
shopped hours as well, with about 52 per cent of consumers
Qshopping during these hours. However, the second most 
preferred hours for shopping (7-9 p.m.) were not the second 
most heavily shopped. They were not shopped any more 
heavily than the afternoon hours. Based on the findings of 
shopping time preferences of consumers, the conclusion was 
drawn that stores should remain open more often between 
9 a.m. and 9 p.m. in order to appeal to all consumer groups. 
Moreover, it would appear that Tuesday, Thursday, and 
Saturday late openings were highly desirable in most locations.
8Refer to Chapter III, Table 3*4, p. 69.
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Factors Affecting Time Consumers Shop
The discrepancy between the high degree of preference 
for evening shopping and the only light or moderate amount 
of shopping actually done in the evening indicated that 
something was either inducing customers to shop at other 
times or preventing them from shopping when they wanted to 
shop. Of those factors which caused customers to shop at a 
specific time, special sales and the opportunity to shop in 
a family group were most important.9 Casual dress was also 
an important factor but showed wider variations by age, 
income, and occupation than did the two most important 
factors. Among the factors which prevented customers from 
shopping at a specific time, the reasons most often given 
were the conflict with working hours and the problem of child 
care. The significance of this finding was that longer 
evening hours permitted both the employed consumer and those 
with children to shop more conveniently. It also points out 
how store managers can appeal to specific age and occupational 
groups.
gRefer to Chapter III, Table 3x11, p. 101.
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Importance of Group Shopping
Since fewer customers shopped in the evening than 
preferred to shop at that time, and because working hours 
and family shopping related casually to this fact, an inquiry 
into the significance of family and other group shopping was 
undertaken. Approximately 45 per cent of the consumers 
surveyed had shopped in a family group at least once in a two 
week p e r i o d . B l u e  collar workers and young consumers 
shopped most often in family groups. Ten per cent more blue 
collar workers shopped in a family group than did white 
collar workers. Most consumers did some evening shopping.
Over half (55 per cent) of the evening shopping done was 
done by families, and about 60 per cent of the respondents 
under 45 years of age indicated that they shopped in family 
groups after 5 p.m.
Since most of the shopping done in the evening was 
done by families, a description of the characteristics of 
family buying was made possible by examination of the 
departments shopped in the evening. Soft goods were generally 
most important, although with rising income these goods 
became less important. The two departments most frequently
10Refer to Chapter III, Table 3t8, p. 84.
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shopped after 5 p.m. were “women's and children's wear" and 
"men's and boys' wear.”11 "Piece goods and linens," and 
"drugs, cosmetics and jewelry" were also shopped heavily.
The importance of these findings, that families of blue 
collar workers and young families shopped more frequently, 
is most significant to the retailer in their promotional 
efforts. It is also important for the merchant to provide a 
convenient time for these family groups to shop. Promotional 
efforts can also be directed to those departments most 
frequently shopped by these groups.
Consumers' Evaluation of Present Store Hours
Consumers' dissatisfaction with store hours varied 
by age, occupation, city size and sex. Approximately 25 per 
cent of all consumers were dissatisfied.-^ Small and medium 
size city residents were more dissatisfied than large city 
residents. The significance of these findings led to the 
conclusion that store hours in small, and particularly medium 
size cities, need to be adjusted. Men were more dissatisfied 
than women and younger consumers were more dissatisfied than
■^Refer to Chapter III, Table 3:9, p. 88.
•^Refer to Chapter III, Table 3:13, p. 109.
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older consumers.
Essential differences were observed for each of the 
independent variables, with age and city size being the two 
most dominant variables in more cases. All five variables 
were not important in all cases, but at least one of the 
five was important in all cases. The hypothesis as stated 
in the beginning of the section was thus proved.
STORE HOURS AND MANAGERS' VIEWS OF HOURS
The analysis in this section concentrated on 
investigating and interpreting present hour practices and 
considering the factors which were relevant to decisions on
1 *3store hour policies. All data were analyzed by city size, 
and store location within the c i t y . T h r e e  hypotheses were 
tested in the analysis of the data. The first hypothesis, 
"store hours depend on city size and location of the store 
within the city," was proved. Hypothesis two, "managers have 
not yet found an acceptable means of solving the problems 
created by added hours," was partially proved. Hypothesis
l3Small» 7,500-39,999 population; Medium: 40,000- 
100,000; and Large: Over 100,000.
•^Location was divided by downtown and outlying
only.
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three, "methods used to determine hours are varied and highly 
dependent upon management judgment" was proved.
Current Department Store Hours
Store hours ranged from 48-72 hours per week. The 
mean average in small cities was about 55 hours, in medium 
size cities 53 hours, and in large cities 60 hours. Outlying 
stores were open more hours than downtown stores, and outlying 
stores in large cities were the group open the longest number 
of hours. The most popular hours for opening were 8:30 to 
9:00 a.m. in small cities; 8:00 to 8:30 in medium size cities 
and 9:00 to 9:30 in large cities.15 Morning openings after 
9:30 were confined to large cities. Some stores in the 
study opened as early as 7:00 a.m. while others opened at 
late as 10:00 a.m. The widest range seen in the data was 
between a small city store open from 7 to 7 and a large city 
store open from 10 to 10. Downtown stores in medium size 
cities opened, earlier than did outlying stores, but the 
opposite was true in large cities. Department stores in 
medium size cities opened earliest, those in small cities 
opened about one-half hour later, and large city stores
15Refer to Chapter IV, Table 4:2, p. 124.
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opened latest.
In the 50 stores studied, there were 12 separate
16closing hours. Thursday was found to be the day when the 
largest number, about 68 per cent, of all stores were open 
after 6 p.m. Wednesday had the fewest night openings. No 
stores were open after 6 p.m. on Wednesday in small or medium 
size cities and only those open every night were open in 
large cities. In general, a smaller per cent of medium size 
city stores than small or large city stores were open in the 
evening. In large cities, Monday, Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday were all important late opening nights.
Outlying stores were open more frequently in the 
evening in all classifications. Saturday evening shopping, 
with the exception of small cities with no outlying stores, 
was restricted to outlying stores. No downtown stores in 
medium and large cities were open on Saturday evening. About 
one-third of the outlying stores in medium size cities were 
open on Saturday evening, while about three-fourths of the 
outlying stores in large cities were open Saturday evenings. 
About 20 per cent of the stores surveyed were not open any
16Refer to Chapter IV, Table 4:3, p. 126.
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17evening. None of the stores in small or medium size cities 
were open more them two nights a week, but about 69 per cent 
of large city stores were open more than two nights a week.
These findings are important because they point out 
the differences between consumer desires, whigh were not found 
to vary significantly by city size, and store hours, which 
did vary by city size. Consumer desires in large and medium 
size cities were very similar. However, store hours in 
medium size cities were more like store hours in small cities. 
Twenty per cent of all stores had no evening openings. 
Apparently, the managers of these stores assumed that there 
was little consumer desire for evening shopping in their 
city. However, this study showed that in all city sizes 
consumers wanted evening shopping. It was concluded that 
hours were not being set according to consumer desires.
Effect of Night Openings on Sales
Night sales were generally the same or lower than day
sales in small cities and the same or higher in medium size
18cities. Large city, outlying store figures showed a
Refer to Chapter IV, Table 4x4, p. 130.
1 8Refer to Chapter IV, Table 4:7, p. 138.
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prominent per cent with higher evening sales. However, 
evening sales volume in downtown stores were dependent on 
the individual store. Men's and women's clothing were the 
two departments most important to evening sales, with few 
exceptions. Furniture was the third most important department 
to evening sales in most city classifications. Auto 
accessories were important to evening sales in most large 
outlying stores.
The reason, according to managers, for higher sales
in the above named departments was the predominance of family 
19shopping. More men shopping and working women shopping 
were the two other factors which managers also felt were 
important. A high degree of uncertainty existed among 
managers as to the reason for high evening volume in specific 
departments.
These findings concerning sales and night openings 
are of importance because of their implications to management. 
Medium size cities show highest evening volume but had fewest 
evening openings. The high sales volumes in the soft goods 
departments in the evening suggested that special sales and 
other evening promotions should emphasize these departments.
•^Refer to Chapter IV, Table 4*9, p.143.
The predominance of family shopping in the evening indicated 
that most evening activities of the store should be directed 
toward the family units. The general information gained 
pointed out the importance and necessity for evening openings.
Problems and Solutions to Lengthened Hours .
Managers felt that the greatest problem of lengthened 
hours was employee scheduling.20 This problem was most 
predominant in small cities and decreased in importance as 
city size increased. No pattern related to employee scheduling 
problems was apparent by outlying and downtown locations. 
Sufficient sales to cover cost was a problem to about 30 per 
cent of all managers. Higher per cents of managers in down­
town stores felt cost was a problem. Stores located in 
medium size cities had more problems with an insufficient 
amount of management time. An insufficient number of 
employees was relatively unimportant as a problem of lengthened 
hours. In the large cities, New Orleans figures showed 
greatest problems with employee scheduling and insufficient 
sales to cover cost. However, New Orleans managers had 
almost no problems with acquiring enough employees and
20Refer to Chapter IV, Table 4x10, p. 148.
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management time.
It is interesting to note that large department 
stores had little trouble obtaining a sufficient number of 
employees, but employee scheduling presented a perplexing 
problem. The lack of sufficient management time in medium 
size cities could be related to a smaller number of managers 
and management levels. The lack of sufficient management 
time in medium size cities might be enough of a problem to 
limit evening openings in spite of good sales volume which 
would encourage later hours.
The two most popular management solutions to the 
problems of lengthened hours were, first, more efficient 
use of present employees and, second, shifts of employees.2■!• 
Shifts of employees were referred to by some managers as 
the addition of sufficient part-time people to a basic full­
time staff. Although the problems of insufficient management 
time and sales remained as problems, managers did seem to be 
moving in the direction of solutions to the problem of em­
ployee scheduling. In view of the above facts, it was 
concluded that the hypothesis, "store managers have not yet 
found a solution to the problems created by lengthened
^Refer to Chapter IV, Table 4:11, p. 151.
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h o u r s w a s  only partially proved.
Managers* Opinions and Problems of Shortening Morning Hours
About 36 per cent of all managers surveyed had considered 
shortening morning hours, but only two had done so.22 The 
most important reason given for not shortening morning hours 
was objections by customers, although this factor declined 
as city size increased. Some other reasons for not shortening 
morning hours were: (1) unwise in a small city; (2) competition
will not permit it; (3) company policy of uniform opening 
hours; and (4) the right of customers to have stable hours. 
Significant loss of sales was an important reason for not 
shortening morning hours in small cities. It was concluded 
from the data presented that managers have very strong con­
victions which cause them to refrain from changing their 
morning opening hours and that some of these convictions 
were based on tradition.
Recent and Anticipated Store Hour Changes
In the past five years 44 per cent of the stores had 
not changed hours, 40 per cent had increased hours, and only
22Refer to Chapter IV, Table 4:13, p. 155.
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16 per cent had decreased hours.^ mean average of hours
per week increased was five hours, and of those decreased 
the average was three hours. The highest per cent of stores 
which changed hours in either direction was in small cities. 
However, greatest increases in hours was in large cities. 
Medium size cities showed least change by number of stores 
and also least increase in hours. Outlying stores had 
generally increased hours more than downtown stores.
The data on changes in hours in the past five years 
is important because of the magnitude of the changes which 
have taken place. Even though hour changes were regarded 
by managers as a major decision to be considered carefully, 
over half of all department stores had changed hours in a 
five year period. Greatest uncertainty as to direction of 
change was seen in small cities. In cities with only one 
department store, hours generally remained the same or 
decreased. But where there-were two or more stores, hours 
usually increased. Fewer increases in hours were seen in 
medium size cities, where hours were generally shorter. It 
is also interesting to note that outlying stores usually had 
longer hours them downtown stores, yet they continued to . .
^Refer to Chapter IV, Table 4*14, p. 158.
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increase hours more than downtown stores.
Medium size city stores planned more future changes 
in hours than any other classification/ but many of these 
managers indicated they were moving to outlying locations. 
About 20 per cent of the managers surveyed planned to increase 
hours within the year.̂
The most important factor which managers said caused 
them to change hours was consumer desire. Competition from 
similar stores was the second most important factor stated 
as affecting manager decisions on hours. Though most store 
managers said they were influenced by consumer desires/ few 
of them used any formal methods of measuring these desires. 
Little agreement as to methods of determining desires was 
seen among the managers.^5 many comments made by manager
respondents indicated that subjective judgment was one of 
the primary determinants of consumer desires. It was 
concluded that medium size city managers need to review their 
present hours very carefully.
CONSUMER PREFERENCES COMPARED TO DEPARTMENT STORE HOURS
This portion of the study was done in order to compare
2 ARefer to Chapter IV, Table 4x15, p. 160. 
25Refer to Chapter IV, Table 4x16, p. 162.
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areas from the consumer survey with comparable areas from the 
store survey. Attention was focused only on pertinent areas 
in order to determine whether or not department store managers 
were meeting consumer desires. Data were presented by city 
size. Comparisons were made between responses of consumers 
and store managers. The last section is devoted to an 
analysis of selected store hour policies and was made to 
determine the extent to which the consumer was considered in 
these hour policies.
In spite of the large number of responses received 
from both consumers and stores, the data alone would neither 
prove nor disprove the hypothesis thatx "there is little 
agreement between the attitudes of consumers and the attitudes 
of store managers relative to optimum hours." Data on sales 
volume by days and hours and data on consumer preferences by 
days and hours were unavailable. It was felt that this data 
was necessary to conclusively prove the hypothesis as stated.
Hours Consumers Prefer, Evening Openings and Best Sales Day
It was concluded that little relationship exists 
between when consumers prefer to shop and best sales day. 
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday were the days which consumers 
preferred to shop. Thursday was the day with the highest
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number (about 70 per cent) of stores open, whereas, Saturday 
was the best sales day in 78 per cent of all stores.^® Of 
the four best sales days in the week (Monday, Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday) Saturday usually had the lowest per cent of 
stores open in the evening. From an analysis of the data it 
could only be assumed that Thursday had higher sales in the 
evening than Saturday, although Saturday must have had much 
higher daytime sales. Of the stores not open on Saturday 
evening about 20 per cent added an extra one-half hour to 
their ordinary closing time, which seems to indicate a need 
for more hours on Saturday.
It was, therefore, concluded that consumer preferences
had little effect on evening openings and that Thursday was
chosen arbitrarily as a late opening night. The significance
of this conclusion is that it emphasizes the need to reconsider
the choice of Thursday as the day for remaining open late.
The study indicates that Tuesday or Saturday would be equally
as good as Thursday for evening openings. In answer to the
question of how many evenings stores should remain open late,
1
the data would support a decision to remain open three nights.
26Refer to Chapter V, Table 5x1, p. 175.
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Although consumers Indicated preferences for Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday, and 11.1 of small and 20.8 per cent 
of large city stores surveyed were open Tuesday evening, no 
store reported highest sales volume on Tuesday.2  ̂ It was, 
therefore, concluded that although consumers say they prefer 
to shop Tuesday and Thursday, they buy on Saturday. The 
significance of this finding points out the need for an 
accurate factual study of consumer preferences, conducted by 
interview so that reasons for discrepancies between preferences 
and behavior can be determined.
Hours Consumers Prefer Compared to Hours Stores Were Open
The hours of 9 to 11 a.m. were found to be the most 
frequently shopped hours and the most preferred hours for 
shopping. Although a number of stores have considered 
shortening morning hours, few have done so. In view of this 
high preference for the 9 to 11 a.m. hours, this seems a 
wise decision. In all areas studied (except Baton Rouge and 
perhaps individual stores in small cities) a higher per cent 
of stores were open from 7 to 9 a.m. than seemed profitable 
for the small number of consumers who preferred these hours.28
2^Refer to Chapter V, Table 5:2, p. 179.
28
Refer to Chapter V, Tables 5:3 and 5:4, pp. 181-182.
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It was generally found that the hours of 1 to 5 p.m. 
and 7 to 9 p.m. were of about equal importance as preferred 
times for afternoon and evening shopping. Although 5 to 7 p.m. 
was not quite as preferable as the 7 to 9 p.m. hours, it. was 
generally more preferable than the 7 to 9 a.m. hours. The 
importance of these facts leads one to wonder why more stores 
do not extend evening hours and shorten early morning hours.
Managers showed some insights into an understanding 
of who does evening shopping and what purchases were made.
High sales volume for a particular department was found to 
be directly related to the number of consumers rather than 
to sales price. Generally, the same departments with high 
daytime sales had high evening sales.
Factors Affecting Consumer and Store Decisions
Of the three most important factors which caused 
managers to adjust hours (consumers, competition and location) 
consumer desires may most have influenced the store manager.
The three factors which motivated consumers to want to shop 
were family, special sales, and casual dress.^9 of these 
factors, only special sales were independent of employment
29Refer to Chapter V, Table 5*7, p. 190.
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or behavioral influences. However, by lengthening store 
hours, managers can also increase family shopping. Therefore, 
special sales and longer store hours are the two possible 
alternatives for adjustment of store policies to consumer 
desires. It is also important that special sales play such 
an important part in consumer decisions, because, without 
store loyalty, consumer behavior in relation to what competition 
does becomes highly important. Thus the factors motivating 
managers' decisions on hours and consumer decisions to shop 
are highly inter-related.
Some Department Store Hour Policies
The attitudes of managers on store hour policies
30showed a very wide divergence of opinion. Policy statements 
ranged from the consumer practically dictating hours to a 
seemingly complete lack of regard for when consumers want to 
shop. Part of the managers showed almost complete resistance 
to store hour change while others were motivated to change 
hours only after considering competition, personnel, sales 
volume and consumer desires. It was concluded that managers 
generally were not aware of consumer desires and that indirect
*30Refer to Chapter V, p. 192.
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measurements such as sales volume did not accurately measure 
consumer desires. Managers said consumer desires were very 
important to the determination of hours. However/ they 
realized that consumer desires were important only in their 
relationship to competition/ cost, employee problems and 
profits.
RECOMMENDATIONS
A review of the findings of this report points out 
the immediate need for further study of the store hour problem. 
Consumer desires should be studied more carefully, and 
managers should realize the necessity of reviewing their hour 
practices in light of a more accurate measure of consumer 
desires.
Consumer desires for specific store hours were not 
found to be significantly different by city size, yet store 
hours as established by managers were different according to 
city size. Therefore, it was concluded that something other 
than consumer desires determine store hours.
Specific Recommendations
The following recommendations are made on the basis 
of the findings in this study. Since consumer desires in
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medium size cities were generally found to be more like those 
of large city residents, store managers in medium size 
cities, with few or no evening openings, should review their 
present hours and consider more evening openings. Top 
management in medium size cities should train regular full­
time middle management personnel as supervisory evening 
managers. Top managers should not attempt to handle the 
entire task of supervising evening hours. All medium size 
city stores should examine t^e^possibj^lty of longer evening 
hours, this is particularly true of outlying stores. More 
evening advertising, special sales and other promotions 
should be aimed at young families and families of blue collar 
workers. Credit records would be a possible source for some 
direct promotions.
Since there are more potential consumers after 5 p.m. 
than before 9 a.m., managers should consider opening their 
stores later in the morning and remaining open longer. In 
this manner stores can remain open later without any increase 
in total store hours. This recommendation does not apply to 
Baton Rouge and some small cities, where a high per cent of 
consumers indicated a desire for early morning hours. Employee 
scheduling for evening openings can be accomplished by 
adding part-time people to a basic staff. Where stores are
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open 6 evenings a week a shift type operation is needed and 
part-time people can be used for fill-ins during busy hours.
Areas for Further Study
Based on the findings of this study both the day and 
hour preferences of consumers should be more accurately 
determined. Therefore, the following areas are recommended 
for further study: day and hour shopping preferences of
consumers and problems of employee scheduling.
The department store manager should be cognizant of 
the fact that consumers' desires can only be determined after 
the consumer is given an opportunity to demonstrate his wishes. 
Therefore, further study is particularly needed to determine 
what night or nights are best for evening openings. The 
data in this study indicated that some stores have too few 
evening openings while other stores have too many evening 
openings. It is, therefore, recommended that department 
store managers utilize personal interview or some other direct 
method to determine day and hour preferences.31
3̂ -The method used should allow the consumer an 
opportunity to express reasons for preferences and also an 
opportunity to express himself both verbally and in action. 
Thus, either personal interview with follow-up or trial and 
error of hour adjustments, with follow-up are recommended.
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Groups of stores in a city or stores in cities of 
approximately the same size might elect to do such a survey 
collectively. This collective method would have the advantage 
of including a larger sample and would be more economical.32
Regardless of the method the store or organization 
elects to use, once the most efficient hours have been estab­
lished and are put into effect, enough time must be allowed 
to elapse before their success or failure can be determined. 
Furthermore, extensive advertising is necessary until consumers 
are made aware of hour changes.^
It is also recommended that an investigation of 
employee scheduling problems in stores open two nights or 
less as compared to those which are open three or more nights, 
be made. The findings of such a study should reveal the most 
suitable method of scheduling full-time and part-time 
employees.
When the collective method is used the research 
should be done independent of any firm or organization. 
Researchers, however, should be allowed use of sales and 
credit records of participating firms.
33A study done by Donaldson's Department Store in 
Minneapolis revealed that a year after hours had been changed 
consumers were still not aware of what nights the store was 
open. Dero A. Saunders, "Shopping After Dark," Fortune, 46, 
(November, 1952), 121.
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It is hoped analysis of the results of the study will 
provide department store managers in Louisiana with greater 
insight into the problems of store hours. The recommendations 
were made with the intent that they serve to point out means 
by which managers might more profitably determine what their 
hours should be. A secondary use of the analysis would be 
to provide future researchers and students of retailing with 
a beginning knowledge of consumer desires and management 
problems regarding department store hours.
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APPENDIX A
College of Business Administration 
Department of Marketing and Management 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
March 15, 1965
Dear Consumer*
What suggestions do you have for improving your 
shopping conditions? There are probably a number of things 
about which you would like to have a say. As a student in 
business at LSU, I have chosen to attempt to determine some 
of your shopping desires in the hope that collectively your 
voice will be heard.
Your name was selected to be one of a few consumers 
in the state to whom these questions would be asked. The 
changes which you as a consumer would like, can be brought 
about only if your voice is heard. Would you give me ten 
minutes of your valued time?
By filling in and returning the one-page attached 
checklist you will be casting your vote for what you would 
like. Your single checklist will represent thousands of 
families, so rt is important that your vote be included.
The information which you furnish will be kept 
completely confidential. There is no way you can be identified 
once you have returned the checklist. The data will be counted 
and tabulated and made known only as totals.
Let your wishes be known— fill in and mail the enclosed 
checklist TODAY. Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Dorothy H. Sandham
Enclosures* Self-addressed, postage free envelope 
One-page checklist
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TO BE COMPLETED BY THE HOUSEHOLD MEMBER WHO BUYS MOST OF
THE DEPARTMENT STORE MERCHANDISE FOR THE FAMILY— Please
check, rank or complete the appropriate blanks.
1. Questions answered by wife ; husband ; Unmarried
or widowed female ; Unmarried or widowed male ;
Other (Please name)_________________________________.
2. Do both husband and wife work outside the home? Yes 7
No____. If head of house is single such as widow,
bachelor etc. please check here________________________.
NOTE Questions 3 through 12 refer to DEPARTMENT STORES ONLY. 
Large independent stores, Penneys, Sears, etc. which 
carry clothing, appliances and dry goods.
3. How many times during the last two weeks have any two 
household members shopped together in a department 
store?  times; Not at all .
4. If you could shop any day, which days would you choose?
Mark 1 for first choice and 2 for second. Mon. ;
Tues. ; Wed. ; Thurs. 7 Fri. ; Sat. ;
Sun.____.
5. Which morning and evening hours do you now shop in a 
department store?
Morning— 7-8 AM 8-9 AM 9-10 AM 10-11 AM _
11-12 AM 12-1 PM .
Evening— 1-3 PM____7 3-5 PM 5-7 PM ; 7-9 PM 7
Later_________________.
6. If department stores were open on Sunday what time would 
you prefer to shop?
Mornings ; Afternoons____7 Evenings 7 Not at all 
No preference .
7. When you last shopped in a department store after 5 PM, 
with whom did you shop?
Alone 7 Friend 7 Husband & wife 7 Wife &
Children 7 Husband & children .
8 . The last time you shopped in a department store after 
5 PM, what items did you buy? Please mark an X beside 
those things which you bought.
Piece Goods or Linens  Drugs, Cosmetics, Jewelry
Furniture  Womens & Childrens wear Mens & Boys__
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Sporting Goods  Umbrellas, Hats, Gloves____
China, Small Appliances  Auto Accessories____
Major Appliances  Records, Cameras  Other
9. Of the factors listed below, check the one which most
often keeps you from shopping when you want to shop.
Please check one.
Conditions too crowded___ ; Parking problems 
Lack of transportation___ ; Stores not open____ ;
Working hours interfere ; Have to care for children__
10. Of the factors listed below, which one do you consider
most important in choosing the time when you would like 
to shop. Please check one.
Wish to dress casually ; Want to take children ;
Special sales ; Major purchases ; Want husband or
wife to go along ; Other .
11. If stores were open at all listed hours and you could 
shop anytime; which hours would you prefer? 7-9 AM 
9-11 AM 7 11AM-1PM____y 1-3 PM ; 3-5 PM
5-7PM ; 7-9 PM ; Later____ ; No Preference____.
12. Are department stores open when you want to shop?
Nearly always 7 Never 7 Sometimes ; Always
Don't know
13. The combined income per month of the household is:
A  .___ Under $300
B .___ $300-$599
C .___ $600-$799
D  .___ $800-$999
E .___ Over $1,000
Type of work of head of house_________________ ’
14. Your age is: Under 30______30-45____ 7 46-60____ 7
Over 60____.
THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS FORM
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APPENDIX B
College of Business Administration 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
March 12, 1965
Name, Manager 




"Lengthened store hours and night openings magnify the 
problem of minimum coverage during slack periods." 
Merchandising and Operating Results, 1962 
National Retail Merchants Association
You probably have your own ideas about the problem which 
NRMA lists as "one of the prime reasons why costs are so 
high." Certainly, store hours are coming under closer and 
closer scrutiny by alert managers all over the country. 
However, very little research has been done to help retailers 
know how stores and their consumers really feel. So this is 
the problem I am tackling now.
I am conducting a study, as a partial basis for a doctoral 
dissertation, of hours in selected Louisiana department stores 
and how they have recently changed. A summary of findings 
will be mailed to all participating stores.
The attached questionnaire is sent you to obtain the 
benefit of your experience and judgment and to add scope and 
validity to the study. So little research is done in re­
tailing, and yet it is one of the most important areas of 
business. Will you please complete and return the short 
questionnaire in the enclosed envelope?
Neither you nor your firm will be identified in the study 
and all information obtained will be kept confidential. The 
data gathered from this inquiry will be analyzed and presented 
only in collective form.








QUESTIONNAIRE TO SELECT DEPARTMENT STORES IN LOUISIANA
Please check, rank or complete the appropriate blanks, 
additional comments will be very helpful and can be written 
with the question or at the bottom of page 2.
1. What are your present store hours, please indicate 
exact times.
Monday ; Tuesday ; Wednesday y Thursday
Friday ; Saturday ; Sunday
2. In the past five years have total store hours changed 
(Excluding Xmas, special sales)
Remained Increased Decreased
the same / Number of hrs. / Number of hrs._____
3. Which of the following factors would cause you to change
store hours? Mark 1 for first and 2 for second choice
in the order of their importance to you.
Other similar retail stores are staying open_______
Other non-similar (restaurants, drugstores, etc.) are
open_______________
Feel that consumers want to shop different hours_________
Center or surrounding businesses set different hours_____
Directions from home office ____
Other (please name)________________
4. If you have included "consumers want to shop different
hours" in the above question, how do you determine this?
Experiment by changing hours to determine which are
best_______________
Ask consumers opinion by mail, telephone or interview
Determine consumer opinion by informal conversation______
Not included_________
Other methods (please name)_____________________________
5. Which are your best and poorest days for sales volume? 
Best______.________________ Poorest _________________
6. How do evening openings (after 5 PM) compare on an hourly 
basis with regular hours in sales volume?
No evening openings y Generally lower y Generally
higher y About the same y Don' t know ? Other ^
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7. What departments show highest dollar volume during 
evening openings? Please mark best 1 and second best 2.
Womens & Childrens y Piece Goods and Linens y
Drugs, Cosmetics, Jewelry y Furniture y umbrellas.
Hats, Gloves y Major Appliances y Mens & Boys Wear y
China, Small Appliances y Records, Cameras y
Sporting Goods y Auto Accessories y Other ___
8. To what do you attribute the higher volume in the 
departments listed in question 7?
Families shopping  More people shopping because other
stores are open______More men shopping______ More working
women shopping evenings More teenagers shopping____
Other (please name)__________________  Not sure of
reason
9. Have you considered opening later on certain mornings 
than you presently do or not opening at all on certain 
mornings or days?
Have considered_____ y Have not considered y Have
done this  (Please explain)______________________
10. What specific problems have you encountered or would 
you expect to encounter if store hours were shortened 
as asked in question 9? Please indicate most important 
by 1 and second most important by 2.
Objection by established customers_______ .______________
Difficulty of scheduling employees______________________
Delivery of merchandise problem on days closed _____
Significant loss of sales ____________________________
Other (Please name)_____________ _______________________
11. What specific problems have you encountered or would
you anticipate if hours were lengthened? Please indicate 
most important with 1, second most important 2.
Employee scheduling problems y Insufficient Management
time______ y Insufficient number of employees_____ y
Other (Please name)_____ y Sales not sufficient to cover
cost
12. What solutions to the problem of increased hours do
you see as a possibility for the future? Please rank 1 
for most important and 2 for second most important.
More self-service______y Arrange future stores so that
only certain departments remain open______y More auto-
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matic vending_____ ? Two or more shifts of employees___
See no problem 7 More efficient use of present
employees______; Other (name)______
13. Do you plan to change store hours in the next year,?
Do not plan to change______ Plan change in next year_
Plan to change in next 6 months______ Other (please
name)______
14. If you plan to change hours in the next year, as asked 
in question 13, how will they be changed?
Increased evening openings  ; Other (name)_____
Decreased Morning openings________7
Both of the above ____  _____
15. Questionnaire completed by: Manager____7 Asst. Manager





PRINCIPAL PURCHASER OF DEPARTMENT STORE MERCHANDISE 
__________IN 14 LOUISIANA CITIES (CQ 1)*___________







Female 99 11.2 619 70.0
Husband 193 21.8
Unmarried or Widowed
Male 38 4.3 231 26.1
Husband and Wife
Together 27 3.1
Other (Daughters) 6 .7
No Response 2 .2
Total 885 100.0 850 96.1
* (CQ 1) refers to the Consumer Questionnaire,
Question 1 as seen in Appendix B. This designation is used 
in all tables throughout the Appendix and refers the reader 
to the exact question from which the data was obtained.
**In some instances total per cents in these tables 
will not equal 100 because of multiple responses.
TABLE C:2
NUMBER OF FAMILIES IN LOUISIANA CITIES SURVEYED IN WHICH 
HUSBAND AND WIFE ARE EMPLOYED OUTSIDE THE HOME (CQ 2) 
Household __ Number Per cent
Both Husband and Wife Work Outside
Home
Both Husband and Wife Do Not Work
227 25.6
Outs ide the Home 517 58.5
Head of House Single 137 15.5
No Response 4 .4
Total 885 100.0
TABLE C:3
NUMBER OF TIMES IN THE LAST TWO WEEK PERIOD* TWO HOUSEHOLD 
MEMBERS SHOPPED TOGETHER IN A DEPARTMENT STORE (CQ 3) 





5 or more 16 1.8
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Table C:3 (Continued
Number of Times Number Per cent
Not at All 483 54.6
No Response . 8 .9
Total 885 100.0
*The two week period would refer to the two weeks
prior to March 15, 1965.
TABLE Cx4
DAY OF THE WEEK CONSUMERS PREFER TO SHOP IN A
DEPARTMENT STORE (CQ 4)
Day First Choice Second Choice
Number Per cent Number Per cent
Monday 133 15.0 56 6.3
Tuesday 143 16.2 65 7.3
Wednesday 104 11.8 95 10.7
Thursday 159 18.0 170 19.2
Friday 98 11.1 161 18.2
Saturday 124 14.0 103 11.6
Sunday 20 2.3 29 3.3
No Preference 14 1.6 14 1.6
No Response and
Unusable* 90 10.2 192 21.7
Total 885 100.0 885 100.0
*The high number of unusable answers occurs; because
respondents merely checked two days, rather than rank their
choice as 1 and 2.
,
TABLE C:5
CURRENT MORNING AND NOON SHOPPING HOURS OF DEPARTMENT STORE
CONSUMERS IN 14 LOUISIANA CITIES (CQ 5)
Hours Number Per cent
7-9 a.m. 35 4.0
9-11 a.m. 461 52.1
11 a.m.-l p.m. 162 18.2
No Response 277 31.2
TABLE C :6
CURRENT EVENING SHOPPING HOURS OF DEPARTMENT STORE CONSUMER!
IN 14 LOUISIANA CITIES (CQ 5)
Hours Number Per cent
1-3 p.m. 203 22.9
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Table Ci6 (Continued) 
Hours Number Per cent
3-5 p.m. 201 22.7
5-7 p.m. 156 17.6
7-9 p.m. 187 21.1 _
Later 6 .7
No Response 166 18.8
TABLE C:7
TIME OF DAY CONSUMERS PREFER TO SHOP IN DEPARTMENT STORES
ON SUNDAY (CQ 6)




No Preference 97 11.0
Would Not Shop 533 60.2
Total 885 100.0
TABLE C :8
PERSONS WITH WHOM DEPARTMENT STORE CUSTOMER SHOPS AFTER
5 P.M. (CQ 7)
Persons Number Per cent
Alone 266 30.1
Friend 72 8.1
Husband and Wife 260 29.3
Husband, Wife and Children 224 25.3
No Response 35 4.0
Do Not Shop After 5 p.m. 28 3.2
Total 885 100.0
TABLE C:9
DEPARTMENTS FROM WHICH MERCHANDISE IS BOUGHT BY DEPARTMENT
STORE CONSUMERS AFTER 5 P.M. (CQ 8)
Department Number Per cent
i
Piece Goods and Linens 156 17.0
Women's and Children's 382 43.1
Men's and Boy's 274 30.9
Sporting Goods 80 9.0
Drugs, Cosmetics, Jewelry 222 25.2
Umbrellas, Hats, Gloves 29 3.3
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Table Cx9 (Continued) 
Department__________ Number Per cent
China, Small Appliances 49 5.5
AUto Accessories 59 6.6
Furniture 68 7.7
Major Appliances 30 3.4
Records, Cameras 54 6.1
Other 118 13.3
No Response 57 6.4
TABLE C:10
NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS FROM WHICH MERCHANDISE WAS PURCHASED
BY DEPARTMENT STORE CONSUMERS AFTER 5 P.M. (CQ 8 )
Number of Departments Number Per cent
At Least 1 Department 824 94.6
Two or More Departments 431 49.7
Three or More Departments 195 22.6
Four or More Departments 62 7.0
TABLE C:ll
FACTORS WHICH KEEP THE DEPARTMENT STORE CONSUMER FROM
SHOPPING AT THE HOURS HE PREFERS TO SHOP (CQ 9)
Factor Number Per cent
Conditions Too Crowded 139 15.7
Parking Problems 121 13.7
Lack of Transportation 63 7.1
Stores Not Open 82 9.3
Working Hours Interfere 259 29.3
Have to Care for Children 162 18.3
No Response 59 6.7
Total - 885 100.0
TABLE C :12
FACTOR WHICH CONSUMER CONSIDERS MOST IMPORTANT IN CHOOSING
THE TIME WHEN HE WOULD LIKE TO SHOP IN A DEPARTMENT STORE
(CQ 10)
Factor Number Per cent
Wish to Dress Casually 172 19.4
Want to Take Children 57 6.4
Special Sales 264 29.8
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Table C:12 (Continued) 




Want Husband or Wife Along 178 20.1
Other 90 10.2
No Response # 25 2.8
Total 885 100.0
TABLE Cs13
HOURS CONSUMERS WOULD PREFER TO SHOP IN DEPARTMENT STORES IN
14 LOUISIANA CITIES (CQ 11)
Hours Number Per cent
7-9 a.m. 48 5.4
9-11 a.m. 265 29.9
11 a.m.-l p.m. 113 12.7
1-3 p.m. 124 14.0
3-5 p.m. 91 10.3
5-7 p.m. 97 10.9
7-9 p.m. 153 17.3
Later 7 .8
No Preference 101 11.4
No Response 6 .7
TABLE C:14
CONSUMERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD PRESENT DEPARTMENT STORE 
14 LOUISIANA CITIES (CQ 12)
Stores Open When Consumer Wants to Shop Number
HOURS IN 
Per cent




Don't Know 7 .8
Total 885 100.0
TABLE C:15
COMBINED FAMILY INCOME OF CONSUMERS IN 14 LOUISIANA CITIES
(CQ 13)









Income (Per Month) Number Per cent
$600-$799 200 22.6
$800-$999 132 14.9
Over $1,000 188 21.2
No Response 29 3.2
Total 885 100.0
TABLE C: 16
OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS IN 14 LOUISIANA
CITIES (CQ 13)
Occupation Number Per cent
White Collar 480 54.2
Blue Collar 261 29.5
Retired 52 5.9
Service and Farm 22 2.5 -




AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS IN 14 LOUISIANA CITIES (CQ 14) 
Age_____________________________________ Number Per cent
Under 30 198 22.4
30-45 381 43.1
46-60 201 22.7
Over 60 101 11.4








Cities Number Number Usable Per cent of
Population Sent Delivered Returned Returned Total
Large-Over
100,000
New Orleans 1,783 1,747 424 24.24 47.9
Shreveport 505 497 137 27.57 15.5
Baton Rouge 500 470 124 26.38 14.0
Medium-40, 000 
100,000
Lake Charles 193 - 179 42 23.46 4.7
Monroe 206 201 38 18.91 4.3
Lafayette 160 144 31 21.53 3.5
Alexandria 176 156 30 19.23 3.4
Small-7,500
39,999
Hammond 38 34 10 29.41
Houma 96 91 21 23.08
Bogalusa 55 53 9 16.98
Opelousas 50 42 6 14.29
Bastrop 42 39 5 12.82
Rayne 20 20 3 15.00
Vilie Platte 24 24 5 20.83
6.7
For details on how the cities were selected and how
the number of questionnaires sent was determined, see 
Methodology, Chapter I.




GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE BY CITY SIZE,
























Service & Farm 3.4
















































































































Under 30 32.2 18.4 22.3 21.9 27.0 18.5
30-45 44.1 45.4 42.5 42.7 35.0 50.0
46-60 11.9 24.1 23.4 22.9 27.0 21.0
Over 60 11.9 11.3 11.4 11.8 10.9 10.5
Unreported .0 .7 .4 .7 .0 .0
Total Respondents (59) (141) (685) (424) (137) (124)




PRINCIPAL PURCHASER OF DEPARTMENT STORE MERCHANDISE 

















































59 61.0 5.1 25.4 0.0 8.5 .0
141 47.5 14.9 24.8 6.4 5.0 1.4
685 60.7 11.1 20.9 4.2 2.2 .8
424 59.7 12.0 20.5 5.0 2.1 .7
137 64.2 8.0 21.2 4.4 1.5 .7
124 61.3 10,5 21.8 1.6 3.2 1.6
826
480 60.8 11.3 20.2 4.2 2.3 1.2
261 65.5 2.7 23.8 3.1 4.6 .4
52 32.7 20.8 25.0 7.7 1.0 1.9
22 59.1 18.2 0.0 13.6 9.1 .0




42.6 10.6 10.6 4.3 .0
289 57.4 14.9 19.7 2.4 4.2 1.4
200 59.5 8.0 26.0 5.0 1.5 .0
132 66.7 3.8 19.7 6.1 3.0 .8
































Under 30 198 68.2 7.6 14.1 5.6 3.0 1.5
30-45 381 66.7 5.0 21.5 3.4 2.6 .8
46-60 201 50.7 17.4 24.4 3.0 4.0 .5
Over 60 101 27.7 27.7 32.7 7.9 3.0 1.0




EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF RESPONDENTS BY CITY SIZE/ OCCUPATION, INCOME AND AGE (CQ 2)
 Employment Status_______________________
Both One Spouse Head of
Number Spouses Employed or House No
Characteristics_____ Reporting_____ Employed______ Both Retired Single Response
City Size 885
7,500-39,999 59 28.8 66.1 5.1 .0
40,000-100,000 141 27.0 50.4 22.0 .7
Over 100,000 685 25.1 59.3 15.2 .4
New Orleans 424 23.3 59.0 17.2 .5
Shreveport 137 25.5 62.0 11.7 .7
Baton Rouge 124 30.6 58.1 11.3 .0
Occupation 826
White Collar 480 25.6 58.4 15.6 .4
Blue Collar 261 30.3 64.0 5.7 .0
Retired 52 0.0 57.7 40.4 1.9
Service & Farm 22 31.8 36.4 31.8 .0
Student & Other 11 18.2 45.5 36.4 .0
Income 856
Under $300 47 10.6 40.4 49.0 .0
$300-$599 289 20.4 61.3 18.3 .0
$600-$799 200 28.5 58.0 13.0 .5
$800-$999 132 37.1 52.3 10.6 .0
Over $1,000 188 28.7 61.7 8.0 1.6
Age 881
Under 30 198 26.8 59.6 13.6 .0
30-45 381 28.9 61.9 9.0 .3
46-60 201 26.4 52.7 20.4 .5
Over 60 101 9.9 55.4 33.7 1.0




NUMBER AND LOCATION* OF PARTICIPATING STORES (SQ 15)** 






Over 100,000 24 48
New Orleans 9 18
Shreveport 4 8
Baton Rouge______  11_____________22
*60 per cent are downtown.
40 per cent are outlying.
**SQ 15 refers to store questionnaire (Appendix B) 
question number 15. This designation will be used on all 
tables and refers to the exact question from which the 
information was gained.
***In some instances total per cents in these tables 
will not equal 100 because of multiple responses.
TABLE D:2
TOTAL HOURS PER WEEK STORES OPEN (SQ 1)
Hours Per Week  Number________Per cent
48-51 12 24







DAILY OPENING AND CLOSING HOURS OF STORES
Openinq Time Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
7-7:30 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
7:31-8:00 --- — — --- --- --- ___ *
8:01-8:30 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
8:31-9:00 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0
9:01-9:30 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0
9:31-10:00 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0




no stores in the study open
Table D:3 (Continued 










































No stores in the study close between 7:01-7:30-any
day.
TABLE D:4 
NUMBER OP NIGHT OPENINGS PER WEEK*









*A night opening is defined as one hour or more 
after 5:30 p.m.
Not included as a late opening are those stores ' 
which remain open an extra half-hour on Friday and/or 
Saturday evening. The total number who do this can be seen 
from Table D:3.
TABLE D:5 








Only 40 stores have late openings, 10 stores (20 
per cent) of the 50 have no late openings.
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TABLE D:6 
BEST AND POOREST. SALES DAY .
Best Poorest
Day__________ Number_____Per cent_____Number_____Per cent
Monday 3 6.0 1 2.0
Tuesday 0 0 33 66.0
Wednesday 1 2.0 13 26.0
Thursday 3 6.0 1 2.0
Friday 3 6.0 1 2.0
Saturday ~ 39 78.0 0 .0
No Response 1 2.0 1 2.0
Total______ 50________100.0_________50_______ 100.0
On questionnaires where more than one day was listed, 
it was assumed the first day listed was either best or 
poorest depending on the questionnaire blank being answered.
TABLE D:7
GENERAL COMPARISON OF NIGHT AND DAY SALES (SQ 6)
Nights are:____________________________ Number Per cent




Don't Know and Other_____________________ 3__________6.
TABLE Dx8
DEPARTMENTS WHICH SHOW HIGHEST VOLUME AT NIGHT (SQ 7) 
Department_____________________________Number__ Per cent
Piece Goods and Linens 5 10
Womens and Childrens Wear 25 50
Mens and Boys Wear 22 44
Sporting Goods 2 4
Drugs, Cosmetics, Jewelry 2 4
Umbrellas, Hats, Gloves —
China, Small Appliances —
Auto Accessories 6 12
Furniture 7 14
Major Appliances 6 12
Records, Cameras 2 4
Other_____________________________________4 ̂ _______ 8
Only 40 store managers answered this question because 
10 stores have no night openings.
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TABLE D:9
MANAGERS' OPINION OP WHY CERTAIN DEPARTMENTS HAVE HIGHER
NIGHT SALES (SQ 8)
Opinion________________ Number Per cent
Families shopping 30 60
Men shopping 1-5 30
Teenagers shopping 1 2
Other Stores Open 0 0
Working Women shopping 1 1
Other and Not Sure 1 2
No Eveninq Openinqs 10 20
TABLE Dx10
MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS WITH LENGTHENED HOURS (SQ 11)Problem Number Per cent
Employee Scheduling 32 64
Insufficient management time 15 30
Insufficient Number of Employees 6
%
12
Insufficient Sales for Cost 23 46
Other 5 10
TABLE D:11
MANAGERS' OPINION OP POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS OP
LENGTHENED HOURS (SQ 12)
Opinion Number Pei• cent
More Self-Service 18 36
More Automatic Vending 1 2
Shifts of Employees 25 50
More Efficient Use of Present Employees 29 58
Only Certain Departments Open 1 2
No Problem 4 8
Other 4 8
TABLE D:12
STORE MANAGERS' OPINION CONCERNING MORNING CLOSING AND 
CLOSING ON POOR SALES DAYS (SQ 9)
Opinion Number Per cent
Have Considered 16 32
Not Considered 32 64




PROBLEMS OP MORNING CLOSING OF STORES (SQ 10)
Problems   Number Per cent
Objection by Customers 37 64
Employee Scheduling 5 10
Merchandise Delivery 4 8
Loss of Sales 19 38
Other 3 10
TABLE Dx14
CHANGES IN STORE HOURS IN PAST FIVE YEARS (SQ 2)
Chanqe Number Per cent




♦Average Increase 5 hours. 
♦♦Average decrease 3 hours.
TABLE Dt15
PLANNED HOURS CHANGE FOR COMING YEAR (SQ 13-14)
Chanqe Number Per cent
No change 40 80
Increase evenings 9 18
Decrease Mornings
Both increase evening and
0 0










Similar Stores Change 28 56
Non-similar Change 0 0
Consumer Opinion 32 64
Center Sets Hours 13 26




HOW STORE MANAGERS MEASURE CONSUMER 
OPINION CONCERNING HOURS (SQ 4)
How Measured__________________________ Number Per cent
Experiment with hours 13 26
Mail, telephone, interview 4 8
Informal conversation 12 24
Not considered 8 16
Other methods ____   11_________22
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